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Southern State Constitutions in the 1870s: A Case Study of Texas

By John Walker Mauer

Southern state constitutions of the 1870s are far more complex in their origins and contents than C. Vann Woodward credits them with being in his Origins of the New South 1877-1913. Woodward argues that the eight southern state constitutions written in the 1870s were only one of many products of the short-term political experience of reaction against Reconstruction. Moreover, Woodward claims these eight documents were essentially uniform in placing excessive controls on government. When the contents of all eleven southern state constitutions extant in 1879 are analyzed in terms of their restrictiveness, however, they appear diverse rather than homogeneous. Only five of these documents had the extreme restraints on government described by Woodward. Furthermore, even those southern states that did adopt restrictive constitutions in the 1870s, or at least the three states (Alabama, Louisiana, and Texas) examined in this study, created those documents for reasons that differed considerably from those cited by Woodward. Instead of being primarily the product of the short-term and regional phenomenon of reaction against Reconstruction, restrictive southern state constitutions of the 1870s were part of a nationwide and long-term change in American state constitutions. This shift in state constitution-making started in the North with the Illinois Constitution of 1870 and the Pennsylvania Constitution of 1873 and spread across the country.
The desire for a restrictive constitution evidenced by Alabama, Louisiana, and Texas in the 1870s was influenced by reaction against Reconstruction only to a limited degree. Reconstruction helped spark the initial interest in writing a new constitution after Democrats regained power, but it played only a limited role in shaping expectations about what type of constitution should be written. In postulating that reaction against Reconstruction shaped southern constitution-making in the 1870s, Woodward argues that the Democratic party in the South manipulated the genuine hostility felt by most whites against Republican rule. The Democratic leadership did this, Woodward further maintains, in order to keep their party artificially united despite "issues of economics and self-interest" which otherwise might have divided the dominant party. Whatever was the case for politics in general, the politics of state constitution-making was substantially different from that described by Woodward. Although the Democratic leadership of Alabama, Louisiana, and Texas attempted to use Reconstruction as a tool to maintain party unity, they failed because constitution-making of necessity entailed the substantive issues that led to divisiveness in the dominant party. Furthermore, the nature of the division that developed in the party was indicative of the limited role that reaction against Reconstruction played in the creation of southern state constitutions in the 1870s. In Alabama, Louisiana, and Texas, the Democratic party's leadership wanted a liberal constitution, or at least to keep the degree of restrictiveness of a new document to a minimum, while it also sought to impose con-
trolls on political rights of the whole electorate in order to strike against black voters. In contrast to its leadership, the party's rank and file provided the major impetus for a restrictive constitution, and it opposed attempts to inhibit black political participation out of concern for the effect that such an effort could have on white voters. Although the disposition of state debt in Alabama and Louisiana mitigated the final outcome in those two states, the creation of restrictive constitutions that did not contain statewide systems of political control in Alabama, Louisiana, and Texas was a victory for the Democratic rank and file over the party's leadership.
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Chapter I Introduction

C. Vann Woodward, in Origins of the New South 1877-1913, uses 1870s southern state constitutions as one example of his overall thesis that reaction against Reconstruction was the dominant force in southern politics after Democrats returned to power. According to Woodward, reaction against Reconstruction was a temporary phenomenon that shaped southern attitudes over a wide spectrum of beliefs and activities. Among the attitudes affected by reaction against Reconstruction was that toward government. "Under Radical control, state as well as Federal government exceeded all previous limits of interference with the property, habits, and life of the individual." And when Democrats regained control of the South, there occurred, as Woodward further states, a "reaction against these Radical intrusions [that] became [a] reaction against government interference of any kind." Woodward goes on to assert that this change in institutional perspective in the South, while unfortunate in its own right, was greatly accentuated by the impact it had on state constitutions:

This reaction was only natural and would have yielded in due time to the pressing needs for government services, regulation, and action had it not happened that at the height of the reaction many states adopted new constitutions that froze a passing mood into fundamental law for decades. Written shortly after Redemption, new constitutions were adopted by Alabama in 1875, Arkansas in 1874, Georgia in 1877, Louisiana in 1879, North Carolina in 1876, Tennessee in 1870, Texas in 1876, and Virginia in 1879. Almost all of the new instruments show the fears and prejudices of the times, though they are embodied in different degrees and ways.... Limitations on power over taxation and appropriations were often rigidly set, and minute provisions for procedure laid down. Besides reducing legislative prerogatives to a minimum, the tendency was to emasculate discretionary authority of civil servants, and in general to tie all the knots in the skein of the famous 'checks and balances.'"
Woodward's assessment of 1870s southern state constitutionalism rests upon three assumptions: first, the politics of state constitution-making is a direct extension of the general political environment; second, 1870s southern state constitutions can be explained almost exclusively by the regional and short term political phenomenon of reaction against Reconstruction, and finally, 1870s southern state constitutions uniformly took a negative approach to government. This study challenges all three of these assumptions. Since the politics of state constitution-making forms the heart of this study, the chapters that follow will inquire into such politics at length. This introductory chapter will examine the other two of Woodward's assumptions.

If the purely regional experience of reaction against Reconstruction was the predominant force that shaped southern state constitutions in the 1870s then those documents should have distinct differences from the constitutions written in other areas of the nation during the same period. Morton Keller in Affairs of State: Public Life in Late Nineteenth Century America has analyzed state constitutions of the 1870s as a part of his study of American political institutions on all (nation, state, and local) levels. And while he agrees with Woodward that state constitutions of the 1870s tended to be longer and place more controls on the legislature, he disagrees with Woodward that such characteristics of state constitutions were either regional or short term. Keller concludes from his study of southern state and local political institutions that while the South had a unique experience in Reconstruction and the reaction that followed, its state and
local political institutions fit into the larger pattern of such institutions in the nation as a whole:

For all its special tone and setting, the public experience of the postwar South did not differ fundamentally from that of the nation at large. True, the fact of defeat made possible a more dramatic application of the war-born legacies of active government and civil equality than was the case in the North. And there was a distinctive -- indeed, a tragic -- quality to the reimposition in the 1870s of policies that embodied the racism, localism, and hostility to government of the dominant white culture. Nevertheless, in a larger view southern Reconstruction and redemption is best seen as a sectional manifestation of an experience common to the postwar polity.

In terms of 1870s state constitutions this means that the alterations in those documents attributed by Woodward to exclusively southern conditions were instead part of a national trend in state constitution-making. Furthermore Keller also asserts that such changes in state constitutions were long term rather than short. His analysis of American state constitutions of the late nineteenth century shows that the "tendency...to crimp the lawmaking power of state legislatures" started in the 1870s and continued until after the turn of the century.2

The change described by Woodward and Keller of 1870s state constitutions becoming longer and having more controls on the legislature needs to be seen in terms of what had been the norm for American state constitutions. Traditionally American state constitutions had conformed to the standards of liberal constitutionalism defined by United States Chief Justice John Marshall in McCulloch vs. Maryland:

"A constitution, to contain an accurate detail of all the subdivisions of which its great powers will admit, and of all the means by which they may be carried into execution, would partake of the prolixity of a legal code, and could scarcely be embraced by the human mind. It would probably never be understood by the
public. Its nature, therefore, requires, that only its great outlines should be marked, its important objects designated, and the minor ingredients which compose those objects be deduced from the nature of the objects themselves."

This concept of constitution as outline left open questions of scope and refinement. In the first century of American independence, state constitutions tended to grow progressively longer and more elaborate. Responding both to government's burgeoning responsibilities and to its all-too-frequent abuses of power, constitution-makers expanded their documents in ways that began, among other things, to blur the distinctions between constitution and statute. But despite the emergence of details that abridged the letter of Marshall's concept of a constitution, American state constitutions remained well within the spirit of that concept until the 1870s.

In the first full decade after the Civil War, however, American state constitutions began to break from their liberal roots and turn in the direction of restrictiveness. Replacing the concept of organic law as a set of principles to guide government's development was one of a constitution as a device to define the limits of government's discretion and growth. While the first indications of this trend appeared in the 1840s and a few moderately restrictive documents were approved in the 1850s and 1860s, the Illinois Constitution of 1870 was the watershed document that acted as both spur and model for a restrictive constitutional movement affecting all regions of the nation, but not all states writing new organic laws, in the 1870s. Moreover, once restrictive state constitutionalism gained national preeminence, it continued to dominate state constitution-writing until after
the turn of the century.\(^5\)

In the South only eight of the eleven states that had formed the Confederacy wrote constitutions in the 1870s. Woodward limited his analysis of post-Reconstruction southern state constitutions to the eight new documents. But since the entire South experienced reaction against Reconstruction, the relationship between that reaction and southern state constitutions should be examined in all eleven states. Florida, Mississippi, and South Carolina each delayed writing a new constitution for a number of years after Reconstruction ended. Woodward explains this slowness to act only for one state, Florida, and he attributes the tardiness of that state in writing a new organic law to the power that the Florida Constitution of 1868 gave to the governor to appoint local officeholders. In light of the experience of Alabama and Louisiana that will be examined in subsequent chapters, however, this explanation of Florida's delay in writing a constitution seems inadequate. Moreover, when the three constitutions written in the 1860s and used by Democrats in the 1870s are studied in conjunction with the eight state constitutions written in the 1870s, they appear as integral parts of post-Reconstruction southern state constitutions rather than as anomalies.

This study will assess all eleven southern state constitutions in force in 1879. The analysis of these eleven constitutions will consist of a systematic use of the impressionistic standards that Woodward (and Keller as well) uses. Specifically three types of differences in the 1870s southern state constitutions, one concerning size and two concerning controls on the legislature, will be analyzed.
First, size will provide an index of the differences among the constitutions. Size will be determined by the number of articles, total sections in the constitution, and sections in the legislative article. The longer the constitution the more likely it was to be restrictive. Second, the type of controls on the legislature that historically had been a part of state constitutions will be evaluated. Since legislatures had plenary powers, state constitutions had always contained directive controls that shaped and channeled the legislature's authority by defining procedures for it to use and by mandating actions for it to take. A restrictive constitution tended to have more directive controls and was also more likely to have directive controls affecting special and local laws. Finally, the controls vital to the creation of a restrictive state constitution were proscriptive controls. While a state constitution could have a few proscriptive controls and still leave the legislature wide discretionary authority, it was the presence of a large number of proscriptive controls that provided the tight rein on the legislature's discretion that was the hallmark of a restrictive document. This was the case because proscriptive controls set maximums on, or even prohibited altogether, specified types of legislative behaviour.

The South's eleven 1870s state constitutions break into two roughly even groups when analyzed by the above standards. Five of the constitutions were restrictive and six were liberal. Tables I and II give statistics about the size and directive controls of, respectively, the restrictive and liberal 1870s southern state constitutions. Table III and IV provide data about the proscriptive controls
Table I

Variations in Size and in Directive Controls on the Legislature in Restrictive Southern State Constitutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Total Articles</th>
<th>Total Sections</th>
<th>Total Sections in Legislative Article</th>
<th>Total Directive Controls</th>
<th>Total Directive Controls Affecting Special and Local Laws</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>None, but General Law Required (GLR) where possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4 + GLR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>none-GLR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21 + GLR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>28 + GLR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Averages:</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>259.2</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table II

Variations in Size and in Directive Controls on the Legislature in Liberal Southern State Constitutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Total Articles</th>
<th>Total Sections</th>
<th>Total Sections in Legislative Article</th>
<th>Total Directive Controls</th>
<th>Total Directive Controls Affecting Special and Local Laws</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12 + GLR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Averages:</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table III

Proscriptive Controls on the Legislature Affecting State and Local Government in Restrictive Southern State Constitutions Extant in 1879

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Taxes Stated as Maximums</th>
<th>Limitations Placed on Public Debt[^2]</th>
<th>Prohibitions on Aid to Public Enterprise</th>
<th>Controls on the Use of Tax Revenue</th>
<th>Salaries Expressed as Maximums</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>State Local</td>
<td>State Local</td>
<td>State Local</td>
<td>State Local</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>*2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>$200,000</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>$200,000</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. All of the constitutions which limited the creation of state debt uniformly included three exceptions to these restrictions: repel invasion, suppress insurrection, or defend in case of invasion.

2. Arkansas did not attempt to control debt directly, but it prohibited the state from issuing "any interest-bearing evidences of indebtedness."
### Table IV

Proscriptive Controls on the Legislature Affecting State and Local Government in Liberal Southern State Constitutions Extant in 1879

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Taxes Stated as Maximums</th>
<th>Limitations Placed on Public Debt</th>
<th>Prohibitions on Aid to Public Enterprise</th>
<th>Controls on the Use of Tax Revenue</th>
<th>Salaries Expressed as Maximums</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>State Local</td>
<td>State Local</td>
<td>State Local</td>
<td>State Local</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2/3 vote by people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>*2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2/3 vote by people</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3/4 vote by legislature</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. see 1 in Table III.
2. North Carolina barred new state debt, except for "casual deficit" which had no limit, but only until the existing state bonds reached par value.
of these same two groups of state constitutions.

As tables I and II indicate, the South's five restrictive constitutions (Alabama, 1875; Arkansas, 1874; Georgia, 1877; Louisiana, 1879; and Texas 1876) and its six liberal constitutions (Florida, 1868; North Carolina, 1876; South Carolina, 1868; Tennessee, 1870; and Virginia, 1870) extant in 1879 had significant variations in size and in directive controls! The restrictive organic laws exceeded the liberal ones, on the average, by 2.8 or 20 percent in number of articles, by 79.2 or 44 percent in total number of sections, and by 19.4 or 65 percent in number of sections in the legislative article. In restrictive controls the differential between the restrictive and liberal constitutions was 8.8 or 80 percent. Moreover, in the type of directive control emphasized by both Woodward and Keller, that affecting special and local laws, the two categories of 1870s southern constitutions had sharp differences. Of the five restrictive documents, four had a broad requirement that legislatures should pass general laws rather than special and local ones whenever possible, and three of these four also listed subjects specifically prohibited from being enacted as special and local statutes. The pattern among the liberal constitutions was the reverse of the restrictive ones. Five made no mention of special and local legislation, while the sixth had both a general requirement and a list of prohibited subjects.

Tables III and IV show that as great as the differences in size and directive controls were in the restrictive and liberal 1870s southern state constitutions, the differential in their proscriptive controls was even more remarkable. These tables indicate whether state
and local governments came under limitations affecting their power to
tax (in terms of both amount and purpose), to create debt, to aid
private enterprise, or to adjust salaries. All the restrictive or-
ganic laws except Georgia's cited a specific ceiling for state and
local taxes, while Georgia stipulated the purposes for which both
state and local tax revenue could be used and Arkansas, Louisiana, and
Texas did the same for the state. Four out of five documents (Arkansas
excepted) also established a maximum for state debt. Three, Alabama,
Georgia (which was the only one to do so for local as well as state
government), and Texas allowed a small amount of general revenue obli-
gations, but Louisiana disallowed any funded deficits. Moreover, even
Arkansas attempted to restrain debt formation by prohibiting the state
from issuing "interest bearing treasury warrants or scrip" and the
counties and municipalities from issuing "any interest-bearing evi-
dences of indebtedness." Concerning assistance to the private sector,
all the restrictive organic laws barred such help on both state and
local levels.

Finally, these restrictive state constitutions also ex-
hibited their lack of faith in government by tightly controlling sa-
laries. Alabama reduced salaries by 25 percent for specified execu-
tive and judicial offices, but the general assembly could raise the
stipend of those affected by these provisions with a two-thirds major-
ity. The Yellowhammer State denied the assembly power to increase pay
for only one category of worker -- its own elected membership. Arkan-
sas reduced all salaries by 25 percent; allowed no major executive or
judicial officer to have more than the $4,000 given to the governor;
and made $5,000 the limit for all other state and local governmental jobs. Georgia had the most permissive provisions for salaries of the restrictive constitutions. It cited specific figures for various major state offices but authorized the legislature to change the amounts with a two-thirds vote. Louisiana controlled the pay only for offices where sums were mentioned, but its list of such stipulations was the longest of any southern organic law of the 1870s for it covered many local as well as state positions. Texas specified maximum salaries for the legislature and the major officers of the executive branch, but not for the judiciary or local officials. In short, while no one restrictive organic law had all these key economic limitations, each of them had a wide array of such controls.

In contrast, the six Southern states with liberal constitutions had few restraints on governmental finances. None limited the amount of either taxation or debt. North Carolina disallowed any new debt except for "casual" deficits until the state's bonds were "at par." South Carolina attempted to keep deficits from occurring by requiring that taxes match expenditures. If a deficiency occurred in one year, the legislature had to levy an additional tax the subsequent year to pay for the shortfall. Virginia allowed the legislature to create debt only "to meet casual deficits in revenue, [and] to redeem previous liability of the state," and it further commanded lawmakers to institute a sinking fund to repay the principal of all existing and future debt. Salaries were left relatively untouched by these six documents. Two states, North Carolina and Tennessee, had salary controls, and they both cited maximum figures solely for the legislature.
One area in which a majority of these six liberal organic laws restricted the state was governmental aid to private enterprise. Mississippi, North Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia each forbade such assistance by the state, although North Carolina permitted help for railroads that were either in the process of construction or were a matter of "direct pecuniary interest" for the state. Three states also restrained local involvement in the private sector and each did so by requiring a vote of the people to approve such activity by their county or municipality. The size of the majority required however, in these referenda varied from state to state -- Mississippi, two-thirds; North Carolina, one-half; and Tennessee, three-fourths, but twenty-four counties needed only a simple majority for a decade after ratification of the 1870 constitution.

The fact that over half of the southern states had liberal instead of restrictive constitutions in the post-Reconstruction period limits reaction against Reconstruction as an explanation of southern state constitutions for that period. But the relationship between that reaction and the five restrictive organic laws remains an open question. Woodward's claim that reaction against Reconstruction caused restrictive state constitutionalism in the South rests upon his analysis of the overall political environment in that region. He argues that reaction was a formative force in southern politics both because it was a genuine response by white Democrats to Republican rule and because the dominant party's leadership cynically used it as a tool to keep their followers unified:
The loyalty and discipline that prevailed in the white man's party were inspired by the revolution that established it in power. After the two objects of that revolution were achieved -- the crushing of Negro power and the ousting of foreign control -- party discipline was still dependent upon keeping vividly alive the memories of these menaces. They were the only reliable bases for white solidarity. Almost any other issue ran the risk of dividing the whites and was hushed whenever possible. The Redeemers tried by invoking the past to avert the future. The politics of Redemption belonged therefore to the romantic school, emphasizing race and tradition and depreciating issues of economics and self-interest. 

In the chapters that follow Woodward's premise about southern politics will be examined within the specialized context of constitution-making. One chapter each will be devoted to Alabama Louisiana, and four chapters will be given to Texas. The analysis made in these chapters will show that the politics of writing a state constitution, however, did not conform to the general political environment described by Woodward. Since a state constitution was the fundamental charter under which state and local government operated, the creation of such a document by necessity involved a wide range of substantive issues. Further accentuating the difference between the politics of constitution-making and politics in general was the process by which a state usually wrote a new organic law. In most instances a constitutional convention drafted such a document, and such a convention sat one time, to do one job, and was considered by most people to be a less partisan endeavor than most political activities. And since the convention's job was to draft a constitution, the process of nominating and electing delegates to a constitutional convention and then holding that convention raised substantive issues and stirred public debate over those questions. Because it involved
"issues of economics and self-interest," the politics of constitution-making caused dissension among Democrats just as Woodward predicted would happen if such issues were interjected into southern politics.

Not only did the politics of constitution-making entail substantive issues, but in Alabama, Louisiana, and Texas it also resulted in the defeat of efforts to eliminate what was perhaps the single most important change caused by Reconstruction -- the participation in politics by blacks. In each of these three states the Democratic leadership, or in the case of Alabama elements of the leadership, expressed interest in undercutting the political power of Negroes by using suffrage restriction, extreme gerrymandering, and the restructuring of legislative and judicial districts. The Reconstruction Amendments to the United States Constitution had reduced extreme white supremacists to such indirect forms of political discrimination against the blacks. But the Democratic rank and file rejected these indirect forms of political discrimination. The attitude expressly stated in the Texas Constitutional Convention of 1875 apparently was typical of the conventions in Alabama and Louisiana as well. While openly anti-black the Texas delegates did not believe it worthwhile to harm the political rights of whites to strike against blacks. Thus, the conventions in all three states rejected most types of indirect political discrimination that affected voters. In Alabama and Louisiana, however, the constitutional conventions did give their legislatures a loophole to take selective action against Negroes. The constitutions written for these two states allowed the legislature to selectively alter local governments from elective to appointive, and the Alabama and
Louisiana legislature used this power against local governments in areas with black majorities. But despite this one major exception, the constitutions of Alabama, Louisiana, and Texas affirmed political rights in the aggregate that were in keeping with Jacksonian Democracy. That is, these states allowed all adult males without a special disability to vote and to elect virtually all their major state and local officials.

In summary, southern state constitutions in the 1870s cannot be assumed, as Woodward does, to be an extension of the general post-Reconstruction political environment in the South. The change to restrictive constitutionalism attributed by Woodward to the regional and short term political phenomenon of reaction against Reconstruction was neither regional nor short term. As Keller has shown the emergence of restrictive state constitutions in the 1870s occurred throughout the nation and lasted until after the turn of the century. Moreover, the case for reaction against Reconstruction having influenced 1870s southern state constitutions is further weakened when the content of the eleven state constitutions of that region in 1879 are analyzed. Rather than being uniformly restrictive as Woodward claims, only five were restrictive while six were liberal. In the chapters that follow, it will be shown that in three states, Alabama, Louisiana, and Texas, that wrote restrictive constitutions, the politics of creating these organic laws were specialized and quite different from the general post-Reconstruction political environment described by Woodward.
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Chapter II The Alabama Constitution of 1874

In Alabama reaction against Reconstruction helped discredit the Constitution of 1868 to most white Democrats. But a common desire to replace the 1868 document did not mean agreement on what a new constitution should contain. The precise range of opinion about constitutional revision cannot be determined because one issue overshadowed virtually all others; Alabama had a massive debt that forced the Democratic leadership to seek a constitutional convention as part of their plan to resolve a problem the state had with its debt. That debt was so large that the state had no choice but to scale it down, but the Democratic establishment wanted to keep the reduction of the state's bonds as low as possible in order to minimize damage to the state's credit. To achieve its goal of preserving the state's credit the Democratic leadership used a two step strategy. First the general assembly would create an appointive debt commission. This commission would give the dominant party's leadership far more control over the debt adjustment process than would a popularly elected constitutional convention. Second, the general assembly would call a constitutional convention. The convention would make cuts in government spending in order to give the debt commission maximum latitude in adjusting the state's financial obligations. In order to unify its party behind a new constitution, the Democratic leadership sought to relieve the fears of its party's rank and file that a new constitution would revoke the democratic reforms implemented in the 1868 organic law. To assuage these doubts, the leadership promised that the democratic reform instituted in 1868
would be continued.

Since debt threatened Alabama with bankruptcy, the state's Democratic establishment created a strategy that differed significantly from the other restrictive constitutional Southern states. However, this discontinuity in approach did not affect the goal of retaining the option for active government that the Democratic leadership of Alabama shared with those of Louisiana and Texas.¹ Virtually equating the preservation of their state's credit with active government, the Democratic hierarchy of Alabama developed a two step approach that allowed it both to retain control of debt adjustment and to mobilize popular support for needed ancillary reforms. The first step entailed having an appointed commission resolve the problem of the state's financial obligations. This commission took the one issue on which the dominant party's leadership would not compromise (i.e., the debt) out of the arena of participatory politics and in so doing, opened the way for the second step of the plan to save the state's credit.²

A constitutional convention was the vehicle for this next, and more complicated, tactic. The level of bond reduction contemplated by the party fathers was sufficiently high to require major reductions in the cost of government, permitting an even higher rate of taxation in order to meet all the state's financial responsibilities. The wide array of reforms needed to achieve this retrenchment required a convention, rather than amendments or statutes. The Democratic establishment compromised on a variety of other measures with the party's rank and file in order to retain control of the debt adjustment process. The benefits gained by this compromise policy, however, went beyond the
debt adjustment process. Apparently, by offering their followers more in the beginning, the dominant party's leadership tended to receive more of what they wanted in the finished constitution. Thus, in addition to the debt commission getting the support it wanted from the Constitutional Convention of 1874, the convention also wrote a document that also placed the least controls on government of the five 1870s restrictive state constitutions in the South, and left the general assembly with the authority to intervene in the local governments in the black belt.  

Almost immediately after Alabama Democrats regained control of their state in 1874, the party initiated a drive to secure a new constitution. With Governor George S. Houston taking a particularly active role, the party's leadership and press sought to get both the popular support and the legislation needed to carry out the desired reforms. Resistance to a constitutional convention existed among Democrats in rural areas, the black belt, and the business sector, but the drive for a convention succeeded in organizing party support. Thus, the struggle that occurred over the issue was partisan. The Republicans attacked the plan for a new constitution, but they lacked the electoral strength to prevent its writing and ratification.  

As a minority, the Republicans could only hope to defeat the convention by creating a split in the Democratic party. Both parties recognized that the agrarian rank and file was the most vulnerable to such a tactic and acted accordingly. Despite sharing both an interest in maintaining the state's credit and a willingness to accept the high taxes that policy dictated, the Republican leadership used the
rhetoric of class conflict in an attempt to capitalize on what one contemporary claimed was the "strong opposition of the masses" to a new constitution. Since the Reconstruction Constitution of 1868 was the first organic law to break with Alabama's elitist constitutional tradition and to implement reforms often associated with Jacksonian Democracy, that document served as both the focus of debate between the parties and the justification for the Republican attack of the Democrats. Among the provisions of the 1868 organic law claimed to be in danger were the popular election of state officials, universal manhood suffrage, the exemption of a limited amount of property from court-ordered collection or repossessions, women's property rights, and free public schools.  

The Democratic hierarchy started to allay fears within its party and forge a consensus among its membership in favor of a convention even before the election campaign began. The convention's enabling act anticipated several of the criticisms that Republicans made during that campaign. This law sought to avoid past abuses by assuring voters that they could approve both the convention and the constitution and by forbidding the convention to issue ordinances as an adjunct to the constitution. Other provisions in the enabling act prohibited property or education limitations on suffrage and required that the convention provide for a system of common (not free) schools. Once the electioneering began the party supplemented these statutory assurances with a variety of informal promises. Two that later played a formidable role in shaping the convention's deliberations were popular election of state officials and a property tax exemption. Finally, Gover-
nor Houston and other prominent Democrats added to the general convention effort their personal pledges that they would work to defeat the constitution if it did not conform to the commitments made to the people. 6

The unified Democratic party won the convention election by a narrow margin which only slightly exceeded that in 1874. 7 But, as had occurred then the number of Democratic representatives elected produced a far greater convention majority than that in the popular vote. Republicans had their electoral power concentrated in the relatively small area of the black belt and suffered from an apportionment system that reflected geography in addition to population. For a variety of reasons the electoral discrimination against Republicans was greater in 1875 than it had been a year earlier. Thus, in electing eighty out of ninety-nine delegates, Alabama's Democrats achieved complete mastery of the constitutional convention. 8

Democratic control of the convention, however, did not ensure that the party's delegates to that body would share common goals. The promises made to the people during the election had turned the party's disharmony into a fragile unity, but the delegates accepted compromise policy only through necessity. The delegates still faced the difficult task of writing an acceptable document. Thus, once the convention began the potential for opposition came both from those who disagreed with the Democratic hierarchy and from those who shared the leadership's preference for the state's traditional constitutionalism and could not acquiesce to all the compromises that had been pledged to the public.
Once the constitutional convention convened, it quickly passed procedural rules that limited the ability of minorities to introduce or discuss divisive measures. The Republican delegation was too weak in any event to challenge Democratic hegemony in the convention. These rules also hampered dissident Democratic elements, which could (and at times did) threaten the compromise. The convention adopted the rules of the state's general assembly with two changes that had a particularly debilitating effect on minorities. One increased the number of votes needed to request a roll call vote and thereby reduced the opportunity for dissatisfied delegates to express their discontent and to make public the actions of the convention. The other change decreased the vote required to cut off debate from two-thirds to a simple majority.\(^9\)

The rule alterations played a less significant role in the convention's proceedings than the differences among the Democrats seemed to warrant. Democrats avoided disputes on the convention's floor that might have led to more forceful implementation of parliamentary rules because they used the party caucus to resolve internal differences and maintain party discipline. The Mobile Register observed:

> It may seem a little remarkable with what unanimity the convention acts upon most questions. This is not because there are not those who have different opinions from a majority of the convention, but all questions are first discussed fully in committee, and then each day from nine until one o'clock, a conference is had among the Democratic members and all propositions are discussed and the will of the majority is ascertained....\(^10\)

At times, the discipline of committee and caucus came dangerously close to failure. But with the rules acting as a stick and the compromise policy serving as a carrot, the Democrats overcame their centrifugal
tendencies and produced a constitution that adhered to the plans formulated by the party's leadership during the election. 11

With the need to cut governmental spending and the determination to keep party discipline, the Constitutional Convention of 1879 produced a document that was restrictive and, by the standards of Louisiana constitutions, democratic. The degree to which the Constitution of 1879 turned in the direction of restrictive constitutionalism appears when it is compared to the 1868 document and to other 1870s restrictive state constitutions in the South. Restrictions in the 1869 and 1874 Alabama constitutions as seen in terms of size and controls on the legislature generally increased significantly. The number of articles remained about the same (16 in 1868 and 17 in 1875), but the number of sections grew by 28 percent. The legislative article had approximately 50 percent more sections, and the number of those sections that placed restraints on the legislature's procedures grew by a corresponding amount. Moreover, of the two documents only that of 1875 had a section in the legislative article placing limits on special and local laws (although both organic laws had such a provision in the corporation article exclusively affecting private corporations). 12

The most significant difference in restrictiveness was in the many controls the 1875 organic law placed on the fiscal affairs of the state's various governmental units and in the virtual absence of such limitations in the 1868 document. The post-Reconstruction constitution cited specific maximums for state, county, and city taxation. It prohibited the state from creating any future debt and limited temporary loans to meet transitory treasury deficits to $100,000. Sala-
ries also came under the constitution's scrutiny. It specified that the general assembly had to cut certain executive and judicial stipends by 25 percent, and it also stated a relatively low pay for legislators (which meant that they had no statutory powers over their own salaries). Another provision had a major economizing effect, but was not written as a restraint. The 1868 constitution had required that one-fifth of all the state's revenues go to support public schools, while the 1875 instrument merely assured education of a minimum appropriation of $100,000.\textsuperscript{13}

When compared with other restrictive state constitutions the 1875 document appears as a more modest but still substantial example of this new style of organic law. The analysis of the five restrictive constitutional Southern states made in Chapter I shows that the Alabama organic law shared many characteristics with the other four constitutions, though remaining one of the least rigorous in its application of restraints on government. This can best be seen through juxtaposing that document with its four counterparts. In terms of size, the Constitution of 1875 had the smallest number of both sections and controls on the legislature's procedure, but, on the other hand, it was second in both the number of articles (tied with Texas in this category) and of sections in the legislative article. The Alabama organic law also did not list subjects prohibited as special and local as did all other restrictive constitutions except that of Georgia, and, in addition, the procedural requirements it placed on the general assembly's use of special and local statutes included exemptions for a variety of business pursuits.\textsuperscript{14}
In the provisions affecting government's financial affairs, Alabama differed from the other restrictive constitutional Southern states mainly in the provisions its 1875 organic law made for localities. That constitution compared favorably in its provisions for state government with the constitutions of the other four states in such matters as taxes, limitations on public debt, and the prohibition of aid to private enterprise. Yet in the same categories as applied to local government, the parallel between the constitutions of Alabama and the other restrictive states was far less complete. The Alabama constitution allowed two exceptions to its ceiling on county taxes that made the provision virtually meaningless, and it placed no constitutional restraint on local debt. Finally, this document took a permissive stance only matched by the Georgia Constitution of 1877 in two areas that were important but not crucial to an effective retrenchment policy. The Alabama and Georgia constitutions allowed the general assembly to raise salaries for all state officials except legislators, and neither set standards for the use of tax revenues.¹⁵

Just as the Alabama Constitutional Convention of 1875 reduced the severity of its organic law's restrictiveness, it also failed to impart to that document a full commitment to democracy. The Constitution of 1868 had brought to fruition a long-standing struggle to give the people access to and control over their government. Traditionally, many state executive and judiciary positions had either been elected by the general assembly or appointed by the governor. The 1868 document instituted reforms generally associated with Jacksonian Democracy by making all state officials popularly elected. The public so favored
this power that the Democratic leadership formulated the compromise policy assuring the people they could continue to select their state officers. This pledge, as already noted, reflected what the party leaders had to do to get the constitution they needed, rather than what they actually wanted.\textsuperscript{16}

In light of the public pressure for a democratic organic law the striking feature of the Constitution of 1875 was not the many officers that the people elected, but the several positions that either were not elected or were left to the general assembly to designate the method of selection. The 1875 document provided that all the executive and all but one of the judiciary offices, for which it made specific provision, be popularly elected. The one exception to this was the position of solicitor. The post-Reconstruction organic law made two changes in that office. It provided that the general assembly should choose one solicitor from each circuit court district; while in 1868 the citizens of each county elected a solicitor. Another break, but one of less importance, in the trend towards democracy in 1875 was giving the governor the power to appoint the board of trustees of the state universities. This measure stood in contrast to the Reconstruction document that had given that authority over both the public schools and the universities to a single, popularly elected institution, the Board of Education.\textsuperscript{17}

The only other feature of the Constitution of 1875 that did not support the people's right to choose their officials was an ambiguous phrase that hid a revolutionary and discriminatory intent. While the 1875 organic law guaranteed the public's right to elect all
judges ranging from the state supreme court to the county probate court, it did not ensure the people's right to choose judges of "inferior courts." Instead the general assembly got the right to determine the mode for selecting such judges. This was the same device employed by the North Carolina Constitutional Convention of 1875 to ensure that Democrats regained control of that state's black belt.\textsuperscript{18}

Alabama's assembly used its power over local government only in black belt counties that remained in Republican hands, and because Democrats quickly regained control of much of the black belt, the assembly passed laws centralizing the selection process of local governmental units in only seven counties.\textsuperscript{19} In all, four different institutions (no more than three local governmental units were affected in any one county) had their officers become appointive. This was the case for the two city courts that came under the assembly's purview. But the alterations that the assembly made in five county commissioners' courts were more complex. Composed of four commissioners and the county probate judge, only the four commissioners became appointive, and the county probate judge remained popularly elected. Along with this substantive revision, the assembly changed the name of the county commissioners' courts to the courts or boards of county revenues.\textsuperscript{20}

In two instances, gubernatorial appointment for local institutions came with the formation of new governmental units that did tasks traditionally performed by popularly chosen officials. Legislators created a single court of quarter sessions that had the powers of a circuit court, but the responsibility for only one, Perry,
county. In addition to his circuit court duties, the judge of the quarter sessions court had to approve the bonds of all the other county officials -- a job done by the probate court judge in all the other counties of the state.\textsuperscript{21} The other institution used exclusively in the black belt was the "commissioners to select jurors" that the assembly established in six counties, while in the rest of the state, a group of county officials worked collectively to name jurors.\textsuperscript{22}

Finally, the Constitution of 1875, like its contemporaries in the South, expressed reaction against Reconstruction, for the most part by excluding those portions of the 1868 constitution that reflected Republican ideology. According to Woodward, the two main objects of reaction were, as mentioned before, "the crushing of Negro power and the ousting of foreign control."\textsuperscript{23} In constitutional terms, this amounted to eliminating provisions that directly or indirectly benefited blacks, harmed whites, or unduly asserted the superiority of the national government. These provisions were lodged exclusively in the declaration of rights and the suffrage articles. The differences between the 1868 and 1875 declarations of rights articles tended to be subtle, except that the latter document scrapped the entire section prohibiting slavery.\textsuperscript{24} The claim that "all men are created equal," because "all men are equally free," and an absolute denunciation of secession waned into the "acceptance" of secession's demise as an "established fact."\textsuperscript{25} The suffrage article removed all mention of the "odious test oath" (as one contemporary newspaper expressed it).\textsuperscript{26} The only other feature of the Constitution of 1875 that directly expressed reaction was the re-
quirement that public schools be racially segregated.  

Assessing the impact of reaction against Reconstruction on state constitutionalism in Alabama is difficult. Even in one of the most profound changes wrought by the Republicans, black political participation, the actions taken in the Constitution of 1875 did far less to harm Negroes than could easily have been the case. But despite this, Alabama's organic law did more than most of its Southern contemporaries to curtail the access of blacks to the political system. It allowed, as stated earlier, the general assembly to deny the people of the black belt the right to elect the officials of various local governmental units. It also continued the Reconstruction innovation of voter registration. Finally, it gerrymandered the black belt. Yet, in another area, suffrage restriction, in which white supremacists commonly sought constitutional involvement, the 1875 organic law not only failed to institute such measures but prohibited all "educational and property qualifications" for the franchise.

Historians have attributed various changes in governmental structure to reaction against Reconstruction. Certainly, contemporary Democrats associated their desire to eliminate such positions as lieutenant governor, the board of education, and the commissioner of industrial resources with the Reconstruction origins of such institutions. But when it suited the dominant party, it kept many constitutional revisions made by the Republicans. Thus, the rhetoric of reaction must be viewed, at least in part, as one type of campaign strategy. Measures that had their genesis in the Constitution of 1868 did not benefit from reaction against Reconstruction, but on the other hand,
their Reconstruction origin did not necessarily doom them to obli-
vion. 31

The convention's Journal and other sources of information
about that body's decision-making confirm that the contradic-
tions apparent in the Constitution of 1876 were only the tip of a liberal
constitutional iceberg. The majority of the convention acted against
its real preferences when the compromise policy was at stake and ex-
pressed its true desires on issues not vital to either debt adjustment
or the successful ratification of the constitution.

Compromise did not always come easily. The persistence
of Alabama's liberal, elitist constitutional tradition in the 1875
convention had its clearest expression in the report of the committee
on exemptions. The committee stated:

In view of the great and general diversity of opinion on
this subject throughout the State, the committee have thought
it prudent and necessary to abstain from any action that might
tend to create a dividing issue among our people on the contest
for ratification. Our duty, in the premises and under the circum-
stances, seemed obvious and conclusive.

In our opinion, the matter of exemptions does not properly
belong to the articles of organic law, nor should they have been
originally incorporated into the constitution. Provisional, per-
sonal, and temporary in their nature, they pertain rather to
the policy than the principles of government, and should be regu-
lated by the legislature, at the time and under the circumstances,
controlled by the immediate necessities and interests of the
people. But inasmuch as exemptions have been fixed in the con-
stitution, and made, in a great degree, the basis of business
of the community, we hold it highly inexpedient, at this time, to
disturb them. 32

Behind the mild "words of this report was one of the stiffest challenges
compromise faced in the convention. One leading student of Alabama's
constitutional history notes: "It took the full power of the caucus
to keep the Democrats in line...on the subject." The power of the
caucus and committee, however, was such that the exemption article contained only one small indication of the dissatisfaction that almost brought that measure to disaster. The last section of the 1875 exemption article was substantially different from the 1868 article, and that section merely gave people the right voluntarily to waive their exemptions.\textsuperscript{33}

Another vital issue in which the uncertainty that existed among delegates became public knowledge was the mode of selecting judges. A majority of both the judiciary committee and the convention preferred a more traditional method for choosing officers of the courts. Yet the danger of having the entire constitution defeated had the same effect here that it did on all other measures for which the Democratic establishment had made promises -- necessity rather than preference guided the delegates' actions. Apparently without undue reliance on the caucus, the judiciary committee reported its article providing for the popular election of the judges.\textsuperscript{34}

Party discipline kept differences among Democrats over measures that had been promised to the people from intruding into the convention itself. On issues not so pledged or on which the commitment was ambiguous, however, the propensity of a majority of delegates for a liberal, elitist constitution emerged from committee and caucus. Whether originating in committee or on the convention floor proposals that enhanced governmental powers without undermining compromise were usually found in the constitution's final text.

Such adoptions did not always come easily. The struggle over solicitors was sufficiently spirited to cause that issue to
remain before the convention for three of the four days spent deliberating the entire judiciary article. As reported from committee the judiciary article provided for the traditional system of having the general assembly elect one solicitor for each circuit court district. Once the convention began considering the article, unfriendly amendments to the section on solicitors came from both those favoring and those opposing a democratic organic law. Three measures attacking the elitist features of this section failed. But when one leading member of the convention attempted to make solicitors even further removed from the people by proposing that their term of office be extended from three to six years, the delegates sent the section back to committee. When the solicitor section reemerged before the convention, it contained not only the six-year term, but also required that anyone holding the office "be learned in the law." Prodemocratic delegates offered further amendments with little success. As McMillan explains: "They argued that the adoption of the report which gave the election of solicitors to the legislature might defeat the new constitution. But, the Democratic party had not pledged itself in the campaign for the convention on this issue, and the report was adopted."35

Another section that caused more than usual parliamentary maneuvering was that reducing salaries. It came from committee with the pay of all state officers diminished by 25 percent and with the general assembly having the power to raise (or lower) those stipends by a two-thirds majority. Both those wanting entirely to eliminate or soften this measure and those wanting to stiffen it both offered amend-
ments. As with the section on solicitors, the liberal constitutional advocates proved the strongest. Though the effort to eliminate the salary reductions fell short, the revisions made in this section significantly minimized its impact. The amount of the reduction remained the same, but it affected only specified officials and a majority of the total number of legislators in each house could alter this provision.36

Despite resistance to the passage of a few measures that tempered the constitution's generally restrictive and democratic format, most such provisions provoked little conflict on the convention floor. Among those with little opposition were sections affecting the taxing power of the counties, the selection of inferior court judges, and the appointment of the board of trustees of the state universities.

Other liberal or elitist changes in the 1875 organic law also gained approval with relative ease. Delegates changed the legislative majority required to override a veto from the two-thirds as provided in committee to the traditional requirement of a majority of the total membership of each house.37 The assembly further benefited from the convention's willingness to make major exceptions to the restrictions placed on special and local laws. The relevant sections in both the legislative and private corporation articles each exempted certain business pursuits from controls.38 In the case of the private corporation article, the section on special and local legislation had come from committee in a slightly weaker form than the same section in the Constitution of 1868, and the convention accepted amendments that further diluted this provision.39
In addition to passing measures that reflected their preferences, the advocates of a liberal constitution showed their strength by defeating or watering down proposals with which they disagreed and that were not necessary to the compromise policy. The legislative article came from committee without one of the commonest features of restrictive constitutionalism -- a list of subjects prohibited as special and local laws. A section offered on the convention floor sought to impose this type of restraint with a relatively modest grouping of eleven topics, but the delegates tabled this amendment without a record vote.\(^{40}\) The convention also approved revisions that weakened the restrictions imposed by two sections reported from committee. Originally, these sections had required the general assembly first to send bills to committee in both houses and then to read them in their entirety on three separate days, but amendments simplified this procedure so that bills had to go to committee in only one house and to be read in their entirety only before final passage.\(^{41}\)

Further examples of the power used against restrictive constitutional measures occurred in the judiciary and private corporation articles. The convention tabled an amendment to the former article that proposed to limit the supreme court to three members.\(^{42}\) The private corporations committee had reported its article with a series of sections that specified a variety of controls on the rates and operating procedures of railroads, but the convention deleted the four sections that placed the most far-reaching regulations on this industry.\(^{43}\)

The Constitutional Convention of 1875 did not completely
follow the dictates of any one group. Proponents of restrictive, democratic constitutionalism proved victorious on a few items not directly associated with the compromise policy. One such success came after the longest struggle on the convention's floor. The attorney general remained among the ranks of the popularly elected officials only after the convention had initially denied such status to that office. The delegates first removed from the legislative article all mention of the people's right to choose their chief legal officer and then returned that prerogative to the public in the judiciary article as part of the same committee action that had made solicitors elective by the general assembly. The only other successful challenge against a provision that significantly enhanced government power reduced the term of governor and his cabinet from the four years provided in committee to two years, but the circumstances of this revision were such that it cannot be attributed to any single group.

Taken as a whole, the Constitution of 1875 was a triumph of compromise, but the goal of debt adjustment that inspired compromise almost came to grief. At issue were both the amount and the type of bonds to be paid. Railroad liabilities were the largest and most dubious claims. Moreover, most railroad debt originated during Reconstruction. Having a number of objectional features, the railroad obligations were the primary target, directly or indirectly, of those seeking a large reduction in the debt.

The convention never considered repudiating all the state's obligations. But it almost forced those liabilities to be scaled down to a greater degree than the debt commission had contemplated.
To complete its work the commission needed from the convention full discretion to negotiate with the state's creditors and sufficient funding for the settlement made with bondholders. Delegates opposed to the commission's proposed adjustment attempted to attack it on both points. The first sally of the anticommission delegates attempted to kill the railroad claims by prohibiting the use of any tax revenue to pay them, but the convention rejected that effort. 47

The next attempt against the bond adjustment employed a more indirect stratagem, and it worked -- at least temporarily. The debt commission had informed the convention that the state needed a minimum of a 3/4 percent ad valorem property tax rate to finance both the proposed bond adjustment and the government. Despite the fact that 3/4 percent represented the highest rate levied during Reconstruction, the tax committee complied with that request and cited the commission's figure as the maximum tax rate. The convention turned against the debt commission when it approved an amendment that required the state to reduce the ceiling on taxes to 1/2 percent after five years. This measure would have forced the debt commission to reduce the settlement it was in the process of negotiating. But, on the convention's next to last day, it granted the commission, and the Democratic establishment that created it, a reprieve by returning the tax rate to a flat 3/4 percent.

The Constitutional Convention of 1875 closed on a note that had not previously appeared in its Journal. Its concluding appeal "To the people of Alabama" raised the specter of reaction against Reconstruction for the first time. But juxtaposing a brief
summary of what it saw as the grievous flaws and ruinous extravagances of the Constitution of 1868 with a comprehensive survey of the restrictive features of the 1875 organic law, the convention sought to justify its work both as the solution to the excesses of Republican rule and as a good constitution in its own right. As might be expected in any self-congratulation, this assessment stressed what the people wanted to hear. Thus, while the delegates pointed with pride to the 1875 document's many restrictive features, they avoided discussing the loopholes that had been included. Among these were the exceptions to the ceiling on local taxation, the exemptions to the special and local law restrictions, and the legislative discretion to raise the salaries of state officials and to divert money from teachers' salaries.48

The campaign to ratify the Constitution of 1875 picked up where the election of delegates had left off. For Democrats the push for the people's approval began with the convention's final message and the dominant party's rhetoric focused on the faults of the Constitution of 1868 and the 1875 organic law's many restrictions on government's power and purse. Republicans returned to their rather contradictory attack on Democrats for both fostering class prejudice and repudiating the state's debt. But the minority party was no longer united in opposition to the proposed constitution, and the convention had substantially fulfilled the promises made by the majority party's leadership. In the ratification election, the only question was the margin of victory, and that proved overwhelming.49

Alabama joined the ranks of the restrictive constitutional states with its 1875 organic law, but it did so for complex, even
contradictory reasons. The major factor that first led to the call of
the constitutional convention and then shaped the document it wrote,
was the Democratic establishment's desire to preserve the option for
active government by maintaining the state's credit. This objective
required restrictive constitutionalism to provide the retrenchment
needed to ensure the state's ability to pay its adjusted debt, and
democracy to obtain popular support for the convention and its consti-
tution. Thus, economic need rather than reaction against Reconstruc-
tion was the primary factor that led Alabama into the restrictive
constitutional camp. The result was the retention of much that the
Republicans had wrought, including some of the dubious railroad bonds
and much of democracy.
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Chapter III The Louisiana Constitution of 1879

Although Louisiana initiated constitutional change in the late 1870s as one expression of Democratic reaction against Reconstruction, fundamental differences within the dominant party led to two separate attempts to alter the state's organic law. The initial effort to modify Louisiana's constitution came when the general assembly chose to use amendments in place of the constitutional convention demanded by the public. Realizing that the mode of revision would greatly influence the document produced, Democratic legislators who feared a convention collaborated with Republican colleagues to write amendments as a means of retaining the assembly's control of the revision process. The result was a disaster. The amendments offended public sentiment in three ways: they made only token retrenchments in government spending, they left most of the active government and liberal constitutional features of the 1869 organic law intact, and they failed to act on race. Disappointed, the public rejected all but one of the amendments. But those who opposed those measures had little in common beyond the desire for a constitutional convention. Thus, when a convention met, no single constitutional outlook predominated, and this diversity was reflected in the Constitution of 1879. It was far longer than any of Louisiana's previous organic laws, and though that length was the result of more than one factor, a major cause of its prolixity was its tendency to include many views rather than choose among them.

When the general assembly convened in early January 1878, constitutional revision rapidly changed from a goal that could be post-
poned to one that could not. The people, or at least the press, began to clamor for quick action. This press campaign came when, for the first time since Reconstruction began, Democrats had firm control of the executive as well as the legislative branch of government. The path to a new organic law was finally open.¹

Once freed of these external constraints, however, Democrats had to face their party's internal differences concerning constitutional revision. No element of the party opposed altering the organic law, but there were significant differences about what changes should be made. Initially, such disagreements tended to take two forms. Before the general assembly began deliberating revision, how the constitution should be altered largely overshadowed what that document should contain. Yet, because it determined who would modify the organic law, the method of revision correlated with the content of the constitutional changes. A convention meant the creation of a body with the sole responsibility of writing an entirely new organic law. The people elected the convention's membership after a campaign that focused on the issues of revision. In contrast, amendments constituted the selective replacement of parts of the Constitution of 1869, that otherwise would remain intact. Moreover, the assembly that drafted those amendments came to office after an election campaign that had not anticipated its role as a constitution-maker.²

The question of how to alter the constitution became an issue just before the general assembly began its 1878 session. A constitutional convention had tradition and public approval in its favor, but it was opposed by a large majority of the general assembly.
The first strong indication of legislative antipathy toward a convention came in interviews with senators and representatives published in early January 1878 in the New Orleans Democrat. Of twenty legislators queried by the Democrat, fourteen strongly opposed a convention, and none gave unqualified support.³

The Democrat's interviews had their greatest significance as stratagems to influence public opinion. Since the voters expected a convention, those opposed to one had both to discredit a convention and to promote an alternative method of revision. The reason for this opposition was fear. Legislators doubted that convention-made revisions would correspond to those implemented through a method not requiring the election of special delegates. As one senator candidly observed (paraphrased): "It was by no means an assured fact that the better element would control its [a convention's] action in framing a constitution." Since the Republicans had no realistic chance of gaining control of a constitutional convention, the threat to "the better element" had to come from within the Democratic party. The large majority of the assembly, the governor, and the New Orleans business community all favored the use of amendments. The group whose constitutional perspective diverged most from that of the anticonvention legislature was the party's rural rank and file.⁴

Legislators interviewed by the Democrat made a variety of charges that disparaged a convention; in part, they used vague but unfavorable characterizations. Among these were such labels as "impolitic," "inexpedient," and "inopportune." But their most convincing arguments against a convention was that it was not desired by the
people, it would cost several hundred thousand dollars, and it would provide the foes of Governor Francis Nicholls with a chance to shorten that official's term of office. Of these assertions, only the latter proved true, but it resulted from divisions within the state's political elite and not from a challenge by the agrarian advocates of a convention.5

Another complaint against a constitutional convention, its supposed capacity to interject race into the political process, had an unusual twist to it. The explanation of the nature of the problem differed according to the interviewee. Republicans feared that the campaign to elect delegates to a convention would heighten white antagonisms towards blacks. As one Negro senator of the minority party explained: "I believe that there is now in the state something of a race feeling, and to call [a] convention now would only make that feeling stronger — that is, the white race against the colored race."

White Democrats, on the other hand, objected to a convention because they wanted to avoid encouraging blacks to participate in politics. A Democratic senator observed with uncharacteristic bluntness: "As things now are -- the negro is fast growing apathetic to politics... an election would only serve to distract them from their pursuits."

In fact, the apprehensions expressed by both groups proved exaggerated.6

In their comments to the Democrat legislators mentioned two substitutes to a convention: appointive commission, and amendments to the Constitution. Of these, the committee approach received the least attention, and the general assembly never gave it formal consideration.
The voters' rejection of constitutions written by commissions in Michigan and New York, the states that pioneered this mode of revision, did not encourage this experiment.\footnote{7}

Amendments, then, were the preferred method for altering the organic law. This procedure got the most attention in the Democrat's interviews, and the assembly discussed no other system of revision in its 1878 session. In their statements to the Democrat legislators did not explore in detail the virtues of the amendment process, but their implicit message was that this method of changing the constitution avoided the problem ascribed to a convention. On representative summarized the prevailing attitude among the Democrat's interviewees: "I think that existing evils can be remedied without the calling of a convention, and much more economically." To bolster this contention, these assemblymen, in a tactic that ignored their fear of popular input, proclaimed that the public agreed with them, with one senator even asserting that "they [the people] would prefer that they [constitutional reforms] should be brought about by amendment proposed by the General Assembly rather than by a constitutional convention."\footnote{8}

Yet proamendment legislators pushed for constitutional goals, which could be quite different from those receiving the most popular support. This was particularly apparent in these comments made by a representative:

A constitutional convention...would open another political style, which the people do not desire and for which they are not ready. We want railroads, internal improvements, that are more of a necessity at present than a change in our constitution. The State credit wants to be established.... This Legislature, although under the present constitution it cannot curtail certain expenditures, out to leave as an heir-loom [sic] for its successors a law
that will reduce the expenses of the government in the matter of salaries, per diem, mileage, etc. This will be more direct [and] practical than a constitutional convention.

Thus, while the people often saw retrenchment as part of basic reforms that affected government's power over its purse, as well as its current expenditures, anticonvention assemblymen wanted economy in government as a means to a different end. They sought to preserve the state's active government, liberal constitutional status quo, but, because the government had financial responsibilities that exceeded its income, cuts in spending were a necessary prerequisite for any effort to avoid the changes in constitutional structure that were desired by much of the public.

Initially, the Democrat's interviews had a quieting effect on those advocating a constitutional convention. In contrast to the well-thought-out strategy of those favoring amendments, convention supporters appeared to base their position more on the reflex of tradition than on reflection about the current political situation. Some agitation on behalf of a convention occurred in the month that lapsed between the assembly's convening and the amendments coming out of committee, but not as much as before or after this period of hiatus. One example of the effectiveness of anticonvention tactics was their impact on the New Orleans Democrat. One of the more vocal and important critics of the assembly, the Democrat responded to the attacks on a convention by taking a "wait and see" attitude. The Democrat explained its viewpoint when it assessed a petition favoring amendments sent to the assembly by a group of leading New Orleans businessmen. "We are not disposed to dispute the superiority of their [the businessmen's]
plan of reform," the Democrat commented, "if they will give us any evidence that amendments of importance can obtain a two-thirds vote in both Houses of the present Legislature."  

When the joint committee on constitutional amendments supplied such "evidence" by reporting the amendments as a concurrent resolution in early February, 1878, the Democrat reacted in angry disapproval. "Upon the whole, the amendments presented are far from satisfactory," explained the New Orleans journal, "and if the report of the committee marks all that can be done, there is nothing left... but to write a determined movement for a constitutional convention." The changes desired by the New Orleans paper included moderate retrenchment within a liberal constitutional framework, the elimination of monopolies, suffrage restriction, and racial segregation in schools. But the Democrat also wanted the amount of revisions limited, and it cited the debt as one area in which the state should maintain the status quo.  

The state's press widely shared the Democrat's anger. Indeed, the rhetoric of some newspapers was even more forceful and threatening in its condemnation of the assembly. In this vein, the Marksville Bulletin issued a prophetic warning: "If the legislature imagines for a moment that it can adjourn without ordering a convention, and yet not provoke a storm...it is hugging a delusive dream to its bosom.... Not even the saving sop of the amendments will affect its decision. The same hand that smites the legislature will smite the amendments."  

Convention proponents, despite their common dislike of the
amendments, sought widely varying objectives. In contrast to the limited changes sought by the Democrat and others still loyal to liberal constitutionalism, some convention advocates, particularly rural papers, preferred the sweeping revision found in restrictive organic laws. For example, the Opelousas Courier left no doubt that it wanted the government's decision-making powers severely circumscribed: "The authority of the legislature, and especially the taxing power, must be restricted within narrow[ly] fixed limits...so that little room should be left for the exercise of doubtful discretionary power." That the proconvention forces had dissimilar goals was relatively unimportant, so long as the fight over amendments continued, but eventually those differences played a major role in shaping the document that the state ultimately ratified.  

The assembly's plan to amend the Constitution of 1869 had little support to counterbalance the chorus of criticism that swept the state. The negative environment created by a press overwhelmingly in favor of a constitutional convention was underscored by the failure of Governor Nicholls to speak out on the issue. Known to advocate amendments, Nicholls said nothing to aid this system of revision in his influential opening address to the assembly. Indeed, he avoided the entire subject of constitutional change, a remarkable fact given the importance of and popular agitation about altering the state's organic law.  

Despite widespread opposition and limited support, the general assembly plunged ahead in its consideration of the amendments with a speed and determination that usually accompanied a consensus.
In this case, however, speed meant desperation. The senate passed all the amendments on the same day -- February 8, 1878 -- that it had received them from the joint committee. All but two of the eighteen amendments had no opposition, and those two each received only one dissenting vote. Obviously, Democratic and Republican senators had previously reached an understanding about the amendments before approving those measures, and their vote merely formalized that pre-existing decision. Such unseemly haste on the part of the senate provoked the New Orleans Democrat into denouncing the upper chamber. Yet the newspaper also held out hope that the lower chamber would not repeat the error. It editorialized: "The constitutional amendments came up for debate in the House today. We sincerely hope they will not be railroaded through that body as they were through the Senate."

The house debate did air issues that had previously been without discussion. Closer to the voters, the lower chamber gave voice to the same types of complaints that the press had expressed. From the comments in the house, the New Orleans Democrat published extensive excerpts from statements by three members of the joint committee on constitutional amendments, who broke with that body. These breakaway members placed responsibility for what they saw as the amendments' shortcomings on the joint committee, saying that the procedures used by the committee left little room for competing ideas. In criticizing the committee, one of its unhappy members explained: "I found that in the impression of the committee, it was impossible to be able to submit to the General Assembly any proposition looking to the amendment of the constitution unless they met almost the unanimous approval
of the members...." The committee placed this severe restraint on the selection of amendments because the large Republican minority in the senate could block the passage of any amendment it disliked. Given a choice of this limitation on the amendment process or constitutional revision by a convention, the joint committee and a majority of Democratic legislators preferred the former. "A majority of the committee," complained the other critical committeeman, "are openly opposed to a convention, and intend, as I believe, to report as few amendments as possible...with the hope of securing passage and the consequent indefinite postponement of any constitutional convention." 16

The constitutional revisions sought by the three dissenters and blocked by the joint committee varied significantly. In having a common commitment to a convention but different objectives for altering the organic law, these committeemen presaged the constitutional convention movement that emerged after the general assembly adjourned its 1878 session. That movement acted with cohesion to defeat the amendments and to secure the call of a convention, but once the convention began its deliberations, its advocates lost their unity. The dissimilar goals of the Democratic party's major factions resulted in no single constitutional concept predominating and resulted in an organic law that was inconsistent and even contradictory.

Only one of the three dissident members of the joint committee justified his attack on the amendments by the standards of the new restrictive constitutionalism. This legislator made a minority report that the house refused to accept, but the Democrat printed. This representative outlined in his report a program of sweeping changes.
Among the most important were: (1) the lessening of the "extraordinary" powers of the executive and legislative branches, (2) limiting the "powers delegated to municipal authorities and police juries [i.e., the parish governing unit]," (3) "re-establishing the judiciary system of 1861," (4) prohibit[ing] monopolies and the abolishing of those now existing," and (5) "cancell[ing]...indebtedness fraudulently contracted."

The other two recusant committee members had more limited objectives. Neither objected to the joint committee's basic approach to constitutionalism but found the amendments insufficient in other respects. One of these representatives emphasized the failure of the committee to provide enough economy in government "to satisfy the people." His analysis focused on salaries, and none of the figures cited in the amendments pleased him. In one case, payment to general assemblymen, the amount allowed went up rather than down, and while the stipends stated for all the other offices did decrease, the reductions were generally small. As paraphrased in the *Democrat*, this legislator said:

He believed in paying liberal salaries otherwise the offices would be filled by dishonest or incompetent men.... But the salary as fixed is too much [for the governor]; it should not be more than $6000 at the outside. [Also,] the salaries of judges of the Supreme Court are entirely too high, and all others in proportion.

This committeeman retained a commitment to liberal constitutionalism despite his displeasure over the remuneration given state officials. 18

Finally, the third disaffected member of the joint commit-tee gave only one reason, the existence of integrated schools, for favoring a constitutional convention. In fact, this representative
expressly disassociated himself from two of the more controversial proposals, i.e., shortening the governor's term of office and debt repudiation, that were frequently associated with the proconvention position. Yet, because of the Republican stranglehold on the senate, any attempt to eliminate the provision of the Constitution of 1869 that required black and white children to attend the same schools had no chance of being approved, and as a result, the joint committee refused to act on behalf of segregated education. Because amendments rarely survived the difficult ratification process, the opposition to the 1878 amendments created by the integration issue meant that potential, and badly needed, friends of the 1878 amendments became enemies. 19

From the criticism in the press and in its debates, the house knew the dangers the amendments faced. The lower chamber did not substantially deviate from the course the upper one had set. Yet, as one of the proconvention members of the joint committee had mentioned, the reductions in pay were small and legislators received more money. 20 The alternatives proposed to the senate version of the amendments varied, but even the lowest amount suggested was generally above the remuneration granted by the Constitution of 1879. Despite the moderate nature of these challenges and public pressure in favor of retrenchment, the lower chamber held firm against all efforts to cut the stipends of state officials. Indeed, the house made only one change in the amendment affecting pay: it eliminated the amendment that lowered the compensation given the auditor and treasurer. 21

Other amendments affecting the state's fiscal affairs were inconsistent in their impact. This was apparent in two measures
that took contradictory stances. The house, following the example already set by the senate approved two constitutional changes as reported from committee. One amendment increased the cost of government by mandating an expansion of the district court system. These courts went from their current number of twenty-four to thirty, at a minimum, and forty-five, at a maximum. The other amendment cut expenditures by switching the general assembly from annual to biennial sessions. But because the legislative branch had traditionally convened once every two years, economics was not the sole motivation for changing to less frequent sessions.  

The sharpest turn in direction by any of the amendments was one initiated by the house that imposed a ceiling on state and local property taxes. This measure, unprecedented in Louisiana history, was the one step that the general assembly took unreservedly in the direction of restrictive constitutionalism. The limit placed on state and local government was 10 mills \textit{ad valorem}, while the rate for New Orleans was 15 mills \textit{ad valorem}. In comparison to existing tax rates, 13 mills for the state and even higher for many localities, those allowed by the amendment represented a major change in both constitutional philosophy and financial policy. But the action proposed by the 1878 assembly still fell short of the controls created by the Constitutional Convention of 1879. That body set tax maximums at 6 mills for the state and 10 mills for local governments.  

Further contradictions in the concurrent resolution appeared in three amendments that affected the private sector more than government. As with the other 1878 amendments, those working against re-
restrictive constitutionalism originated in the joint committee and then passed in both houses of the assembly. One of these measures took a definite active government stance: it granted a tax exemption benefit to business. "No license tax," this amendment asserted, "shall be imposed by the State, or any parish or municipal authority, on any mechanical trade, manufactory, or factory, except such as may require police regulations, in towns and cities." This exemption did not affect most economic pursuits that involved wage earners or small businessmen, but it did aid a broad category of large factories. Another amendment that tended to increase the scale of economic activity eliminated a provision of the Constitution of 1869 that restrained land speculation. The provision affected, Article 132, required that all court-ordered land sales be in parcels of 10 to 50 acres. Using a trick most often employed by those who feared public awareness, this 1878 amendment merely stated that it abrogated Article 132 without explaining that feature of the 1869 organic law.24 The third amendment concerned primarily with the public's welfare paralleled the democratic aspect of restrictive constitutionalism, and like the ceiling on taxes, this measure originated in the house. The people gained by having up to $500 worth of personal property exempted from state and local taxation. Although this type of beneficial exemption began in other states before the Civil War, Louisiana had not previously taken such constitutional action.25

In one vital instance the house altered the concurrent resolution to make it more restrictive. It imposed a ceiling on the property tax. In doing this, the house acted with a unanimity (the
vote was 104 yeas and 4 nays) that meant virtually all its factions believed that this measure was in their best interests. For those desiring a restrictive organic law, the tax ceiling was simply an expression of their constitutional philosophy. But for anticonvention representatives who favored a liberal constitution, this amendment had to be a tactic, and one obvious benefit they stood to gain was to stop public clamoring for economy in government. Although representatives supported it for varying reasons, their collective endorsement affirmed that this was an expression of legislative discipline rather than a challenge to it.26

When the house considered new amendments that did not win a consensus, those measures invariably did not pass. A proposal to do away with monopolies differed from other such efforts because it almost passed. The advocates of this amendment ranged from those wanting a restrictive organic law to those desiring moderate reform within a liberal constitutional framework. The member of the joint committee who had advocated restrictive constitutional principles introduced an amendment to end all existing monopolies and prohibit future ones. This attack on monopolies had strong backing (seventy-three representatives in favor and twenty-eight against), but since an amendment had to have an absolute two-thirds majority of seventy-eight or more votes for passage, the measure affecting monopolies failed.27

Other amendments initiated in the house showed the variety of interests not addressed by the concurrent resolution. One of these unsuccessful measures was restrictive in nature. "The General Assembly shall not create," asserted this amendment, "any new office except by a
vote of two-thirds the members elected." Another proposal sought to expand the minimum number of schools required in each parish from one to two. Finally, an amendment concerned with race also lost. Among the objectives sought by white supremacists was to have the poll tax made a suffrage requirement, and in a nonrecord vote such a measure failed.28

In the opinion of many newspaper editors, the state stood divided into the many (one editorial estimated that the figure was two-thirds of the people who opposed the amendments and favored a constitutional convention) and the few, who held the opposite view. The Lafayette Advertiser gave this summary of the groups that sought to thwart the popular will: "There is a strange and unaccountable opposition to this plan [i.e., a constitutional convention] which seems to come principally from the officeholders and politicians, and perhaps the monopolists and bondholders." The Natchitoches Vindicator made this blunt indictment of the amendments:

Instead of restricting powers, as is demanded, these amendments enlarge them. Instead of abrogating pernicious clauses [in the Constitution of 1869], these amendments do not touch them. Instead of destroying monopolies these amendments premanently fasten those that exist; and they are, in fact, as silent as a charnel-house on every point vital to the citizen and his interest. Public opinion here is even more hostile to the amendments than to the Radical constitution....

The discrepancy between the solutions offered in the amendments and what even moderate critics desired caused the ranks of convention proponents to expand. Thus some people and newspapers previously neutral, or even in favor of the amendments, came to support constitutional convention. This broadening of the opposition boded ill
for the amendments, but it also meant that the forces working to defeat those measures were a coalition and not a unified movement working on behalf of any specific constitutional viewpoint. Thus, amendments faced, in the vote to ratify, more a test of their limited responses to the public's desire for extensive constitutional change than of the active government principles upon which those amendments rested.\textsuperscript{30}

The diversity of thought among those favoring a constitutional convention extended beyond those who had initially opposed such a body and then changed their position. The New Orleans Democrat had consistently supported a convention over amendments, but its reason for doing so showed a profound misunderstanding of the politics of constitutional revision. Like other convention proponents, the Democrat opposed monopoly, particularly the Louisiana Lottery, and sought greater economy in government than that provided by the amendments. Yet, in quite a few other respects, the Democrat differed significantly from the restrictive constitutional forces that would be the biggest beneficiary of a convention. While the New Orleans journal wanted the cost of government reduced, it did not seek to eliminate the general assembly's discretionary authority; it remained committed to the liberal concept of constitution as a guide to government growth. Specifically this meant advocating salaries that were "just" [unchanged from 1869] and opposing the amendment that set the rate for state and local property taxes because a ceiling on those taxes denied government the flexibility it needed.\textsuperscript{31}

The most serious difference between the Democrat and its restrictive constitutional allies was its support of the state debt.
A highly controversial subject, full funding of the debt stood as the prime objective of active government advocates, and a partial scaling down of the state's obligations was only a slightly less intense goal of those seeking a restrictive constitution. The general assembly had taken sides obliquely in this dispute by doing nothing. This had the effect of continuing the policy of paying the debt initiated during the administration of Republican Governor Kellogg and continued under Democratic Governor Nicholls. The convention the Democrat had worked so hard to secure later came exceedingly close to scaling down the debt. Finally, another point at which the Democrat diverged from others who wanted a convention was in desiring suffrage limitation. The New Orleans newspaper favored restriction of the franchise, particularly by the poll tax, but the convention proved no more willing than the 1878 general assembly had in taking such action (this time, however, because of Democratic rather than Republican opposition).

The first hard evidence of the impending victory of the proconvention forces came in the summer of 1878 when they succeeded in having a plank placed in the Democratic party platform supporting the call of a constitutional convention. In the November elections, the various journalistic soothsayers of the amendments' doom proved correct when the only amendment approved was one returning the state capital to Baton Rouge. Moreover, in response to this overwhelming defeat, Governor Nicholls recanted his objections to a convention and called a special session of the general assembly to provide for one. \(^{32}\)

The assembly met in early January 1879. In his opening message to that body Nicholls pointed, with apparent reluctance, to a
convention as the only means left to implement the desired constitutional revision. But despite the governor's attitude, the assembly acted with alacrity in issuing its call for a convention. The house started its consideration of a convention resolution on the day after Nicholls presented his message and passed that measure only two days later. The senate took slightly longer, but the convention received final approval on January 23, 1879, a mere two weeks after it was first introduced.33

Convention opponents had lost their capacity to shape events, but they continued their struggle. The few newspapers that continued the attack used some of the same arguments employed in 1878 to make people fearful. These foes claimed that a convention would cost $400,000 rather than the $40,000 estimated by the assembly and that it "would mean an entire change in personnel of government." Distrustful of a convention such opponents of a constitutional convention as the Chamber of Commerce, the Cotton Exchange, the Stock Exchange, and other business organizations that "represent the great financial and commercial classes of New Orleans" once again voiced their objections to the assembly. But this agitation went for naught, as did the efforts by legislators to kill the convention by indirect means. A plan to delay the convention until November and allow the assembly to ratify the new constitution by a two-thirds vote never went beyond informal discussion.34

Besides ensuring the call of a constitutional convention the previous fall's general election had tilted the legislative balance away from those who had advocated amendments by creating new support for the elimination of monopolies. In 1878 those pushing for a conven-
tion had also wanted to prohibit monopolies and they came close to having the house approve an antimonopoly amendment (while the senate had taken no action whatsoever). A year later the assembly focused exclusively on the state's most hated monopoly, the Louisiana Lottery, by seeking to revoke its statutory authority rather than by constitutionally banning all monopolies or lotteries. This freedom from the two-thirds majority required of amendments gave the assembly the margin it needed to pass the lottery law. The house produced a large majority for this measure that still fell short of what an amendment needed, and the senate approved this bill by a scant two votes. The death of the lottery was brief, however, as a federal court blocked enforcement of the statute killing it.  

The general assembly adjourned on February 1, 1879, concluding its unprecedentedly short session. Anticipation of the constitutional convention, scheduled for April 21, caused the assembly to consider a minimum amount of legislation. But even though the anti-convention forces had lost their battle to avoid a comprehensive view of the state's organic law, the war to shape a new constitution had yet to begin.  

Democrats won a sweeping victory in the election of delegates to the Constitutional Convention of 1879. With 75 percent of the membership, the dominant party controlled the convention. But mastery over their Republican opposition did not mean unity among Democrats. Dissension still remained. Yet in several significant ways the environment that shaped attitudes about constitutional revision had changed, and as a result the constitutional convention conducted its
deliberations with a pragmatic unity among the Democratic delegates that obscured, but did not eliminate, the continuing diversity of opinion within the dominant party.\textsuperscript{37}

The 1878 amendments formed the maximum concession that legislative proponents of active government had wanted to make, and the defeat of those amendments meant that more extensive reforms had become unavoidable. Moreover, the calling of a constitutional convention aided those who favored restrictive constitutionalism. The Democratic rank-and-file was far more likely to favor controls on government than their party leadership, and the election heightened their participation in the constitutional revision process. The campaign to nominate and select convention delegates stimulated public interest, provided more information about the issues, and allowed the people to choose between candidates whose sole responsibility was writing a new constitution. Once elected the delegates had less susceptibility to political obligations than legislators who, unlike those attending the convention, often had to think in terms of election.

A convention, besides its effect on the dominant party's approach to constitutional change, also influenced the process of revision through its impact on the Republican party. The resurgent power of the Democrats meant that the minority party would command a smaller proportion of the convention's votes than it had in the 1878 legislature. Thus Republicans lost the capacity to block unfriendly changes in the constitution that they had enjoyed in the 1878 senate. Since the minority party favored an active government, their reduced presence in the convention hurt the cause of those seeking to minimize the
impact of restrictive constitutionalism.

While a convention changed the politics of writing a constitution to the benefit of restrictive constitutional advocates, it did not cause the shift in attitudes that created a virtual consensus in favor of most aspects of restrictive constitutionalism. The convention’s unity stemmed from the state’s having defaulted on the January 1879 payment of interest on its debt. Troubled with declining revenues, the state could no longer afford to meet both the cost of government and to service its bonds. Furthermore, the convention faced strong public pressure to reduce the rate of the property tax (the government’s major source of revenue). Given these circumstances, the convention’s dilemma was how, not whether, to retrench. Since those favoring active government gave particularly high priority to preserving the state’s credit through paying its debt, they embraced restrictive constitutionalism as the means to their end. Only by drastic reductions in government’s operating costs could the state fund the principal of its debt.38

The Constitutional Convention of 1879 demonstrated its acceptance of restrictive constitutionalism by the harmonious way it imposed controls on government and expressed its diversity through the protracted struggle that occurred on the debt and through its willingness, at times, to contradict the precepts of restrictive constitutionalism that it otherwise followed. The constitution’s restrictive format originated in committees and continued in the convention’s formal proceedings. All the ordinances (i.e., topical groupings of articles used as an organizational device) employed the principles of
restrictive constitutionalism, and when delegates challenged measures on the convention's floor their differences usually centered on the problems of how severely, and not whether, the constitution should limit government. Indeed, the convention often approved the committee version of articles (i.e., sections in most state constitutions) without any revisions. For example, the relatively non-controversial general provision ordinance had over half its articles passed as reported, while even the highly disputed revenue and taxation ordinance had almost one-third of its articles sanctioned without alteration.39

The degree to which the Constitution of 1879 turned in the direction of restrictive constitutionalism appears when contrasted with Louisiana's previous constitutions and with other 1870s restrictive southern state constitutions. The 1879 document broke with its predecessors in size, controls on the general assembly, and restrictions on government's fiscal functioning. The Constitutions of 1845, 1852, 1864, and 1869 had varied by only about 5 percent in total number of articles while that of 1879 had 70 percent more articles than the longest (1869) of these earlier documents.40 In these five documents, the length of the "Legislative Department" title (i.e., article in most state constitutions) did not follow the same pattern apparent in the overall length of the constitutions, but a parallel between these two categories of size did exist for the 1869 and 1879 documents. The legislative title grew by almost a third from the 1869 constitution to that of 1879.41 The bulk of this increase came as a result of new controls on the general assembly. The legislative title in 1869 had nine articles regulating the assembly's internal procedures, while that
in the 1879 document had twenty-one such regulations. Furthermore, this post-Reconstruction constitution had several articles that placed extensive controls on special and local legislation and among these was one that prohibited the assembly from passing such laws on twenty-one different subjects.\(^42\)

In the crucial area of restrictions on government's fiscal affairs the difference between the Constitutions of 1869 and 1879 was even greater than the differential in size and in limitations on the general assembly. The 1869 document had only one decidedly restrictive characteristic. It made the salaries of state officials, except judges, a matter of constitutional rather than statutory law, but the relatively large amount allowed for such stipends mitigated their impact. The Reconstruction constitution also included an article that required the assembly to provide a system for paying any debt over $100,000 but it did not restrict the amount borrowed.\(^43\)

In contrast to its predecessor, the 1879 constitution imposed extensive limitations on government's revenue and expenditures. It stated maximum rates for state and local property taxes and made those rates considerably lower than the amount currently imposed by the statute. The controls on expenditures included prohibiting the creation of new state debt, lowering salaries for state officials, stipulating the purposes for which the state could use its tax revenues, and barring aid to private enterprise for state and local government.\(^44\)

The changes made in the Louisiana Constitution of 1879 compared favorably with the other restrictive southern state constitutions. The 1879 document exceeded most of its contemporaries in size, controls
on subjects prohibited as species and local laws while the length of
the legislative title matched the norm for the comparable parts of the
other constitutions. In restraints on government's financial func-
tions, the Louisiana Constitution was among the most restrictive in its
provisions affecting state government, but it was relatively lax in its
treatment of local government.45

The Louisiana Constitutional Convention of 1879 pursued a
restrictive constitutional policy with a large degree of harmony mainly
because of the fears of active government advocates about the state de-
faulting on its debt. The unity forged between those who sought to
limit government for pragmatic reasons and those who favored such con-
trols out of principle could not endure when the convention considered
the debt ordinances. Indeed, that ordinance created the greatest con-
troversy and required the most time for resolution of any measure that
came before the convention.

Although historians have portrayed the 1879 debt ordinance
as a victory of the convention's rural, restrictive constitutional ele-
ment, it was instead a qualified victory for the convention's elite,
active government forces. Proponents of active government tended to
equate payment of the debt's whole principal with preserving the
state's credit, and on this point they won. Moreover, they also gained
another important objective, for the debt ordinance earmarked part of
the state's property tax to pay the debt. The only economically signi-
ficant concession given to the convention's rural element was a rela-
tively low interest rate on the debt, and active government advocates
had come to the convention expecting to compromise in this area (albeit
with hopes of getting a higher interest rate than that ultimately approved). 46

Louisiana's financial obligations originated in the rail-
road building that preceded the Civil War and the railroad and other
active government policies that followed it. The validity of various
claims from both these periods was questionable and a consolidation of
the debt carried out in the mid-1870s had irrevocably intermingled good
with dubious debts. This reorganization of the debt involved a complex
process of several steps, but its central legislative authority was the
Funding Act of 1874. While some doubtful claims were ultimately dis-
allowed, the state funded most of its obligations, including elements
of questionable origin, at 60 percent of face value. The government
accomplished this first by exchanging new consolidated bonds bearing
7 percent interest for the old securities and then by levying a special
5.5 mills property tax to pay for the new bonds. The state, in an ac-
tion that had much significance during the constitutional convention,
also destroyed all old securities turned in to it. 47

Once Democrats returned to power in the late 1870s, fear of
having the debt issue reopened stimulated much opposition to a con-
stitutional convention. When the state defaulted on its January 1879
interest payment, the debt became a problem that the state could no
longer avoid. As early as February 1879, the New Orleans Picayune, a
paper that favored funding the whole debt and had close ties to the
state's creditors, argued that changes in bonds were necessary and that
the holders of those securities were willing to have the interest rate
reduced. As the Picayune observed:
...there is a general opinion to the effect that, whether from one cause or another, the State cannot give full and practical effect to the 5.5 mill clause of the existing contract. There is also an opinion shared in, we believe, by the bondholders themselves, that a reduction in interest from seven percent to five percent would be advantageous to both parties. If the holders of State securities are willing to make this concession -- and some of them, we believe, are anxious for it -- the question of the process by which it shall be made efficient immediately presents itself.

The convention, in its deliberations on the state debt, proved the wisdom of those who had feared it. Even though the delegates finally funded the consolidated bonds at face value, this victory came only after a fight that lasted until the closing days of the convention and that nearly resulted in only a partial payment of the debt. The debt committee set the tone for the convention's deliberations when it sent out sharply conflicting majority and minority reports. The debt committee's majority leveled a harsh attack on the consolidated bonds in its report. It claimed that the bonds were invalid and that the people could not afford to pay their almost $12,000,000 face value and interest. With its report the majority also submitted an ordinance that provided for the debt problem. The ordinance cancelled the consolidated bonds and funded, at 4 percent interest, a few specific categories of the old debt that constituted only about one-third the obligations recognized in the consolidated bonds. The debt committee's minority issued a report that defended the validity of the bonds, attacked the plan to return to the old debt as a virtual impossibility, and asserted the need to protect the state's credit by paying the consolidated bonds at face value. Numerically weak within the Democratic delegation, the prodebtor forces sought to follow the tactics of delay and did not send the convention an ordinance.
An agent of northern holders of Louisiana bonds present at the convention gave a pessimistic assessment of the bonds' chances to his employers immediately after the debt committee reported, but the antidebt Democrats believed they held the upper hand. Possessing a majority within their party, the antidebt Democrats wanted the caucus to make the majority's debt ordinance a matter of party discipline. This effort started a parliamentary cat-and-mouse game frequently repeated throughout the convention. The debt's foes could muster a majority of the Democrats, but not a quorum of the party's caucus. The result was a rancorous stalemate that gave Republicans the ability to tilt the balance to benefit the prodebt forces when Democrats sought to bypass the deadlock in the caucus and have the convention settle the debt issue.50

For more than a month after the debt committee reported, the Democrats worked in caucus to resolve their differences. While the dominant party suffered from a wide diffusion in attitudes, the convention delegates fell into roughly four categories. The far ranges of opinion within the convention consisted of those pro- and antibond delegates who supported the minority (i.e., probond) and majority (i.e., antibond) reports of the debt committee. Each of these two groups had a corresponding moderate element (collectively known in the convention as "middlemen") that believed the positions taken in the minority and majority reports were excessive. But even the "middlemen" usually limited their efforts at compromise to issues tangential to the crucial problem of funding the consolidated bonds at face value for these moderates also tended to remain inflexible on the key question of how to
deal with the debt's principal.\textsuperscript{51}

As Democrats fought among themselves behind the scenes, the convention took what appeared to be decisively antidebt action on a separate, but closely related, part of the constitution. The property tax rate had a decided influence on the convention's decision about the consolidated bonds. Even with retrenchment in government's expenditures, a particularly low property tax could force the delegates to scale down the debt. No effective opposition existed in the convention to stating the property tax as a maximum, but what did stir controversy was the rate allowed.

The convention displayed far greater cohesion in passing a low property tax rate than it did when considering measures that directly affected the consolidated bonds. Rejecting even a compromise measure of 5.5 mills by a two to one margin, the convention voted by an overwhelming margin to set the property tax at 5 mills and this rate, it was widely believed, was a level sufficiently low to force the convention to reduce the debt.\textsuperscript{52}

The prodebt New Orleans \textit{Picayune} expressed dismay over what it saw as the potentially disastrous ramifications of a 5 mills tax, editorializing:

The action of the Convention yesterday [i.e., June 20, 1879] in passing an article of the ordinance of the Committee on Taxation, fixing the limitation of the State tax at five mills, was naturally the cause of great astonishment and considerable speculation. The first impression was that it was a notable triumph of the extreme repudiationists, and indicated that the supporters of the majority report [of the debt committee] were in a position to dictate the basis for the settlement of the debt question. A careful examination of the figures in the case will show that under the five mill tax only some $200,000 will remain to pay the interest on the debt after the expenses of the Government are provided for.
The $200,000 that the Picayune estimated the 5 mills tax would provide for the state's bonds fell far short of the $655,000 expended on the debt's interest in 1878. In response to a charge by opponents that the 5 mills tax meant repudiation, advocates of that measure gave another way of assessing its impact. "It was claimed on the other side [i.e., by proponents]," the New York Tribune reported, "that a 5 mills tax would produce sufficient revenue to support the State Government and pay 2 percent interest on the present debt, or 4 percent if the debt should be scaled 50 percent."53

Yet in the gloom over the 5 mills property tax, the Picayune saw a ray of hope. People voted for this low tax rate who might later change their position. A number of strongly prodebt delegates of both parties had a strong reason to switch, and the "middlemen" who had advocated a 5.5 mills tax might also favor a reconsideration of the property tax rate. "From all this," the Picayune concluded, "it may be seen that a large number of Democrats voted for it because there was no alternative offered, and with the supposition that the vote did not affect the debt question in reality....[thus] it is generally agreed that the vote will be reconsidered and the limit be fixed in accord with the settlement of the debt question."54

The vote on the 5 mills property tax came when the prodebt forces still had not formulated a policy on the consolidated bonds with which to counter the ordinance of the debt committee's majority. Since staunch prodebt Democrats were relatively few in number, they had to find a compromise measure that would attract sufficient support from among the "middlemen" to provide victory. The concession offered to
encourage cooperation was a lower interest rate on the debt.55

From the time the state had defaulted on the January 1879 interest payment until the convention finally approved the debt ordinance, the interest rate remained the key bargaining chip used by proponents of the consolidated bonds. The intransigence of the antidebt delegates had caused the bondholders to become increasingly flexible about what they believed was an acceptable interest rate. When the supporters of the minority report and the prodebt "middlemen" reached an agreement on June 22, 1879 (the day after the convention passed the 5 mills property tax), they did so with the understanding that the bondholders had approved the proposed interest rate. When presented to the convention a few days later, the ordinance of the debt committee's minority provided for 3 percent interest for 5 years and 4 percent until the state's bonds matured.56

On June 30, 1879, the constitutional convention began considering the majority and minority debt ordinances, and it promptly rejected both by wide margins. Statements published in the convention's Journal after the defeat of these two measures revealed that moderate pro- and antidebt delegates considered the debt committee's ordinances to be "extreme." The moderate opponents of the consolidated bonds had greater dissatisfaction with the majority ordinance than the prodebt "middlemen" had with the minority ordinance. The former believed that the majority's attempt to base a settlement on the old debt was unrealistic, and the amount funded was excessively parsimonious. Since the only certificates of indebtedness extant were the consolidated bonds, the reduction in principal desired by the moderate antidebt delegates
had to be based on those bonds. Moderate advocates of the bonds, on the other hand, disagreed with the minority report simply on the grounds that it cost too much and not with its fundamental approach. Virtually all the "middlemen" shared the belief that the standard for any settlement of the bond issue was "the ability of the State to pay the debt," but the willingness of most moderates did not extend to the key issue -- the debt's principal. Once the convention defeated the majority and minority reports, the functional differences between delegates became less who was moderate and extreme and more who was or was not willing to fund the consolidated bonds at face value.⁵⁷

After having rejected the debt committee's two ordinances, the convention began its search for a compromise solution. The delegates, immediately after defeating the minority ordinance, voted to reconsider that measure, and even as they began to amend it, they also started deliberating on a substitute ordinance that presented the new antidebt viewpoint. This substitute ordinance provided for the funding of the consolidated bonds at 7½ percent with 4 percent interest. The substitute came to a vote first, and it lost by a wide margin. By the time the convention decided the fate of the minority ordinance, it had changed drastically in all but its crucial provisions to pay the whole debt. Among the more important alterations made were the extension of the time for the state to pay 3 percent interest from five to fifteen years, and the elimination of a provision which mandated a 3 mills property tax to finance the debt.⁵⁸

Just as the convention's action setting a 5 mills ceiling on the property tax had been a victory more apparent than real for the
antidebt forces, so too was the passage of the minority debt ordinance a temporary success for the prodebt delegates. In both instances a sufficient number of those voting to approve the measure had reservations about their actions that it left open the possibility of change at a future time. The minority debt ordinance carried an additional burden for its margin of success, seven votes, had come from Republicans. A majority of Democrats had opposed the minority debt ordinance and only the almost uniform support given by Republicans to that measure saved it from defeat.

Any action taken by the convention would not be final until the Democrats had agreed to make debt settlement a test of party discipline. The convention's approval of the minority debt ordinance merely shifted the struggle over the consolidated bonds back to the Democratic caucus, and this was a return to the stalemate of June with the antidebt forces possessing a majority in the caucus but lacking the strength to command a quorum in it. Those opposed to the minority debt ordinance had a preliminary victory that had previously eluded them when the caucus approved a resolution making the "settlement of the debt question a caucus matter." About this resolution the New Orleans Picayune reported on July 9: "As a result of last night's meeting [of the caucus] the repudiators were jubilant, and confident of a settlement of the question to suit their own peculiar [i.e., antidebt] views. What they most congratulated themselves on was their success in entrapping a good number of middlemen into binding themselves into standing by the caucus." The joy of those opposed to the consolidated bonds was short-lived for they still could not obtain a quorum in the
caucus on any measure that entailed scaling down the debt's principal. Indeed, the Picayune characterized the deliberations of the caucus as "chaotic," and on July 14, the day before the convention resumed consideration of the minority debt ordinance, the New Orleans newspaper correctly predicted its defeat. 59

When the minority ordinance came up for its third reading (final passage), the convention decided to reopen debate on that measure. The antidebt forces displayed greater strength than when the debt ordinances first came before the convention. Those opposed to the consolidated bonds passed an amendment to the minority ordinance authorizing the people to vote on that measure separately from the rest of the constitution. This was, however, a rare victory at a time when neither side could command a majority in the convention. Yet the margin of defeat did differ significantly, and those opposed to the debt demonstrated their relative strength when a proposal to fund the consolidated bonds at 75 percent of face value failed by only one vote. 60

The narrow defeat of the 75 percent scaling measure acted like a time bomb on a convention grown weary of a dispute that seemingly had no end. If the convention failed to act, then the debt question would become the responsibility of the next general assembly, and delegates on both sides of the issue had reason to fear that eventuality. 61

The continued inability of the convention to pass a debt ordinance led to a dramatic shift in the balance of power among delegates. When one member of the convention moved to reconsider the 75 percent scaling amendment and justified his action on the grounds that this measure "had come the nearest [to] being adopted," the convention agreed with
him by a comfortable margin. A sufficient number of prodebt Democratic delegates had come to believe that it was "impossible" to pass an ordinance to their liking, and thus they, as one man expressed it, "would now compromise on 75 cents on the dollar."62

Unfortunately, final victory remained as elusive on the debt question as ever. Black Republican P.B.S. Pinckback blunted the rush to reduce the debt's principal with a deft piece of satire.63 With droll humor this prodebt delegate countered the 75 percent scaling proposal with his own amendment. "Mr. Pinchback arose," the New Orleans Picayune's version of the convention's "Proceedings" reported, "and stated that if any portion of the debt was to be repudiated, he thought that matters should not be minced, and he would be in favor of wiping out enough to give the State substantial relief." The measure introduced by Pinchback called for a "50 cents on the dollar" settlement for the consolidated bonds. But delegates apparently voted according to who introduced the resolution and not what it contained, and as a result Republicans and prodebt Democrats had to change their votes after the initial roll call. Pinchback attempted to alter the convention's tempo, and he succeeded. The push for the 75 percent scaling motion lost steam, and when it came up for final passage, the convention rejected it by almost a three to one margin.64

Yet, even before the defeat of the 75 percent scaling amendment, prodebt delegates had started to support a substitute debt ordinance that employed a compromise approach they had previously rejected. This measure funded the consolidated bonds at face value while lowering the interest rate so that it followed a three part schedule of
2 percent for five years, 3 percent for ten years and 4 percent thereafter. Another important feature of the substitute ordinance revived the property tax to pay the debt, a part of the original minority ordinance, but in its new form the tax consisted of two steps of 2.5 mills for five years and 3 mills thereafter rather than the flat rate of 3 mills as had been the case earlier. The convention approved the substitute ordinance, and on the next day, July 18, it was to vote on the final passage of that measure.65

The topsy-turvy struggle over the debt had one last significant twist. What happened to the new substitute debt ordinance was merely the usual -- it lost. The means of its rejection was a little unusual as it received a majority of those voting, but not, as the convention's rules required, an absolute majority of the whole membership. What marked this defeat as fundamentally different, however, was the complete turnabout by the Republicans. After having staunchly supported ordinances that funded the consolidated bonds at face value, the minority party deserted that effort just as the substitute ordinance stood on the brink of final victory.66

The change in the Republican position came as a surprise not only to Democrats but to most of their own delegates as well. After having supported the new substitute debt ordinance in the preliminary ballots on July 17, most members of the minority party voted for it on the crucial third reading. But four Republican leaders opposed the substitute ordinance, and as occurred with Pinchback's motion of the previous day, this unexpected turn of events led to a major upheaval in the convention as a whole. The New Orleans Picayune gave
this description of what occurred:

On the side of the Republicans, Messrs. Hough, Pardee, Stevenson and Pinchback voted in the negative when their names were called, and their followers, at the completion of the roll call, immediately commenced to change their votes to the negative. A number of repudiating Democrats sniffed something wrong in the sudden change of front on the part of the Republicans, and, to offset it, ordered their votes changed to the affirmative. The vote as finally corrected stood: Yeas 62, nays 52. The affirmative not having received a majority of votes of the members elected to the Convention, the ordinance was lost.

Mr. Robertson, in an excited speech, declared that the Republicans were striving to disrupt the Democratic party, and unless they were checked in their unholy design, there was every probability of their succeeding. He, therefore, moved that the Convention take a recess until evening, in order that a Democratic caucus might settle the debt among themselves, and thus thwart the scheme of the Republicans.

The motion to take a recess was carried with a hurra, and shortly afterwards Mr. Robertson called

The Democratic Caucus
to order. A very full attendance of members was noticed.67

The reason given by Republicans for their action differed greatly from the rumors that circulated in the convention. The minority party argued that it could only support a debt settlement that was acceptable to the state's creditors. "On [sic] yesterday they were assured and they believed," a statement published in the convention's Journal by the Republicans explained, "that the ordinance in question was acceptable. After adjournment they became satisfied that the proposed settlement was not satisfactory, would not be accepted, and was really the opening of a Pandora's box of litigation and trouble for the creditors and people, and they, therefore, changed their votes." The Picayune published an alternative view of the Republican's defection from the substitute ordinance, saying former Republican Governor Henry Warmoth had telegraphed from the North advising his party's delegates that the Louisiana constitutional convention could influence politics
above the Mason-Dixon line. The alleged plot centered on the idea that if Louisiana took unfavorable action on its consolidated bonds, then it "would be of immense service in the Ohio campaign, and would be a pow-
nerful weapon in the hands of the Northern Republicans to carry the next Presidential fight...." The minority party, of course, denied this im-
putation of wrongdoing, and the truth of the matter is undiscernible. Yet, the two explanations are not mutually exclusive, and the substit-
ute ordinance's defeat could only result in a less favorable settle-
ment.68

The weariness that had aided the antidebt delegates when the 75 percent scaling measure almost passed now began to work against them with a vengeance. A rumor of a pending quarantine added to the already existing desire to end the trouble that the debt issue had become. Many of those opposed to the consolidated bonds came from north Louisiana, and these delegates were planning to depart from the convention no matter what remained undone. "The cause for the exodus was said to be a fear that the country will quarantine them if they stay longer in this city," the Picayune explained, "and a residence of twenty days on the banks of the raging Red River, at a quarantine sta-
tion, does not possess any fascinating charms for the average rural delegate." Moreover, illness and a belief that the deadlock over the debt was unresolvable, robbed those opposed to the consolidated bonds of one of their main leaders, the chairman of the debt committee E.E. Kidd.69

Despite widespread doubt to the contrary, the conference committee did its work and for the first time the Democratic caucus
gave formal approval to a proposed debt ordinance. The committee's
debt ordinance was in form a compromise measure, but in substance it
was a qualified victory for the prodebt delegates. This final version
of the ordinance preserved the fiction of fairness by offering the
state's creditors a choice between the two main approaches to the debt
that the convention had long considered. The first option was basic-
ally prodebt and it allowed a trade of the consolidated bonds at face
value for new ones bearing interest of 2 percent for five years, 3 per-
cent for fifteen years and 4 percent thereafter. The second option was
essentially antidebt and permitted an exchange in which the replacement
securities would have 75 percent of the value of the old ones and
bear a flat 4 percent interest rate. This latter plan was a face-
saving device for those opposed to the debt because it made little eco-
monic sense for bondholders. The 75 percent scaling measure provided
a higher rate of income for the initial five year period, but this was
more than offset by its lower lifetime earnings in interest and in
principal. 70

The secondary characteristics of the conference committee's
debt ordinance allowed legitimate concessions to both sides, but even
so an imbalance remained in the importance of the changes instituted.
Those opposed to the consolidated bonds had wanted the people to vote
on the debt ordinance separately from the rest of the constitution,
and the conference committee renewed this plan. While in another ac-
tion that also benefited antidebt delegates, the committee altered the
property tax to pay the consolidated bonds from a constitutional man-
date to a matter of legislative discretion in which the general assembly
could set any rate sufficient to pay the bond's interest up to a maximum of 3 mills. These measures, however, had no practical impact on the fate of the consolidated bonds. In contrast, a provision beneficial to those bonds resolved a problem of vital importance that the convention had left in limbo after it had passed the tax ordinance several weeks earlier. That ordinance had set the state's overall property tax limits at 5 mills, a rate insufficient to fund the consolidated bonds at face value. The conference committee revised the property tax, to allow a maximum of 6 mills if the people ratified the debt ordinance or 5 mills if they rejected it.\textsuperscript{71}

The convention, on July 21, 1879, only two days before it adjourned, finally approved the conference committee's version of the debt ordinance. Aided by the caucus endorsement and hindered by the almost uniform opposition of the Republicans, the ordinance received three more votes than the minimum of sixty-eight required for passage. One day later the convention reaffirmed its action on the debt ordinance by amending the tax ordinance to conform with the new property tax limit. When ratified, the constitution and its debt ordinance allowed a maximum 6 mills for this tax.\textsuperscript{72}

No other part of the convention's deliberations was as dramatic as the debt ordinance, but other actions taken by the delegates had active governmental results. The tax ordinance set the ceiling for local government's property tax at the 10 mills desired by advocates of restrictive constitutionalism, but two major exceptions to this rule made it almost meaningless. Parishes and municipalities could increase taxes without limit for "the purpose of erecting and
constructing public buildings, bridges and works of public improve-
ment" if the property taxpayers voted to approve such endeavors. The
other loophole in this maximum for local property taxes was an article
that allowed, with taxpayer ratification, an additional tax of up to 5
mills and for a period not exceeding 10 years "in aid of public im-
provements or railway enterprises."\textsuperscript{73}

Private enterprise, a major focus of restrictive constitu-
tutional controls, gained from revisions that added to and deleted from
ordinances written in committee. The convention amended the tax ordi-
nance's article on tax exemptions so that the general assembly could
protect, for a period of up to ten years, factories that manufactured
fifteen different kinds of consumer goods and foodstuffs.\textsuperscript{74} The com-
mitee's version of the ordinance on corporations had a variety of
restrictive articles that were eliminated on the convention's floor.
Three of these were of particular importance. One article proclaimed
as a right and a "duty" the assembly's authority to revoke a private
corporation's charter for "any failure to comply with the conditions of
said charter, whenever in their opinion it may be injurious to the
general welfare...." The article further asserted that the assembly
could not "surrender or suspend" its authority to tax corporations.
The third article required insurance and banking corporations doing
business in Louisiana both to "deposit reasonable securities with the
Treasurer of this State, to secure the people against loss by said
companies," and to issue semiannual reports on their business activ-
ities.\textsuperscript{75}

The convention undermined its strong stand against mono-
policies (an issue that was second only to the debt in its power to generate controversy) by allowing the Louisiana Lottery to maintain its privileged position on a de facto basis. The convention explicitly banned all monopolies except for special rights granted to railroads. Yet it also gave constitutional stature to the law incorporating the state's most hated monopoly -- the Louisiana Lottery. The convention ended the Lottery's status as a monopoly, but since the 1879 general assembly had come close to killing the lottery, the loss of a legally exclusive standing that did not affect its operations was more than compensated by its greater protection from future assemblies.  

In the noneconomic sphere, the judiciary ordinance departed from the values of restrictive constitutionalism in a variety of ways. The committee version on this ordinance was more elitist than that ultimately passed by the convention, but even in its final form this ordinance made the judiciary the branch of the government least accessible to the people. The ordinance, as written in committee, returned to the state's original system of an appointed judiciary, and it also made the office of parish attorney a gubernatorial appointee. The convention revised this so that the people elected all but their two highest categories of judges. The selection of the supreme court remained the governor's prerogative, while the general assembly, in a feature novel to Louisiana, elected the court of appeal. 

The judiciary ordinance, besides allowing for appointed judges, had other provisions that made it less democratic. The supreme court's term of office was the unprecedentedly long period, for Louisiana at least, of twelve years. The traditional requirement of having
certain officeholders be practicing attorneys was expanded; it lengthened the time of such experience for offices already affected by this requirement, and it extended this prerequisite to new offices. Finally, the structure of the court system had important financial considerations. The creation of a court of appeals and a larger number of district courts counterbalanced pay cuts. The legislature got complete discretion in determining the number of district court judges. 78

Louisiana joined the national trend towards restrictive constitutionalism because its people and their elected representatives in the Constitutional Convention of 1879 acted on "issue of economics and self-interest." It was in the same spirit of self-interest that the convention also decided not to restrict the franchise. When confronted with a choice between white Democratic solidarity or free access to the ballot box for all poor people the convention chose the latter. 79

White supremacists in Louisiana sought franchise restrictions as one among a variety of responses to one of Reconstruction's most revolutionary results -- black political participation. Interest in suffrage limitations had played an important role in the defeat of the 1878 constitutional amendments. The general assembly, as noted earlier could not address the subject, or its related issue of racially integrated schools, because of the large number of Republicans in the Senate, and this in turn caused Democrats otherwise favorably disposed to the amendments to oppose them. Historian Henry E. Chambers, sympathetic to the white supremacists, has summarized conditions that
Democrats faced once they regained control of the state government:

The coming into power of a democratic (sic) state administration did not of itself assure white supremacy. Radical rule had left as a legacy a horde of ignorant black voters, wholly unfitted for the duties and obligations of intelligent citizenship. The cloud of a possible return to black domination was to hang threateningly over the people for a number of years to come. The negro vote in many of the parishes outnumbered the white, in some cases ten to one. If therefore local self-government in true accord with the fundamental principles of democracy were permitted to prevail, communities and parishes would be put under black rule, however white the state officials might be.

The overwhelming Democratic victory in the 1879 election of convention delegates appeared to open the way for suffrage limitation. One leading black delegate, Pinchback, stated after the Constitution of 1879 was complete that he had come to the constitutional convention expecting to make the poll tax a franchise requirement. In the convention the franchise committee reported a franchise ordinance that must have, initially at least, confirmed Pinchback's fears. The committee ordinance forced voters to pay all taxes due before the year of an election and their current poll tax as well. These limitations complied with the Reconstruction Amendments to the United States Constitution, but this was their undoing. In discriminating on ability to pay rather than race, the franchise ordinance threatened all of modest means, white and black. Felix Pouche, a white Democrat who was a vocal critic of the taxing measure and chairman of the franchise committee, warned of dire consequences if the ordinance passed:

The extreme poverty of thousands of white men throughout the State would make them revolt at this poll tax, and every effort would be made to defeat the constitution containing such a restriction. The speaker declared the result would be a coalition between poor whites and the colored people, which would eventually inaugurate a reign of communism and secret societies, attended by labor strikes and general disorganization of social system.
The convention rejected the taxpaying requirement for voters, but in its place the delegates raised voter registration from secondary to primary importance. The franchise committee had provided for voter registration to end in Louisiana, except for New Orleans, once the taxpaying requirement went into effect. The convention revised this article so that voter registration became mandatory in New Orleans and optional in the rest of the state. In practice, this meant that the voter registration begun by Republicans continued without interruption under the Democrats. 82

White supremacists sought their objective in ways other than suffrage. Indeed, Chambers gave the Constitution of 1879 much credit, he called it "eminently correctional as well as organic," for the success that white Democrats had against black Republicans. He attributed two forces as having the primary responsibility for the suppression of blacks: the growth of the governor's appointive power, and force. "The first of these," Chambers somewhat incorrectly notes, "was the constitutional provision which lodged in the hands of the chief executive of the state extraordinary appointive powers. The governor named all local and state officials whose election by popular suffrage was not specifically enjoined by the Constitution." 83

While Chambers assessed the governor's appointment powers correctly, he overestimated the role of the constitution. It reinforced but neither began nor guaranteed, in most instances, the continuance of those powers relating to local officials. 84 When Democrats regained full control of the state government in 1877, they took over an institutional structure in which the governor and other institutions of
the central government selected a variety, but not the most important, local officers. The 1877 and 1878 general assemblies continued what the Republicans had begun and expanded the central government's authority in areas previously left to local constituencies. In their new laws and revision of old ones, the Democratic-controlled assemblies emphasized the role of the governor in a way the Republicans had not, and by the time the Constitutional Convention of 1879 met the chief executive had most of the authority attributed to him by Chambers. The local officials that both Republicans and Democrats made subordinate to some form of central authority included voting registrars, tax assessors, tax collectors, and rural school boards. In the years just previous to the constitutional convention, the dominant party expanded the governor's authority to include police juries (the parish governing bodies), and for a two year span only, the mayors and councils of a number, but not all, of the state's municipalities.

When the convention did specify the mode of selecting officials, it did not live up to the role claimed for it by Chambers. The one area of local government extensively affected by the constitution was the judiciary. The judiciary committee had wanted the governor to appoint all judges in the state and parish attorneys (the state's prosecutors) as well. Local positions elected by the people included: district court clerks, sheriffs, coroners, constables, and the New Orleans registrars of conveyances. The convention rejected the judiciary committee's provisions for gubernatorial appointments in most instances. Except for the specialized courts in New Orleans, the governor retained the right to choose only the supreme court. But in
addition to this, the delegates reached a compromise on the court of civil appeals, and in doing so, they gave the general assembly the right to elect judges of that court.87

The 1879 convention proved more unsympathetic to the urban proletariat of New Orleans than to the state's blacks, so far as the judiciary was concerned. With the Crescent City firmly in Democratic hands, the convention denied the citizens of that municipality the right to elect judges for the two highest categories in its courts. The New Orleans appeals and district courts were special versions of the state civil appeals and district courts that had jurisdiction only in the city. In New Orleans the appeals court, like its state counterpart, had its judge elected by the general assembly, while the district court, unlike its state counterpart, had its judges appointed by the governor.

Education rivaled suffrage as an irritant to white supremacists. The Constitution of 1869 required integrated schools, and as already mentioned, the 1878 amendments' failure to address this question or that of suffrage helped cause their defeat. The Constitutional Convention of 1879 was certain to eliminate, as it did, the provision for integrated schools, but the issue of race affected the convention's deliberations on education in another, more indirect way.

The question whether or not the state should have a state superintendent of public education brought advocates of restrictive constitutionalism into conflict with those of white supremacy. To the former, the state superintendent was an unnecessary cost, while to the latter, he was an instrument of white domination. The New Orleans
Picayune pleaded the white supremacist's case in an unusually blunt editorial. Labeling the state superintendent a "necessity," the Picayune argued that "retrenchment should begin with the luxuries and not with the necessities of life." What made public schools and their state superintendent so important was the threat supposedly posed by blacks. According to the New Orleans journal, the situation was supposedly one of control or be controlled and it called on the convention to act on behalf of white people:

This state has fallen under the control of its better class, temporarily, at least. It is within the power of that better class to mold the minds and to shape the thoughts of the generations to come, through the instrumentality of the public schools. There lies before us a province of conquest in this direction, a power, a privilege and an opportunity which may be not widely abandoned. Name the teachers, select the textbooks of your schools, and you fix the convictions and purposes of those who are to succeed you in the State and national councils.

A hint to the wise should be sufficient. There is something distinctive about Southern civilization, its sense of personal honor and its instinct of progressive but cautious liberalism. These ennobling tendencies are in danger. If we do not educate our young, our enemies will. It is best to be plain about this, and to recognize the situation fully. We are brought face to face with a powerful and aggressive antagonism, which cannot be ignored....

Every practical politician in Louisiana knows that the lever of Radical power in the State and in the South has rested on the ignorance and prejudice of the negroes as upon a fulcrum. Every forethoughtful statesman, every earnest patriot among us knows that ignorance and that prejudice must be removed before the State and section can be at harmony within. The work is to be done by kindling the light of truth in the young mind, by teaching history from our point of view, by constraining the organic law of the land from our own standpoint. That is our task, and be we ever so poor, that, at least, we cannot neglect.

The question of the state superintendent of public education affected both the executive and education ordinances, but it did so in diametrically opposed ways. Many in the convention believed that the state had to eliminate either the secretary of state or the state
superintendent of public education. The convention considered the executive ordinance first and it reversed the action taken in committee concerning the state superintendent. The executive committee had chosen to keep that office instead of the secretary of state, but the convention decided to substitute the secretary of state for the state superintendent, despite the arguments of the white supremacists. When the education committee reported its ordinance, the convention provided only for a board of education to head the state school system, but the convention eliminated the board and reinstated the state superintendent in its place.  

The Constitution of 1879 was a compromise that pleased most people. Rank and file Democrats liked it because it was restrictive; the Democratic leadership favored it because it preserved the principal of the state debt; and Republicans, particularly blacks, approved of it because it provided for democratic suffrage. Yet the differences that had led to the long struggle over the convention continued to haunt the dominant party. "The Democratic machine," historian Garnie W. McGinty observes, "feared [that] the people of the country parishes would ignore party organization and discipline, and go into the approaching election divided into innumerable personal followings." For the moment these concerns proved unwarranted. The constitutional convention had a cathartic effect, and the 1879 election to select state officers and ratify the constitution produced large majorities for the Democratic candidates and the constitution. But such inequities as the gubernatorial appointment of local officials and the continuation of the Lottery boded ill for the state's political harmony in
the future. When the great wave of agrarian unrest that swept the populists into prominence in the 1890s hit Louisiana, dissatisfaction created by the Constitution of 1879 helped to exacerbate tensions between the Democratic establishment and dissidents within and without the dominant party.
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Chapter IV: The Constitution of 1874

This is the first of four chapters which together provide a narrative of the post-Reconstruction drive for constitutional reform in Texas. A detailed study of the revision process makes it possible both to evaluate the way short term political factors influenced constitution-making and to correlate these with the broader and longer term forces of constitutional change already discussed.

The Texas constitutional revision effort occurred in four stages, and a chapter is devoted to each. The first lasted from the fall of 1872 to the spring of 1874. Interest in a new organic law, which began as a part of reaction against Reconstruction, became engulfed in a controversy over how to write a document that ended with the abortive Constitution of 1874. The second period began after the defeat of that document and concluded with a special session of the legislature calling a constitutional convention in the spring of 1875. The third period encompassed the election of delegates to the convention: the give and take of political campaigning during this election for the first time revealed the depth of disagreement among Democrats. Finally, the controversy reached its climax in the convention's deliberations and the March 1876 vote of ratification gave the Lone Star State the constitution for which it had long waited.

Faced with a four-year term for executive officers, Democrats had to accomplish their return to power in two steps: the legislative election of 1872 and the general election of 1873. This delay did not dampen the dominant party's appetite for overthrowing Reconstruction
at the first possible moment. Thus, as Democrats began to anticipate victory in the 1872 election, they made a new constitution one of many goals for the Thirteenth Legislature. The Paris North Texan advocated constitutional revision and called on the legislature "to promptly repeal nearly all [Governor Edmund J.] Davis' Administrative measures," and demanded that the governor and other officials be impeached.¹ After Democrats won the election, the Galveston News argued for a more cautious approach, noting that "Davis is almost powerless." The Galveston journal advised against impeachment because it threatened both federal intervention and an interruption of the flow of Northern capital into Texas railroads, but despite opposing impeachment the News strongly favored a constitutional convention.²

The Democratic desire for a new constitution did not stimulate much discussion about what revisions the dominant party should make in that document. The Galveston News, in one editorial advocating a new constitution, stated bluntly what most newspapers were practicing: "It is not possible, nor is it deemed necessary to point out and mention in this article the many defects and wanton wrongs in the constitution."³ This lack of public debate was further compounded by the absence of journalistic scrutiny into the actions of the legislature. Newspapers infrequently showed more than a superficial interest in the workings of the legislature, and this limited oversight was further restricted by much of the legislature's work being done in obscure committees, and by the many subjects other than constitutional revision that lawmakers had to consider. Only after the legislature finally called a constitutional convention in 1875 and the nomination
and election of delegates began to excite the interest of both voters and newspapers did the substantive issues of constitutional change start to become openly debated and analyzed.

Less information remains about the Thirteenth Legislature's efforts to provide a new organic law than any other part of the 1870s Texas constitutional revision movement. But the bare bones of this legislature's formal record left a skeleton similar to the body of discord that became apparent later. The residual power of Republicans, who controlled the executive and judicial branches and had a large minority in the senate, made a different political environment in 1873 than after the Democrats gained complete control of the government a year later. But Republican influence does not explain division among Democrats and the impact that that division had on the Thirteenth Legislature.⁴

The legislature was not interested in the substance of constitutional change. Its responsibility was to choose the method for effecting such revision. Traditionally, Texans used a popularly elected convention to draft new organic laws, but in 1873 both New York and Michigan had given that job to an appointed commission.⁵ The initial Texas legislation submitted to the house and senate in 1873 provided for a constitutional convention.⁶ In the house, however, Representative C.M. Winkler, chairman of the Democratic state central committee, presented a bill to create a commission to write a constitution. This commission bill gained favorable comments from the Austin Statesman and the Galveston News, which continued to advocate this approach to revision in the Fourteenth Legislature, but it never
provoked much interest in the house.\textsuperscript{7}

The committee on constitutional amendments of the house acted first. It reported a revised version of the joint resolution calling an election that required the people to approve a constitutional convention at the same election at which they selected delegates to it. One representative objected to the referendum about holding the convention, but his reason for doing so was not recorded. This amended resolution passed in the house by a large majority.\textsuperscript{8}

The senate assumed the role it would play throughout the legislative deliberations on constitutional revision, acting as the major barrier to a convention. Its committee on constitutional amendments recommended passage of its convention resolution which, like that of the house, was amended to include a popular referendum. A Republican senator, however, moved to table the resolution, and four Democrats joined all thirteen Republicans in the upper chamber to defeat the convention in a seventeen to eleven vote.\textsuperscript{9}

This defection by a small but crucial number of Democrats was never explained. The Austin \textit{Statesman} justified the negative vote of its district's senator, Democrat Nathan Shelley, with the cryptic statement: "He opposed it simply on the grounds of inexpediency." In this article defending Shelley the \textit{Statesman} further observed: "Though it seems absolutely necessary that a convention should be called to reform the present nature of our laws from their very root, there are many in the Democratic party who think the course a dangerous one." The unsettled circumstances of Texas as it emerged from Reconstruction prompted this concern, but ultimately the greater danger proved
to be differences among Democrats rather than the policies of Governor Davis or President Ulysses S. Grant.  

The failure of constitutional revision in the Thirteenth Legislature was the opening battle of what proved to be a long struggle. Democrats continued to think primarily in terms of a constitutional convention. The state nominating convention placed an unequivocal plank on this subject in its platform: "We favor the calling of a Constitutional Convention by our next legislature." This formal commitment to constitution by convention did not eliminate interest in a commission. The Galveston News argued that a commission was the most economical means for securing a new constitution.

The newly inaugurated Democratic Governor Richard Coke set the tone for constitutional deliberations during the 1874 session of the Fourteenth Legislature in his first message to that body. Assuming a neutral and statesmanlike posture in his January 26 address, he suggested two alternatives for drafting an organic law. One was a constitutional convention and the other a legislative committee. The latter was a new idea, and Coke described it in detail. Basing his concept on the legislature's amendment powers, Coke suggested that a joint committee composed of the house and senate committee's on constitutional amendments (or other qualified legislators) draft "extensive" amendments in the existing 1869 constitution that would make "a thorough change in many essential points." In concluding his remarks on constitutional change, the governor disclaimed interest in the legislature's choice: "If the desired changes are made in the Constitution, the mode in which the result is accomplished does not seem to be
material, except so far as the expense is concerned." But despite this claim of objectivity, the Galveston News saw Coke as taking a partisan position. Because the governor made cost a criterion for choosing the method of revision, the News concluded that he preferred amendment to the more expensive constitutional convention. Coke ultimately proved the News was right by working to block both the convention and commission (a matter left unmentioned in his message).

The Fourteenth Legislature took up where the Thirteenth had left off, but it did so with greater internal dissension, or at least with a greater propensity to publish its differences in its Journals. Ignoring the governor's suggestions concerning a joint committee, the legislature directed its attention towards both a convention and commission. The commission approach gathered far more interest and support in 1874 than it had a year earlier.

Presented only with joint resolutions for calling a constitutional convention, the senate and house committees returned to their respective chambers two competing pieces of legislation -- a convention resolution and a commission bill. In the senate, the committee's majority favored a convention and its minority wanted a commission. The house reversed these preferences. The committee reports began complex, unrelenting, and Byzantine legislative infighting.

The senate committee on constitutional amendments acted first, February 2, 1874; the house followed suit nine days later. Both committees had a consensus concerning the need for a new constitution, but the divisions about the proper method of revision were fundamental
in nature and rancorous in expression. The minority reports of the two committees best expressed the procommission (senate) and proconvention (house) positions. The senate minority report intimated that a convention was too expensive and then raised more serious objections. But like Governor Coke's January message, the minority report refused to state these other reasons, saying only that they were "not necessary to enumerate in this report."\(^{16}\)

The minority report of the house committee on constitutional amendments addressed the question of revision with a candor unmatched at any other time in the legislature's 1874 session. According to the house minority the choice in modes of revision affected the well-being of both democracy and Democrats. It claimed:

The very fact of the establishment of a commission is, in our opinion, anti-Democratic [sic]-it evidences centralization; a fear of the people; an unwillingness to trust them with the destinies of their State.

It is a reflection upon the intelligence of the people, and an egotistical assumption of the superior attainments, knowledge and qualifications of the Fourteenth Legislature.

We believe that a Constitution, to meet the varied and diverse interests of an empire state must necessarily be carved out of concession and compromise, and that delegates specially authorized to exercise their judgement in concessions and compromises only should undertake this grave duty. Should the precedent once be established that a body elected as a legislature to frame laws under an existing Constitution, are empowered to frame constitutions by commissions, with what hesitancy would the people elect their next legislative assembly?

In conclusion, the minority reminded the 1874 legislature that the "Democrats of Texas...have demanded in no uncertain voice a convention from the people," and further warned that the legislature would gain
the party's enmity and suffer its wrath if a convention was not called.\textsuperscript{18}

This threat was prophetic. The legislature wrote its own constitution (by means of a special joint committee and not a commission) and its efforts ended in failure. This in turn led to a popular outcry that forced even the most determined convention opponent into acquiescence if not agreement.

The senate acted on constitutional revision first, and once again became a convention-killer. Initially, the opposition in the senate appeared weak. Only seven voted against the convention resolution. This vote on February 21 began a series of parliamentary battles that lasted four days. With the foes of a convention consistently gathering strength, the struggle deadlocked on February 23 when Lieutenant Governor Richard Hubbard broke a thirteen to thirteen tie to prevent the commission resolution from being substituted for the convention one.\textsuperscript{19} On the next day, the convention resolution received the "kiss of death" when the senate approved an amendment that provided for a special tax. Ostensibly to pay for the convention, this high tax of one-eighth of one per cent \textit{ad valorem} greatly decreased chances of the peoples approving a convention while they also clamored for retrenchment.\textsuperscript{20} With the resolution disfigured by the tax amendment, several proponents of the convention joined its foes to kill the measure.\textsuperscript{21} The constitutional convention was dead -- for this session at least. The constitution prohibited consideration of legislation "containing the same substance" twice in the same session.\textsuperscript{22}
Undaunted by events in the senate, the house initiated action on its convention resolution February 25, 1874. First, the house agreed, by the slender margin of three votes, to consider this joint resolution instead of the commission bill (which ordinarily would have been its business by virtue of having been introduced by the majority of the committee on constitutional amendments). House opponents of a convention attempted to follow the lead of their senate compatriots and use unfriendly amendments to gain what a direct attack on the convention resolution could not. These consistently failed until on March 5 a motion passed "to re-commit the joint resolution and substitutes to a special committee of five, to be appointed by the Speaker." Speaker Guy M. Bryan opposed a convention, and he named three other foes to the special committee.  

When this committee reported the next day, it divided along the pro- and anticonvention lines of its membership. The majority report introduced a new stratagem by the convention's enemies -- delay. In a flanking movement, this report recommended a two-stage process for calling a constitutional convention. First, the people would vote on whether to have a convention at the next general election in November 1874, and the election of delegates would occur at another election at even a later date. The majority report justified this sly maneuver in high-minded terms by saying the two election process was necessary "in order to obtain the 'sober second thought' of the people." In the Fourteenth Legislature's second session, delay became one of the key tactics of those opposed to a convention.  

The house defeated the majority report by the narrow margin
of four votes. But it added a new section to the convention resolution which allowed the people to approve or reject the convention at the same May 1874 election already planned for the election of delegates. Finally, the house passed the joint resolution as amended by a substantial majority.  

Cheered by the victory, senate advocates of a convention renewed their efforts on its behalf, but opponents of this measure responded to their efforts by seeking to defeat it with a head-on attack. One foe used a tactic that operated in two stages. First, he moved to bypass the usual referral to committee and instead to have immediate action by the senate. When this passed, he proposed further to postpone the convention resolution indefinitely, but this failed. Then, another convention enemy changed to a different strategy and used a point of order to attack the house joint resolution as contravening the constitutional prohibition against reconsideration of a legislation already defeated. A convention proponent, however, presided over the senate as president pro tem at the time of this motion and ruled against the point of order. This decision was in turn appealed to the whole senate and the last hope of a convention in 1874 died when the upper chamber voted by a majority of two to overrule the chair. This left the legislature stalemated, for both houses had already killed their commission legislation.  

The stage was set for a bold initiative to break the legislature's deadlock and reenergize the vital issue of constitutional revision. Despite disagreement about method, all Democratic legislators wanted a new constitution. Governor Coke had a plan that remained
untried, and on March 16, 1874, he proposed in a formal message to the legislature that a special joint committee write a new constitution. But desire for a constitutional convention both in the legislature and among the Democratic rank and file remained strong, and the governor used most of his 2,500-word address to justify his precedent-breaking suggestion of revision by committee. 27

Coke, in the introduction to his message, assumed the posture of an Olympian who descended from the summit of leadership to break a legislative impass concerning constitutional revision. He evoked this image by saying:

Since it is understood that your honorable bodies have decided not to call a constitutional convention, I deem it not improper to break the silence I have purposely observed on this subject pending its consideration.

He went on to remind lawmakers of his January 26 recommendation for using a special joint committee to write a new organic law. Moreover, he complimented the legislature for acting "wisely" in defeating both convention and commission. 28

In the technical sense of not having publicly stated his position, the chief executive could claim "silence." But in his direct communications to and interreactions with the legislature he had played a distinctly partisan role, and the pose of impartiality was a ploy. Whatever impact his action had on the legislature, he did inform that body of his preferences and lobbied within it to secure those objectives.

After the senate defeated the convention resolution received on February 23, 1874, the governor also interjected himself into the legislative proceedings to kill the commission bill. Coke employed a
carrot and stick approach to further the cause of revision by committee. Giving a promise to use his prestige to secure voter ratification of a constitution written by his method, the governor also threatened to veto a commission bill. To what extent this promise and threat affected lawmakers is unclear, but the legislature smothered the commission bill in committee and agreed to form a special joint committee immediately after the governor formally proposed it.29

Coke's March 16 message read like a lawyer's brief in support of a client. The former Texas Supreme Court justice employed a variety of arguments designed to legitimize his committee plan and assert its superiority over a convention. First, he had to neutralize criticism that a committee was both undemocratic and an evasion of the Democratic party's promise to call a convention. The answer to these objections, the chief executive maintained, was the popular vote of ratification that occurred as part of the amendment process. This vote constituted "a remittitur of the whole question to the people," and thus "the result demanded in the [party's] platform is redeemed in substance and in spirit."30

Most of the March 16 message elaborated upon one dominant theme: revision by committee gained all the benefits of "tranquility and repose," while that by convention threatened all the dangers of "renewed political agitation."31 The specific difficulties faced by Texas as a part of this choice included, frequent amendment of the new constitution if poorly drafted, disruption of the sale of the state's bonds, and the access of Negroes to the ballot box. In each case, the chief executive believed that revision by committee offered
greater benefits than the hurly-burly of a constitutional convention and the election of delegates that preceded it.

The governor asserted that the overall quality of the constitution to be written was at stake in the method of revision. In making this argument he sought to turn one of the weaker points of the committee approach, its use of the time-consuming and difficult amendment procedure, into a strength. Asserting that "a constitution hastily gotten up, would soon have to be amended or superseded by a new one," Coke proclaimed the three step amendment system as the proper remedy for this problem. Having the legislature propose the amendment with a two-thirds majority, the people approve the amendment by a simple majority, and the next legislature confirm the public's vote by another two-thirds majority, provided, in his opinion, the "mature deliberation" the state needed. Amendment, because of its complexity, allowed for a "thorough discussion of these [i.e., constitutional revision] matters by the best minds of the country."  

Another danger in the "precipitate action" of calling a constitutional convention in 1874, Coke maintained, was the impediment it posed to the sale of $1,900,000 in bonds needed to fund the state debt. Faced with impatient creditors and an impoverished treasury, Texas had to rush its bonds into the nation's capital markets. Given this necessity, the chief executive conjured up a grim scenario: "If a convention had been called, the canvass preceding the election for delegates, would have been in progress with high party excitement, at the very time when our bonds will be in market...(thus) capital which is proverbially timid, would have shrunk from an investment in our
bonds, except at discounts we would be unwilling to submit to." Unlike an election, the legislature stimulated little public debate and a committee even less.\textsuperscript{33}

Finally, blacks also concerned Coke, but he did not tie this problem to specific constitutional suggestions. In such a delicate matter, implied opinions appeared to be sufficient recommendation for specific legislative action. About blacks the governor warned: "We have 40,000 unenlightened black voters, natural followers, in their simplicity and ignorance, of the unscrupulous trickster and demagogue, in some portions of Texas, largely outnumbering the whites, and having equal privileges with them at ballot box, and in the jury box."\textsuperscript{34}

A committee offered two advantages over a convention to the governor or anyone else emphasizing race as a major constitutional issue. First, it denied blacks any influence in the creation of an organic law. A convention required an election of delegates that involved Negro participation as both voters and as delegates. Second, the more controlled (and controllable) environment of a committee enhanced the chances that it would include the type of barriers to black political participation that "conservatives" wanted.\textsuperscript{35}

The chief executive concluded his message to the legislature with suggestions concerning the type of constitution that should be written. These recommendations made a strong appeal for the continuance of liberal constitutionalism.

In a summary of his arguments on this subject, the governor stated:
It will be found universally true that those State constitutions which contain the smallest number of provisions, which adhere most closely to fundamental declarations, and to fixing simply of boundaries, leaving the interior to be filled by the enactments of the legislatures, have been the wisest and most enduring. A law enacted at this session of the legislature, which proves on trial to be bad, may be repealed at the next, but put in the Constitution and it must be submitted to, possibly for years, and until the sovereignty of the State is aroused.

This classic statement of liberal constitutionalism reflected the type of organic law Texans had always written. But times were changing, and in the 1870s restrictive constitutionalism emerged as a challenge that generated divisiveness in the Lone Star and other states.

Coke presented his committee plan as a fair resolution of the common Democratic desire for a new organic law, while in fact he was taking sides on the one major issue he did not mention in his March 16 message. The division among Democrats was over the type (i.e., liberal or restrictive) of constitution they wanted. This split was hidden within the party's almost universal desire for a new organic law. The Constitutions of 1874 and 1876 were both the product of this conflict and the best expression of the objectives sought. The 1874 instrument adhered to liberal constitutionalism and imposed controls on the political process, while that of 1876 utilized restrictive constitutionalism and placed no broad restrictions on political participation.

Dissent within his party put the governor into a dilemma. What he believed to be good for the Democratic party differed from what was democratic. He chose the former but claimed both. A committee could and did provide Coke with the liberal constitution he
sought, but it could not and did not allow for the popular involvement in the decision-making process he promised. The committee was attractive because it excluded Republicans and dissident Democrats from influencing the constitution's content. Working in a quiet, even cloistered, fashion, the legislative committee neither indirectly stimulated nor directly sought public debate and advice. Furthermore, this small group of men was far easier for the Democratic party leadership to control than a large number of men caught up in the excitement of an election and a convention. Indeed, the leadership tried to maintain a tight grip on the nomination of delegates in 1875, but failed miserably.\textsuperscript{37}

Coke's predictions about the relative merits of a committee or a convention proved correct in all respects but one. The projected disruption in the sale of Texas bonds never occurred. The state's bonds retained their value throughout the election of convention delegates.

The legislature responded to the March 16 message with alacrity. The senate passed a concurrent resolution creating a special joint committee on the same day as the address, and the house approved that resolution on the following day. The composition of the committee conformed to a suggestion made by Coke on January 26, but not repeated on March 16; it comprised the house and senate committees on constitutional amendments.\textsuperscript{38} This joint committee labored for a month, and the only record that remains of its deliberations is the new and complete constitution it wrote. On April 18, 1874, the joint committee reported its organic law in the form of a joint
The special joint committee returned its work to the legislature in a distinctly different fashion than its component committees on constitutional amendments had done in the previous February. At that time, these two committees had presented their respective houses with majority and minority reports and with contending convention legislation. The joint committee, on the other hand, reported only its proposed constitution with no comment either supporting or opposing that document. Since neither the house nor senate recorded the roll call of the constitution resolution votes, the variance in the positions of the special joint committee's membership cannot be ascertained. Two senators of that committee, however, introduced hostile amendments to the joint resolution.

The document written by the special joint committee, the Constitution of 1874, had little that was entirely new and was largely a compendium from earlier organic laws. In style and substance, it closely resembled the Constitution of 1866, which had carried over most of the Constitution of 1845 verbatim while adding various provisions to enhance government's powers. Using the 1845 organic law as its core meant that the 1874 document placed few restrictions on government. The legislature had full power over salaries, taxes, allocation of revenue, aid to private enterprise by local governments, and a wide variety of specific subjects controlled or proscribed by the Constitution of 1876. One restriction that the committee-written organic law placed on the legislature was a list of subjects that could not be enacted as special or local laws. This provision was largely a copy of an 1873 amendment
to the Constitution of 1869, and it still fell short of the twenty-eight items to be specified in 1876. The 1874 instrument was less restrictive than that of 1845 on two important points. It did not prohibit banks, and it raised the limit on state debt from $100,000 to $1,000,000.

The Constitution of 1874 not only resembled that of 1866 in its active government measures, it contained many of the same provisions. In fact, all three postwar organic laws (1866, 1869, 1874) shared a variety of such provisions. These included a basic term of four years for state and local officials, salaries at rates significantly higher than in the Constitutions of 1845 and 1876, and a state system of free public schools. Common to the 1874 and 1869 documents, but not that of 1866, were sections establishing a state superintendent of public instruction and allowing that one-fourth of the state's general revenue (albeit that was a maximum in 1874, and it was a flat requirement in 1869) be set aside for public education.

The one area in which the Constitution of 1874 broke new ground was in responding to the one novel problem it faced -- Reconstruction. It did so by deleting the rhetoric of that era found in the Constitution of 1869, and by making substantive alterations in the political process. The 1874 organic law, like that of 1976, removed or revised provisions that aided blacks or proclaimed the sovereignty of the national government. The committee document eliminated two measures that sought to protect Negroes -- one outlawing "any system of peonage" and the other legitimizing marriages contracted in and the
children born during slavery. Moreover, that organic law reduced a third section by approximately two-thirds by retaining only this statement: "the equality of all persons before the law is herein recognized, and shall remain inviolate." Not carried over was wording that explicitly protected blacks. Statements about Texas' place in the federal system also changed drastically. The 1874 instrument purged references to "the heresies of nullification and secession," and replaced a section proclaiming the "subordination" of the state constitution to that of the nation with one simply acknowledging the United States Constitution as "the supreme law of the land."

Finally, the Constitution of 1874, as written by the special joint committee, included provisions that reduced popular access to the political system. These measures had no parallels in the Democratic-written organic laws, and while the Constitution of 1869 had at least two points in common with that of 1874, the intent of the two documents was quite different. First, both allowed voter registration. Republicans had employed such registration to ensure that disenfranchised former Confederates did not go to the ballot box, while Democrats wanted to use it to deny Negroes access to polling booths. Second, the 1869 and 1874 documents provided for the appointment of district judges. The appointment of judges had long had proponents in the state and the 1869 constitution had made judges of the supreme and district courts appointive. But by having only the district court judges appointed, the 1874 constitution was acting more from political expediency than from an alternative tradition. Republicans possessed local majorities in the black belt that could
elect district judges, and the appointment of these judges would ensure that only Democrats would hold that office. 49

A third measure in the Constitution of 1874 restricting political participation was unique in nineteenth century Texas constitutionalism — the poll tax as a franchise requirement. 50 This tax had long been used as a revenue measure but never as a suffrage limitation. 51 With the legislature's refusal to pass the constitution resolution, the connection between the poll tax and voting did not occur until a 1902 amendment to the Constitution of 1876. That document did not originally do this because the 1875 convention explicitly rejected such a suffrage requirement. 52

Five days after the special joint committee reported, April 23, 1874, the Senate began deliberations of the constitution resolution. Proponents of a constitutional convention attempted to block this joint resolution through stalling tactics, but these failed. While the senate was defeating hostile motions, it also considered various amendments. The upper chamber approved only one major change in that document; it made district court judges elective. On the same day that the senate began work on it, the convention resolution passed. 53

The following day, April 24, the house took up the resolution as approved in the senate. A motion to delay consideration of the convention resolution until the "next" (i.e., either special or regular) legislative session provoked an extensive debate in which "the gist of the argument seemed to be that... the [framers of the] joint resolution had assumed to themselves the prerogatives of framing
an entire new Constitution." Since Governor Coke had openly made this a goal of the special joint committee in his March 16 message, the house was once again evading the real issues concerning constitutional revision.\textsuperscript{54}

The one exception to this lack of candid communication in the Fourteenth Legislature was the February 11 minority report of the house committee on constitutional amendments. This report had argued that a constitutional convention was necessary and had disclaimed a commission as antidemocratic. In defeating the constitution resolution, "the House took the view," according to the Panola Watchman, "that the work of the committee smacked too strongly of a commission." Certainly the people never participated in the Constitution. Nor did they learn its contents. The only information ever published about it was a partial and not entirely correct summary that appeared in the Watchman.\textsuperscript{55}

The February 11 minority report had predicted a great public outcry if the legislature did not call a constitutional convention. The validity of this prophecy was soon to be clear.
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Chapter V The Call of a Constitutional Convention

Under the guidance of Governor Richard Coke, the 1874 session of the Fourteenth Legislature went against the Democratic rank and file's desire for a constitutional convention, and wrote a new constitution under its amendment powers. When the house killed the Constitution of 1874, a constitutional convention became inevitable, and the governor called a special session of the legislature for January 1875 to provide for a convention. Because of the overwhelming public pressure for a constitutional convention, legislators who opposed a convention could do little more than briefly delay the call of a convention. The Democratic leadership had long fought against a constitutional convention because they doubted they could control it. This doubt was well grounded. Under the Democrats state government continued to spend and to create deficits in much the same way as it had under the Republicans. Moreover, parallels existed between the administrations of Republican Edmund J. Davis and Democrat Richard Coke even in areas in which these two administrations had important differences in their spending. Although the Davis and Coke administrations funded law enforcement and frontier protection in sharply different amounts, they had much continuity in terms of the problems they faced and the solutions they considered.

Even the most diehard Democratic opponents of a convention had to accept its inevitability. An overwhelming majority of their party's rank and file wanted a convention. In the 1874 summer, Democrats met first in county and then in congressional district party con-
ventions to nominate their candidates for the fall election to the United States Congress. In many of the counties and all six congressional districts the Democratic party issued platforms supporting a constitutional convention. The platform of the First Congressional District expressed the intensity of feeling that the party's rank and file had on this subject: "We demand a Constitutional Convention at the earliest practical moment."¹

Foes of a constitutional convention correctly recognized that the public clamor for such a body had become irresistible. The press became almost unanimous in support of a convention.² When the venerable and influential Galveston News announced its switch to support of such a body, it concluded its editorial with this admonition to the state's politicians: "In short, a constitutional convention is demanded by the people, and it would be madness for the Legislature to ignore sentiment that is equally imperious and manifest. The first business of the next session should be to call the convention."² Politicians had come to the same conclusion. Senator John L. Camp, a leading opponent of a convention in the 1874 legislature, wrote Governor Coke a few days before the News editorial, advising him to call a special session of the legislature quickly in order to satisfy the popular desire. The governor made the call, and he scheduled the legislature to meet in early January 1875.³

Opponents of a constitutional convention did not end their objections. Governor Coke remained convinced that his points of opposition to a convention expressed in the 1874 legislature were correct.⁴ But once he publicly announced his support for a convention
he continued to work for it and its product despite any inner reservations he might have retained. Camp and other opposition legislators, however, neither gave up their struggle against a convention nor lost their preference for revision by amendments. Still, the popularity of a convention was so great that the opponents could no longer directly challenge it. Opposition in the 1875 legislature was in the form of a subtle parliamentary struggle.

Coke, in his January 12, 1875, message, set the stage for the 1875 legislature's deliberations on the constitutional convention. He justified not having called one earlier and gave specific recommendations about the convention. Ignoring earlier fears that a convention might exacerbate internal dissension among Democrats, the governor justified the convention's delay on external factors:

The causes which one year ago rendered it imprudent to call together a constitutional convention have ceased to exist, and the time and temper of the people are propitious for the work of constructing a new constitution.

We no longer fear Federal interference; we are not hampered with financial embarrassment; the popular mind is free from passion or excitement, and views the great questions to be solved, through no discolored medium and last but not least, for twelve months past, the thinking men of the state have been studying and investigating the subjects to be dealt with in framing a constitution and are now prepared to act.

Coke made several suggestions that became major points of contention in the legislature. The governor believed that the convention should be held no later than April and that it should have ninety members, with three delegates from each of the thirty state senatorial districts.

The senate initiated action on constitutional revision, and the recommendations in the governor's message provided guidelines for its deliberations. When the convention resolution emerged from
committee, the senate set a date in May, close to that recommended by the governor, but it significantly altered the governor's provision for the delegates. The senate committee version raised the convention's membership to 120, by choosing five delegates from each of the state's six congressional districts in addition to those from the state senatorial districts. Only one report accompanied the committee resolution, but this apparent unanimity stemmed more from senators' desire for speed than from agreement on the resolution.\(^5\)

The urgency in the committee affected the senate as well. The upper chamber took up the convention resolution on January 22, 1875, and passed that measure the same day. This speed resulted from a desire to satisfy the public's demand for quick action on a convention and not from unity about details. The senate, like its committee, differed on the specifics of holding a convention. On January 22 the senate defeated an effort to postpone the convention to September and reduced the membership to the ninety delegates recommended by Governor Coke. But the next day the senate agreed to a September convention and rejected motions to have additional delegates elected either from the congressional districts or from the state at large. The upper chamber also added three new features to the convention resolution: a popular referendum to approve the calling of the convention, a general election to be held simultaneously with the referendum and election of delegates, and an appropriation of $100,000 to pay for the convention.\(^6\)

The senate not only passed the convention resolution quickly, but it did so in a vote that had only three dissenters. Two of those
three recorded their reasons for doing so and they showed that the old antagonisms were hidden but not gone. One dissenter who favored a convention reminded his colleagues of the popular demand for a convention at "the earliest possible time," and then complained that "the effect of this bill [the convention resolution] will be to thwart the will of the people...and perhaps prevent the assembling of a convention at all." The anticonvention senator renewed his call for revision by amendment and used the old explanation of expense to justify his position.7

The speed with which the senate, the convention-killer in 1873 and 1874, approved the 1875 convention resolution sharply contrasted to the delay that occurred in the house. Initially the lower chamber's slower progress stemmed from the adamant position taken by the proconvention legislators. The details of the convention resolution that had provoked only limited disagreement in the senate caused a much more intense controversy in the house.

When the convention resolution came out of committee on January 26, the house faced a different situation than had the senate. The house committee sent majority and minority reports, that amended the convention resolution. The committee's majority generally supported the resolution as passed in the senate. The majority wanted to eliminate only one provision, the general election, and to add two other measures. The first of these amendments merged the fifteenth and eighteenth senatorial districts in order to elect six delegates collectively rather than three delegates separately. The fifteenth district had a small majority of blacks that would be overcome by the
larger white Democratic majority in the eighteenth district. This fusion of the districts, therefore, had clear racial implications. The other amendment set the delegate's salaries at the same rate paid legislators. Since one criticism made under the rubric of "retrenchment and reform" was that salaries were too high, this provision concerning stipends was sure to create negative feelings among the voters. 8

The minority of the house committee vigorously attacked the senate version of the convention resolution. The minority, like the only proconvention senator who recorded a protest, asserted that the resolution contravened the will of the people and, as a result, jeopardized the convention. They argued that scheduling the convention for September, having a popular referendum, and holding a general election posed similar threats of division in the Democratic party that would give the "balance of power" to the Republicans. If this happened, the minority contended, the convention would lose. To protect the convention the minority suggested two amendments: a May starting date and the elimination of the referendum (the minority did not mention the general election since the majority had already proposed killing it). 9

The house delayed taking any action on the convention resolution and the amendments proposed in committee for more than a week. On February 3 the house rejected the plan to merge state senatorial districts fifteen and eighteen. Three days later the representatives voted against the popular referendum. In these two votes a majority in the house demonstrated an affinity with the committee's minority,
but before the lower chamber could completely reveal its preferences events external to Texas temporarily gave anticonvention legislators the upper hand. 10

A message sent to Congress by President Grant on February 8, 1875, appeared to threaten federal intervention in the internal affairs of Arkansas. The perception of danger directed against one Southern state caused anxiety in the entire region. Shock over Arkansas was heightened by the action Grant had recently taken to help settle another disputed election in favor of Louisiana Republicans. The South reacted to the President's message by putting plans for constitutional conventions on hold. At least two southern states in addition to Texas were considering such conventions, and all of them delayed action on those conventions upon receiving word of Grant's message. 11

Although the Arkansas controversy had its origins in the disputed gubernatorial election of 1872, the chain of events that led to the February 1875 message grew most directly out of the so-called Brooks-Baxter War and the Arkansas Constitutional Convention of 1874. In the spring of 1874, Joseph Brooks, the unsuccessful gubernatorial candidate in 1872, precipitated the Brooks-Baxter War by trying to secure the governorship that he claimed incumbent Elisha Baxter had gained fraudulently. Both men were Republicans. Brooks was more closely tied to the national party, while Baxter had cooperated with the Democrats. The "war" between the two men ended when Grant formally recognized Baxter as governor and ordered Brooks's supporters to disband. 12
The federal government's interest in Arkansas did not end with the conflict between Brooks and Baxter. During the imbroglio the U.S. House of Representatives formed a select committee to investigate the situation in the Razorback State. The existence of this committee took on an added importance when Arkansas Democrats decided to use a constitutional convention to speed up their return to power. As he had in other ways, Baxter obliged Democrats by calling a convention in the summer of 1874, and that body, besides writing a new constitution, called a general election for the fall of 1874 -- two years before it was due under the 1868 Constitution.

Arkansas Democrats, by using a constitutional convention to advance their return to power, left themselves open to a charge of usurpation of power. Grant struck at them on exactly that point. But in the conclusion of his message -- the part largely ignored by southerners -- the President revealed that despite his harsh words concerning the Brooks-Baxter War and the Constitution of 1874 he would not press for intervention. "I earnestly ask that Congress will take definite action in this matter," Grant stated, "to relieve the executive from acting upon questions which should be decided by the legislative branch of Government." The House did not vote on the Arkansas question until March 2, but when it did, it confirmed the committee report which had elicited Grant's message in the first place. "The committee do not recommend," the report had asserted on February 6, "any action by Congress or by any other department of the General Government, in regard to the State government in Arkansas." ¹³

When word arrived in Texas about Grant's message, it had a
profound effect on the legislature. Proconvention representatives joined with their opponents to vote overwhelmingly in favor of postponing passage of the convention resolution. The fears that prompted the house to delay received strong support from the Austin Statesman, a staunch proponent of a convention. To help explain its position on postponement, the Statesman published an anonymous essay that portrayed a grim picture of what would happen if the state wrote a new constitution:

This message of Grant's is the entering wedge to new agitation in the South, and true statesmen, seeing the danger from afar, will shudder when a body of State government makers assemble in convention. Is it not madness to call a convention when the President holding the vast power given by the 'enforcement act,' in command of the army and navy, and backed by a desperate and fanatical party, utters such sentiment as his message of yesterday contained?...

We are expecting too much if we suppose that any convention can now make a Constitution for Texas, which will satisfy the people and be acceptable to Grant and the American Senate...A full answer to the argument 'that the people want a convention,' is found in the fact that Grant had not written his message on the Arkansas Constitution, nor overturned the Louisiana Legislature with the bayonet, when our people were last heard from."

Most of Texas' newspapers refused to be rattled by events outside the state and continued to favor a convention. These newspapers, like those supporting postponement of the convention resolution, condemned Grant's message, but they did not argue that the Arkansas situation justified killing or even delaying a constitutional convention. The Houston Age expressed this viewpoint with rhetoric that was unusual in its color but not in its intent:

The people of Texas are to-day presented with an exhibition of moral cowardice unparalleled in the history of their Commonwealth...

The Legislature, we are confident, are [sic] about to refuse the call for a convention. They are to rest upon the flimsy and
cowardly excuse that Grant -- 'Great Caesar of us all' -- has pronounced against the State of Arkansas...This case of the Republican Tyrant is tortured into a threat against all the States, and is made to do service in the interest of the anti-convention ring of Texas.\footnote{15}

The Austin Statesman returned to the fold of convention advocates on February 20, but the Arkansas affair had given opponents reason to set aside their reluctant support for the duration of the legislature's 1875 session.

The house, besides the widespread dissatisfaction expressed in the press, also faced internal opposition to its delay of the convention resolution. William Sayers, chairman of the committee on constitutional amendments, on February 18 chastised his colleagues in the house (paraphrased):

A just indignation was arising from them [the people], and he feared the consequences if the Legislature do not immediately provide a means for the assembling of a constitutional convention. The people, he charged, are getting restless and indignant, and he must acknowledge his dread of returning home without the Legislature making such a provision. It is already being charged that legislators are becoming the servants of placemen. It is known that the officeholders in this State are working against a convention, and this Legislature is occupying the mean position of being influenced by them.\footnote{16}

The house ignored Sayers and its other critics, and for the rest of February it refused to take any additional action on the convention resolution.

When, on March 2, the house finally chose to renew work on the convention resolution it did so with far more speed and vigor than had characterized its earlier deliberations. Once the rush to finish began it took only two days to pass the convention resolution, and the legislators added only one more amendment to the two already approved.
The new amendment provided for popular revision of the constitution after the convention wrote it, while the amendments previously approved eliminated the general election and the popular referendum which the senate had scheduled with the election of delegates.17

The senate divided sharply over the house amendments to the convention resolution. The senate committee on constitutional amendments presented on March 6 a majority and two minority reports. The majority objected only to the vote of ratification, while one minority report recommended concurrence on all three of the proposed changes. The other minority report, however, advised rejection of all three amendments and justified its recommendation with typical anticonvention rhetoric. "We believe," proclaimed the second minority report, "it a matter of serious doubt whether a majority of the people of the State are, under present circumstances, in favor of calling a constitutional convention at this time..." The second minority report went on to assert the right of the voters to choose whether they wanted constitutional revision by convention or amendment, and also to remind the legislature that a popular referendum would not "obstruct the holding of a convention if the people wanted one."18

When the senate voted on March 8 to reject all three amendments, it appeared to be at loggerheads with the house. But the lower chamber responded with an olive branch. It allowed the convention resolution to receive its final approval quickly. The house receded from two of its amendments and asked for a conference committee on the measure eliminating the general election. The conference committee recommended to drop all mention of a general election and
the senate so voted. Thus, on March 13, 1875 the long, torturous
tortuous journey toward a constitutional convention entered its final phase. 19

The 1875 legislature did not limit its efforts at constitu-
tional revision to the convention resolution. While work on that re-
solution proceeded the senate committee on constitutional amendments
had prepared amendments to the 1869 constitution as an alternative to a
constitutional convention. Since Democrats almost universally agreed on
the need for some constitutional change, chances for the defeat of a
convention would be enhanced, opponents hoped, if voters had amendments
to approve as well as the convention to reject. As early as January
26 proconvention legislators complained that amendments were part of
a plan to defeat the constitutional convention. Proponents of a con-
vention made the same objection after the house passed March 12 a
resolution offering constitutional amendments. "We vote no," explained
a group of six representatives, "because we believe that these amend-
ments are intended as a rider to defeat the call of a constitutional
convention...." 20

The legislature's struggle over the amendment resolution
reflected expectations more theoretical than real. Widespread popular
support for a convention made it unlikely that a referendum would
result in its defeat. The amendment resolution did little to increase
the chances of such a defeat. It offered only limited change at a time
when the public wanted extensive revisions in their constitution. The
popular phrase "retrenchment and reform" had yet to be defined, but
by any standard the amendment resolution offered limited reforms and
little retrenchment. This resolution did not follow the canons of
the new restrictive constitutionalism. The amendments proposed in
the resolution affected only three articles of the Constitution of
1869, and in two of these articles, judiciary and general provisions,
only four sections each were revised while the third article, education,
was entirely altered.\textsuperscript{21}

The changes in the judiciary article that the amendment re-
solution proposed paralleled those made in the Constitutions of 1874
and 1876. Since the 1874 document broke little new constitutional
ground, the similarity between it and the amendment resolution was
one measure of the conservative nature of that resolution.\textsuperscript{22} The
most significant revision made in the judiciary article by the amend-
ment resolution was the popular election of judges, but even this
change only appeared to be drastic. The Constitution of 1869 had
provided for the people to vote whether they wanted an elective ju-
diciary in 1876, which was earlier than the amendment resolution could
effect this alteration.\textsuperscript{23} The one change in the judiciary article
which was restrictive was that which fixed the salaries of supreme
court justices. But the pay provided, $4,500, was the same as that
allowed under the 1869 constitution and its enabling statutes.\textsuperscript{24}

Two changes in the judiciary articles were ambiguous. The
framers of the amendment resolution employed an institutional sleight-
of-hand trick to eliminate controversial parts of the 1869 judiciary
article without changing the existing court structure. The 1869 ju-
diciary article, like that of 1866, authorized, but did not require,
the creation of special criminal courts. These courts met an institu-
tional need but were controversial because of their expense.\textsuperscript{25} The
amendment resolution dropped from the judiciary article all mention of the criminal courts, but in doing so it gave the legislature new authority that kept the laws creating the criminal courts from being invalidated. In contrast to the criminal courts, the Constitution of 1869 had broken with tradition in its provision for probate. Historically the state had given county courts statutory jurisdiction over probate. But the 1869 constitution had required that district courts have such jurisdiction. The amendment resolution merely removed the word probate from the judiciary article, and this meant retention of the status quo until the legislature decided otherwise.

In the general provision article, the amendment resolution returned three of the four sections it affected to their pre-1869 constitutional forms. Once more the legislature would have wide discretion in matters affecting interest rates, the selection of grand and petit jurors, and the mode by which counties constructed and maintained their roads and bridges. Since the Constitution of 1869 had required changes in these three functional areas as means radically to alter the state's statutes, the renewal of the legislature's authority by the amendment resolution left the existing laws in force. In taking a liberal constitutional approach to these alterations in the general provision article, the amendment resolution took the same course of action as the Constitution of 1874, but this was not true of the Constitution of 1876. That document imposed controls on the legislature in two of these three categories. The 1876 constitution incorporated the language of the pre-1869 law concerning interest rates into its text, and it required that the legislature pass general laws
for the construction of roads and bridges and that "fines, forfeitures and convict labor" be used to accomplish such construction.\textsuperscript{28}

The fourth section of the general provision article included in the amendment resolution was new rather than a revision of an existing section. This additional section set a limit of $500,000 on state debt. The Constitution of 1874 had stipulated a debt of $1,000,000 while the Constitution of 1876 had placed its maximum at $200,000. All these figures exceeded the $100,000 limit allowed by the Constitutions of 1845 and 1866.\textsuperscript{29}

The amendment resolution broke entirely new ground in one area -- its revision of the education article. The proposed education article replaced all nine sections of the 1869 article with a single section. This section of the amendment resolution not only eliminated the many innovations of the 1869 education article, but it also did far less for public schools than any previous education article in the state's history including the Constitutions of 1874 and 1876. The legislature, under the amendment resolution's one education article did not need to alter the existing school system, but it did gain unprecedented powers for abuse. The amendment resolution's changes in the judiciary and general provision articles did little to inspire the support of those favoring a restrictive constitution, but its revision of the education article was certain to offend any supporter of the public schools whatever his constitutional philosophy.\textsuperscript{30}

Far more important to the fate of constitutional revision in Texas than the amendment resolution was the record that Democrats compiled during their administration of the state government. Their re-
turn to power began in 1873 when Democrats regained their majority in the legislature and became essentially complete when Richard Coke and his administration entered office in 1874. By the time the 1875 legislature called a constitutional convention, Democrats had set economic policy in three legislative sessions spanning over two years and had administered those policies in the executive branch for fifteen months.

Coke, in his first message to the legislature as governor in January 1874, had promised both active government and retrenchment, but since these were largely contradictory impulses only one could come true at a time. Based on the financial data from the state comptroller, Coke chose active government over retrenchment. In fact, Coke's administration, in its fiscal policies, had far more in common than differences with its Republican predecessor.31

Deficit spending plagued the Davis and Coke administrations. It was a difficulty that had bothered Texas since its annexation and even earlier. The state government, almost without exception, had spent more than it earned. As the comptrollers' Report for 1881-1882 explained:

Our financial history from 1846 to 1876 shows that generally the government rests for its support on no certain and stable basis, but relied greatly on shifting and temporary expedients. Enriched by accidental inheritances, regular systems for raising funds were not a necessity, and hence statesmanship did not look to ways and means necessary to render our annual income for support of the government fixed and certain, increasing only with the steady development of the country and with the necessity for increased expenditure.

It required a financial crisis in our State affairs to arouse activity on the part of our statesmen to make certain and permanent provision for our revenues. It was not until we had exhausted all our patrimony derived from the sale of territory
to the United States, and had borrowed and transferred back, to be used as State revenue for general expenses, all the funds with which in the first flush of generosity we had enriched the University and public school; not until we had been forced to place bonds on the market and borrow the means at ruinous discounts to conduct the government, while warrants on the treasury were hawked about by dependent servants and employees of the State, at ruinous losses to them, that the disease in our financial system was fully recognized, and the remedies applied by statesmanship which produced prompt reaction.

The use of bonds to fund the state's current expenses, the Civil War Era's repudiated securities excepted, did not begin until 1877 but continued until 1879. The state relied on bonds during the 1870s because it lacked the alternative sources of funding it had enjoyed in earlier years and because the size of its deficits became unprecedentedly large.

The comptroller's Reports for 1870-1876 provide extensive information (see Tables I-III and Appendix I) on the state's finances. But in at least one important respect this data is misleading: it understates the government's expenditures. But despite their shortcomings, these Reports are valuable. Although the full amount spent by the state cannot be determined, the figures for revenue and expenditures show that the use of deficit spending was but one example of the financial difficulties plaguing the Davis and Coke administrations.

When Texas completed its time in the purgatory of provisional government and returned to civilian control in 1870, it experienced a surge in the activity of its state government that lasted for at least a decade. This was apparent in each of the five main areas of the state's financial functioning: taxes levied, revenue generated, expenses incurred, services provided, and debt created.
In its first meeting since 1866, the legislature in 1870 raised the property tax, the main source of state revenue, from 15 to 33 cents for every $100 assessed value of property and increased the tax again in 1870 to 50 cents where it remained until 1879. The 1870 tax increase did not take effect until January 1871, and the inefficiency of the tax system was such that the state did not begin to realize significant revenue from its higher taxes until 1872.\footnote{33}

With the surge in spending coming almost immediately and the rise in tax revenue lagging one to two years behind, deficits were the almost inevitable result (see Table I) of the return to civilian government. The effect of this deficit was buffered in 1870 by a large surplus left by the provisional government. Without a surplus and with even greater spending, the deficit tripled in 1871, and by the last year (1873) of Davis's administration the state's spending continued to outstrip its revenue by a large amount. The 50 cent tax rate was not sufficient to fund the state's expenditures, and the future financial well-being of the state depended on the general economy growing faster than the government's expenses.

Quite the opposite happened. The deficit jumped by more than 70 per cent in 1874. The figures published by the comptroller in 1875 and 1876 indicated that the deficits for those years were closer to the shortages recorded by the Republicans, but the true deficits for 1875 and 1876 were much higher than the comptroller indicated. In 1875 the deficits probably equaled or surpassed that registered in 1874. The 1876 deficit, however, cannot be estimated, but it was quite likely larger than the amount accounted for by the
Table I

General Revenue Account: Net Income and Expenditures*¹

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal Year</th>
<th>1870</th>
<th>1871</th>
<th>1872</th>
<th>1873</th>
<th>1874</th>
<th>1875</th>
<th>1876</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net Income:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(all figures in thousands of dollars)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Tax Revenue</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>666</td>
<td>777</td>
<td>888</td>
<td>862</td>
<td>988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balances from Previous Years</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Earned Income</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Earned Income</td>
<td>656</td>
<td>659</td>
<td>702</td>
<td>819</td>
<td>1015</td>
<td>931</td>
<td>1182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net Expenditures:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warrants Drawn</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>955</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td>1067</td>
<td>1409</td>
<td>1293</td>
<td>1316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warrants Undrawn</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>683</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Expenditures</td>
<td>881</td>
<td>1351</td>
<td>1364</td>
<td>1444</td>
<td>2092</td>
<td>1623</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Deficit</strong></td>
<td>(225)</td>
<td>(692)</td>
<td>(662)</td>
<td>(625)</td>
<td>(1077)</td>
<td>(692)</td>
<td>(716)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹Based on the "Receipts" and "Warrants Drawn and Undrawn" portions of the "General Revenue Account" table in Reports of the Comptroller, 1870-1876.
The state government employed a variety of devices of an even more short-term nature than bonds to help ease its financial problems. Of the state's more temporary expedients, warrants were the most important. Warrants were a formal pledge made by the state to pay for benefits it received or obligations it incurred. The process for funding warrants was inherently slow and cumbersome, but in the 1870s the state, lacking cash, made reimbursements of warrants particularly dilatory. This delay in payment meant that warrants amounted to temporary interest-free loans to the state.  

The state, despite its tardiness, ultimately had to pay its warrants, and securing sufficient cash proved troublesome. The search for currency led the state to extralegal and even extraconstitutional actions. Texas possessed a variety of special funds committed by law, or, as in the case of the available school fund, by the constitution as well, to a specific purpose. The state took cash from these special funds on several occasions from 1871 to 1874 to meet the needs of general revenue obligation. Both Davis and Coke used this expedient, and the latter discussed this subject with a New York financial agent representing Texas. In his December 17, 1874 letter, Coke asserted determination to service the state's debt, and expressed a willingness to divert special funds if given no other recourse:

As to the interest on our bonds...By the eternal it shall be paid...If necessary I will use school money or any other fund we have to pay interest when due. We, however, do not have now to use any fund illegitimately for that purpose as we have enough of general revenue.
By December 1874 the state had eased its cash flow problems by the sale of additional bonds. Coke did not have to resort again to special funds.

Bonds provided a way out of Texas's financial crisis, but their effectiveness was restricted in the early 1870s by the state's poor credit rating. In the period 1870 to 1874 some revenue came from the hypothecation of bonds, i.e., money advanced by financial agents on the anticipated sale of those securities, but only a limited amount from the actual sale of the bonds. Coke made restoration of the state's credit a major objective of his administration, and he succeeded. Under his guidance the state sold (see Table II for a list of the bonds issued 1870 to 1876) not only a majority of the $1,418,000 in bonds issued during Davis's term but another $3,464,000 in bonds issued after Coke became governor. With these proceeds the state ceased the improper use of special funds, paid its warrants, and began, in 1876, to replace bonds issued at a higher rate of interest with securities at a lower rate.\(^{37}\)

The comptroller's Reports for 1870 to 1876 are too vague to allow a precise assessment of who was responsible for what part of the state's bonded debt. Even though the state sold most of its bonds during the Coke administration, the greater part of the proceeds from these sales went to pay obligations incurred during the Davis administration. But the state's financial problems were not exclusively of the Republicans making, and the use of bonds to cover the state's deficits continued after the Democrats came to power.

Republicans, like the Democrats, were ambivalent towards
Table II
Bonded Debt of Texas as of August 31, 1876*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose and Date of Issuing Law</th>
<th>Bonds Issued</th>
<th>Bonds Sold</th>
<th>Rate of Interest</th>
<th>Bonds Redeemed</th>
<th>Bonds Outstanding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Funding State Debt, November 9, 1866</td>
<td>$125,100</td>
<td>$125,100</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$125,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontier Defense, August 5, 1870</td>
<td>750,000</td>
<td>750,000</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>53,000</td>
<td>697,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding State Debt, May 2, 1871</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>79,000</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>75,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue Deficiency, December 2, 1871</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>___</td>
<td>500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding Warrants, May 30, 1873</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>89,800</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>85,400</td>
<td>4,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding Warrants, May 2, 1874</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>499,000</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>___</td>
<td>499,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment of Floating Debt, March 4, 1874</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>___</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pension Bonds, April 21, 1874</td>
<td>1,099,974</td>
<td>___</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>___</td>
<td>1,099,974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redemption of State Debt, July 6, 1876</td>
<td>1,675,000</td>
<td>875,000</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>___</td>
<td>875,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>4,875,374</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Report of the Comptroller, 1876, 39.
deficit financing. But they pursued their objectives aggressively and generated more debt than they intended. The one area of governmental activity that the Republicans deliberately funded with bonds as a matter of policy was frontier defense. In 1870 the legislature authorized bonds to pay for frontier defense. But this system of financing was modeled after a similar scheme sanctioned, but never employed, by the Democratic-controlled legislature in 1866. The state, in contrast to its intentional use of bonds for frontier defense, generally issued other bonds only when insufficient income forced the use of such deficit financing. This was true of Democrats as well as Republicans. Two factors in particular prompted the state to employ bonds: deficiencies in the general revenue and meeting the salaries of teachers for which local taxation was insufficient. As already noted, the general revenue deficit was a continuing problem, but teachers' salaries were another matter. The state used bonds only for the pay due from 1870 to 1873, but the size and complexity of the problem was such that the effort to resolve it lasted well into the Coke administration.38

Assessment of the specific categories of spending in the general revenue account is difficult. The incomplete information provided by the comptroller's Reports concerning warrants drawn on the general revenue account does not allow precise interpretation of the data on the different categories of disbursements. Table III gives only the figures, drawn from the comptroller's Reports 1870-1876, that are available, but since this data is not complete, it is not necessarily an accurate expression of the true pattern of state spending.
Table III  
**Categories of Expenditures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal Year</th>
<th>1870</th>
<th>1871</th>
<th>1872</th>
<th>1873</th>
<th>1874</th>
<th>1875</th>
<th>1876</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Executive</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judiciary</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legislature</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penitentiary</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Police</td>
<td></td>
<td>130</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>123</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Militia &amp; Rangers</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>187</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(all figures in thousands of dollars)

Rangers as per Frontier Fund Bonds* | [265] | [154] | [91] | [14] |
Interest Payments | | | 78 | 37 | 102 | 205 | 341 |
Miscellaneous | 35 | 81 | 53 | 29 | 108 | 100 | 24 |
Totals | 590 | 955 | 1125 | 1067 | 1409 | 1293 | 1316 |

*1 Based on "Warrants Drawn" portion of the "General Revenue Account" table of Reports of the Comptroller, 1870-1876.

*2 Includes warrants drawn for the Constitutional Convention of 1875.

*3 These figures are not included in the totals.
Yet, despite its limitations Table III provides a rough approximation of the broad changes in spending by the state government. Differences in the various categories of spending existed during the period 1870-1876, but they balanced each other out to produce the continuity of deficits already described.

The parallels between the Davis and Coke administrations, however, extend beyond their mutual reliance on deficit financing. Even in the area of their greatest differences in fiscal functioning, the state police, these two administrations had important similarities in their policies concerning law enforcement. Since the Democratic-controlled 1873 legislature killed the state police, the Davis administration spent heavily on its police force, while the Coke administration had no such expense. Although the demise of the state police eliminated it as an instrument of Republican rule, the problems of law enforcement that had been the major task of the state police remained. The state faced a major quandary during the 1870s as to which was more important: effective law enforcement or reduced spending. Seen in this light the differing decisions made by Davis and Coke about the state police were opposite sides of the same coin. The choice of which problem to contend with automatically determined which problem to ignore.

The state police was only one of several separate public protection institutions that operated under the command of the adjutant general. To understand the state police and the decisions made concerning it by Governors Davis and Coke, the problem of defense has to be studied as a whole. The Texas public protection institutions con-
sisted of the militia, the rangers, the minute-men, and the state police, and of these, all but the state police had their origins in the Republic. The militia, alone of these institutions, had constitutional status, but in the nineteenth century, it was never fully developed or widely used. The rangers, on the other hand, often played an important role in protecting the state. In contrast to the relatively immobile and expensive (when on active duty) militia, the rangers served only at the governor's pleasure, and rangers usually provided their own horses and arms. But while on duty the rangers served continuously, and as a result, they tended to cost more than the state wished to spend. Minute-men acted at a lower cost but were also a less effective alternative to the rangers. Organized like the rangers, minute-men went on duty only in response to actual danger; a law of 1871 emphasized their episodic character by limiting their service to a maximum of ten days per month. 39

From the time of the Republic until the creation of the state police in 1870, the almost exclusive responsibility of the state's public protection institutions was meeting threats from external sources. With Indians along the western and southern frontier regions and Mexicans situated on Texas's southern border, the historic mission of the state's public protection institutions had been countering these "alien" foes. In theory the militia served in time of "war, rebellion, insurrection, invasion, resistance of civil process, breach of peace or imminent danger thereof...," but after annexation the militia remained dormant, except for the Civil War, until Davis put it to limited use. The rangers and the minute-men had tra-
ditionally been used in frontier and border regions, but one indication of the change that occurred later was the use of rangers to quell the so-called Cart War of the 1850s.40

From the inception of his civilian administration in 1870, Governor Davis had assigned the dual roles of frontier protection and law enforcement to the state's defense institutions, with the rangers having the job of frontier protection and the newly created state police having that of law enforcement.41 Davis attempted to limit the impact of his ambitious defense effort on state finances by having different systems of funding for his two key defense institutions. Money for the rangers came from bonds, while funds for the state police came from the state's general revenue. The bonds for the rangers began to run low in 1871, and Davis chose to replace them with minute-men. In the closing months of his governorship, after the termination of the state police, Davis again activated the rangers and used them in conjunction with the minute-men who were already on duty.42

Coke came into office with rangers and minute-men deployed along the frontier and with no state police operating in the state's interior. Although the primary focus of the Democratic governor remained frontier protection, a new law passed in 1874 authorized a ranger force of sufficient men and jurisdiction to meet the state's need for both frontier protection and law enforcement. This single institution approach to the state's frontier protection and law enforcement needs, however, did not work any better than Davis' dual institution approach. The reason remained the same -- the state's
continuing deficits. The 1874 statute completely restructured the rangers by creating three types of ranger units. The largest of these units followed ranger tradition in having its members provide their own horses and guns and in being responsible for frontier protection. But it broke tradition in two ways. The companies of the large ranger unit were to operate in assigned counties, and the governor could not disband these companies before they completed their period of enlistment.

The second type of ranger unit established by the 1874 law was a hybrid organization known as the Frontier Battalion. In its structure, the Battalion was modeled after those authorized in the 1866 and 1870 laws. The governor retained full power over the Frontier Battalion to designate where it operated, to determine how many men served in it (within the manpower limit set by law), and to order it disbanded. What made the Frontier Battalion unique among ranger organizations was its responsibility for law enforcement. The Frontier Battalion, in effect, rolled the rangers and the state police into one unit. It soon became clear, however, that the Frontier Battalion was hard pressed to fulfill all its duties. Even at maximum strength, which amounted to six companies of seventy-five men each, the Frontier Battalion had fewer men than the combined forces of the rangers and state police authorized during the Davis administration.

The third type of ranger unit created in 1874 was an auxiliary to the Frontier Battalion. As such it was the minute-men cast in a new guise. Under the 1874 law, the minute-men had the same powers
and responsibilities as the Frontier Battalion, but had no limit on their manpower. In short, the minute-men provided the governor with a virtually unlimited force to supplement the Frontier Battalion.

Coke never had the economic resources to make full use of the 1874 ranger law. He never activated the largest of the ranger units, and the state's persistent financial difficulties greatly impeded the governor's use of the other types of ranger units. By late fall 1874 Coke had reduced the Frontier Battalion by half and had deactivated the minute-men entirely. Moreover, the remaining rangers concentrated on their primary job of frontier protection and as a result of this, they did virtually no law enforcement work outside the lightly settled regions in which they operated. 44

When Democrats took control of the state government's executive branch in 1874, they expected to resolve the state's problem of lawlessness. Experience soon taught them otherwise. Attorney General George Clark in his report for 1874 placed most of the blame for the state's difficulties with crime on Reconstruction. Clark had sanguine expectations for the future:

I think...[a] remedy [for crime] can only be found in a thorough re-education of the masses in the principles of self-government... A general system of military repression, or anything savoring of it, can only retard this education and add to the disorders and embarrassments under which the States now suffers. What is ... need[ed] is a strengthening of the hands of sheriffs and peace officers of counties, in order that arrests and punishment may follow certainly and quickly on the heels of crime; and these arrests should be made by the local officers of the people who are near to them and a part of them. The military arm of the government is constitutionally in the hands of the chief executive of the State, and should be called into exercise only when the local authorities find themselves powerless to execute the laws, and then only in strict subordination to such local authorities.
In his 1875 Report, Clark presented a more pessimistic assessment of crime than he had in the previous year. Comparing lawlessness to "the hydra of heathen mythology," the attorney general complained that "crime is on the increase with us, as it seems to be everywhere else." But despite this negative assessment of crime, Clark remained confident of the "final result" -- the effective control of those breaking the law.  

Adjutant General William Steele shared Clark's optimism, but since Clark had the primary responsibility for fighting crime he had a differing viewpoint. As commander of the state's defense institutions, Steele dealt with frontier protection as well as law enforcement. Since the rangers had both jobs, these tasks were closely interconnected. In 1875 the adjutant general gave an overview of the state's defense effort:

As a result of the civil war, which desolated the South during the last decade, there has been left a large number of young men, who, having become habituated to bloodshed and living upon the property of others, have continued their life of reprisals since the war ended; and as they have been driven from more populous counties, have frequently congregated in sufficient numbers to overawe the civil authorities on our extreme and sparsely populated frontier, from which they have an easy escape to Mexico whenever combinations are too strong for them.

The Frontier Battalion having the powers of peace officers, have been efficient in arresting and dispersing these outlaws. The frontier counties, from the mouth of the Rio Grande to the Red River, near Denison, may be considered as in a chronic state of invasion from Indians and these perambulating gangs of outlaws. The citizens of these counties, recognizing their inability to sustain the laws by the usual modes, are continually making application for assistance of a military character.

Governor Coke, in contrast to the attorney general and the adjutant general, had a more negative assessment of the state's law enforcement effort. Coke praised the rangers for their many accom-
plishments, but he also pointed out that they were too few in number to carry out even their primary objective of frontier protection. About the problem of frontier protection the governor explained:

...no force that the State can place on the frontier will prevent the incursions of raiding bands of Indians on the frontier of Texas. The line is so great in extent and the country so well known to the Indians, and so favorable to their predatory operations, that the utmost vigilance of four times the number of men that Texas could afford to station on it will not prevent their coming in occasionally and harassing the settlements. The value of the State troops consists more in the confidence given the people, which induces settlement and cultivation of the country, than in the actual protection given.\(^{48}\)

Whatever their limitations in fighting Indians, the rangers had even greater shortcomings in catching criminals. The need for improved law enforcement was a problem that gave Coke trouble during his entire tenure as governor. Since the rangers had too few men to protect the frontier effectively, they could not help local peace officers fight crime in the settled areas of the state.\(^{49}\)

Coke, in his opening message to the 1874 legislature, spoke at length on law enforcement to explain his position and to rebut his critics. The governor's arguments were complex, but two points were crucial to his effort to deflect blame from himself. First, he maintained that the state's chief executive had insufficient authority to carry out his constitutional responsibility of ensuring that "the laws be faithfully executed." Second, he asserted that the state's difficulty with law enforcement stemmed mainly from the failure of local peace officers to perform their duties effectively on the one hand and of the public sufficiently to support such officers on the other.\(^{50}\)
Coke's solution to this problem was eclectic. The most important element was a plan for a special sheriff's posse. This force, according to the governor, would use both state and local authority and resources. Initiative for creating this special posse rested with local officials who were to inform the governor when need for action existed, but the power to call up and to disband this force belonged exclusively to the governor. Once it was activated, the county paid the special posse, while the state provided its arms. This posse consisted of up to thirty men who served under the command of the local sheriff. Coke's other aids to law enforcement included permission to sheriffs to pursue criminals throughout the state, and to the governor to use a contingent fund for the hiring of detectives or the taking of other measures on behalf of law and order.

Coke concluded with a rejoinder to critics who wanted him to reestablish the state police. In justifying his opposition to the state police, the governor took the ground of principle:

I cannot concur in the opinion expressed by some that a regular police force should be organized and kept up. A body of State police under the command of the Governor, attached as they always would be to his interest, knowing no law but his will and ready to obey, is an engine of power which, under a free government, should be entrusted to no man. Such an institution would do violence to the genius of our government and the traditions of our people. In the hands of an honest, patriotic Executive, its operation would tend directly to weaken the reliance of the people on their local authorities and themselves, by causing them to look constantly to the Governor and his police to do that which should be done at home, thereby making this force more necessary every day to the tranquility of the State, and in the same proportion increasing and centralizing the powers of the government in the Executive while in the hands of an ambitious and unscrupulous Governor, in addition of these consequences, such force would be used in times of party excitement for partisan purposes and probably for the oppression of the people. The experience of Texas on this subject ought to be a sufficient
warning for all time. For the same reasons that I would approve an enactment on the general plan of the one suggested for furnishing an adjunct to the ordinary authorities for execution of the laws on extraordinary occasions. I would condemn the State police system.\textsuperscript{51}

The 1875 legislature acted on Coke's recommendation and passed a posse law similar to the plan the governor had suggested. This 1875 law provided for a special posse which had the extrajudicial power that Coke suggested, but differed in one major aspect from that proposal. The governor could only authorize the special posse; local peace officers had the right to choose its members.\textsuperscript{52}

The 1875 posse law pleased no one, and in his opening message to the 1876 legislature, Coke renewed his effort to deflect criticism of his administration concerning law enforcement. Characterizing the 1875 posse law as "wholly and utterly impracticable," the governor called for his 1875 posse plan to be enacted, but he did this without admitting that the 1875 posse statute was similar to his own 1875 plan.\textsuperscript{53}

Coke had other suggestions. The most important of these was a request that "the Governor should in Texas, as in other States, have authority to command the Sheriffs and Prosecuting Attorneys; and there should be a short, sharp and decisive mode of getting rid of these officers as show themselves ineffective or incompetent." The legislature did not follow this recommendation, and Coke did not explain how far he wanted the chief executive's authority expanded in this matter. But his advocacy of greater centralized authority concerning sheriffs and prosecuting attorneys contrasted sharply with the governor's rejection of such centralization in regard to a state
Coke resumed his attack on the state police in 1876. His 1876 message reiterated his objections on grounds of principle, but he also stressed cost as a major objection to the state police. "Viewing the matter from an economic standpoint, outside the principles involved, and the question of expediency," the governor asserted, "the cost of maintaining a force of State police in active service, which would be adequate to the demands of it, could not be less than half a million dollars annually, and would constantly increase, thus becoming a most onerous burden upon the country."\(^5\)

Legislators shared their governor's concern about law enforcement. They expressed this concern by considering a wide range of proposed laws that offered remedies. The image that the preamble to one bill portrayed of conditions in the state was even more grim than that given by Coke in his 1875 message:

> Whereas, in various counties of this State there are combinations of men which impede the execution of the laws, and also organized bands of lawless men who have committed murders, and robberies, and have intimidated the inhabitants to such an extent that they passively submit to acts of violence and rapine.

And, whereas, in Dimmit, Maverick, and some adjacent counties, there is an organized band of desperate men, mostly refugees from justice from other sections, numbering more than one hundred, who have murdered men in cold blood, kept women and children in constant dread of outrage; defied and overawed the civil authorities; and prevented the enforcement of the laws by threats against the lives of citizens should they aid in arresting and bringing them to justice; and so complete is the reign of violence and terror that those counties in a state approaching anarchy.\(^6\)

In short, both legislators and governor recognized that widespread violence and corruption existed. The question was what to do about it and how much to spend doing it.
Initially the legislature considered two bills with differing approaches to the problem of law enforcement. One bill sought to create "a State detective force." The term "detective force" was simply a polite way to describe a state police force without using the term that was sullied, in the eyes of Democrats, by its association with Reconstruction. Although allowing for fewer men than had served in Davis's state police, the 1876 detective bill was modeled on the 1870 state police law.\(^{57}\)

The legislature defeated the detective bill, but it approved another that sought to alleviate the state's crisis in law and order by enhancing the power of sheriffs and other local peace officers. This new sheriff bill reiterated the authority given in 1875 for local law officers to pursue criminals anywhere in the state, but changed the financing arrangements in the 1875 statute. The new proposal placed economic responsibility on the state rather than the counties, and allowed any local peace officer to "call any military company in the county to aid him..." In addition, the governor could order "any frontier company or military company of volunteers into a troubled county" if he deemed it necessary. The governor vetoed the bill. Although he objected to it on several points, he stressed the power given sheriffs to call on local militia companies for aid, and the cost of having the state pay for local officials pursuing criminals.\(^{58}\)

The legislature apparently anticipated the governor's veto, and started work on the law enforcement bill that ultimately became law. This replacement bill merely elaborated upon the existing insti-
tutional structure. It created a new, smaller company of rangers that
had the same powers as the Frontier Battalion, but with law enforcement
as its primary objective.59

This new ranger company underscored the basic paradox of
the law enforcement controversy: the state had a police force in its
Frontier Battalion, but this battalion was not able to act effectively
in its police capacity so long as its primary job was frontier defense.
The 1874 ranger law had already authorized what was needed to meet the
problem of crime. Despite the 1876 law's greater emphasis on law
enforcement, this new ranger company added little that was innovative.
After the special company of rangers had seen service for a relatively
brief period, it became simp'ly another element of the Frontier Bat-
talion.

Coke's protest against a state police may have saved face,
but the fact was he had a state police.60 Moreover, he used a com-
pany of the Frontier Battalion as a police force in an organized county
on at least one occasion, and successive governors used the Frontier
Battalion extensively as a police organization.61 The state's law-
and-order crisis was not eased by additional legislation, rather by
the disappearance of the Indian from the Texas frontier. In 1876,
shortly after Coke had become a United States senator, the rangers
ended their scouting of the frontier and turned to "the arresting
of criminals and fugitives from justice" as their primary responsi-
bility.62

In summary, the call of a constitutional convention marked
the end of the Democratic party leadership's effort to keep the consti-
tutional revision process from involving popular participation. The call of a constitutional convention opened the way for the public debate the leadership had long feared. The dominant party had governed the state for a sufficiently long time to establish a record of administration which the people could judge. The record of Democratic administration of the state had marked similarities with that of its Republican predecessors. Under both parties the state had followed an active government policy. This policy was almost certain to change with a new constitution. The national trend in state constitutions clearly favored restrictive documents, and Texans had already expressed a preference for less government. A constitutional convention was probably not going to write an unreservedly liberal constitution in 1874. What remained to be seen was how far Texas would follow the new restrictive trend in state constitutions.
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Chapter VI The Election of Delegates to the Constitutional Convention

As long as constitutional revision remained in the cloistered chambers of the legislature little public debate occurred on substantive issues. The call for a constitutional convention by the 1875 legislature, however, thrust the subject of constitutional change into the public arena. As the state began the process of nominating and electing delegates to the convention, public discussion of constitutional revision issues increased. The airing of these issues and the selection of delegates set the stage for what later transpired in the constitutional convention, but the experience of choosing their delegates did not prepare Texans for the conflicts that occurred in the convention. Democrats were confident of their control of the state and proud of their constitutional heritage. They failed, for a variety of reasons, to recognize that differences within their ranks were not mere variations of shared values but rather divergences on fundamental concepts about politics and the proposed constitution. The die was cast for the confrontation that later occurred in the constitutional convention when Grangers emerged from the election as the largest bloc of delegates in the convention. But even as they elected delegates, the dominant party remained largely unaware of the storm that was about to break.

The lack of understanding that Democrats displayed about the serious divisions that existed in their party during the pre-convention period stemmed largely from the problems and limitations of nineteenth century journalism. Newspapers of the 1870s lacked
the resources and professionalism commonly found today. A century ago newspapers did not engage in investigative journalism, had less space for news and editorials, and tended to value advocacy over inquiry. These limitations restricted the amount of convention data collected and disseminated by the press. But despite this factor the information published in newspapers, when viewed from hindsight, was sufficient to give some effective appreciation of the types and depths of the problems faced by Democrats in the matter of constitutional revision.¹

But newspapers generally dealt with constitutional questions by arguing in favor of their own position or against the ideas of their adversaries. They rarely made systematic analyses of the problems under consideration. As the result of this lack of inquiry, Democratic newspapers generally held to their assumption that the party had a consensus despite the fact that much of the discussion of constitutional revision issues that appeared in the press were rebuttals to opposing viewpoints. In addition to these unanticipated problems in the distribution and evaluation of information about constitutional revision, a conscious element of screening existed as well. Democratic papers often did not publicize the inner workings of their party. Republican journals had done so from time to time, but even this episodic and often self-serving source was disappearing in the mid-1870s as the minority party's papers fell victim to the economic consequences of Democratic dominance. Republican papers either closed or came under Democratic management.²

In the confusion that preceded the constitutional convention,
perhaps the most significant of the groups and issues generally misunderstood was the Patrons of Husbandry and Texas State Grange, or more familiarly, the Grange. Established in 1868 in Washington, D.C., the national Grange began recruiting membership in Texas in 1873, and Texans formed the first subordinate Grange in Salado that same year. By January 1874, the Texas Patrons of Husbandry had 15,000 members, and by early 1875 the state Grange reached its historic high of 40,000 members.3

The Grange's successes caused Democratic newspapers to question whether Patrons of Husbandry would challenge the dominant party politically, and these papers warned the Grange against such activity. But the constitution of the Grange prohibited it from partisan political activity and the membership of the organization sought to reassure their fellow Democrats of their commitment to nothing more than good citizenship. Most of the state's press took the Grangers at their word and gave them editorial approval.4

The call of a constitutional convention gave the Grangers a unique opportunity for acceptable political involvement just when their popularity was at its peak. The convention was generally considered to be a nonpartisan affair. Since the Patrons of Husbandry stressed good citizenship, the concept of the convention as a special case opened the door for Grangers to participate directly as individuals in the constitutional revision process. The executive committee of the state Patrons of Husbandry went so far as to advise its membership to involve themselves in the selection of delegates to the constitutional convention: "We earnestly appeal to you as citizens and
Patrons of whatever class, trade or profession, in securing the election of men who are true and devoted to the best interests of our great state."^5

It is not possible to estimate precisely the number of Grangers that followed the advice of their executive committee, but in view of the large contingent of these agrarians who served in the constitutional convention, many Patrons of Husbandry must have participated in the nomination and election of delegates. The ultimate success of the Grangers not only in being selected as delegates but also in becoming the dominant force in the constitutional convention is clear, but exactly how this took place is not. What information there is about the entire pre-convention period is sketchy. But data about the Patrons of Husbandry is so lacking that it allows only for sporadic glimpses into the thinking and activity of these agrarians. These glimpses are too incomplete to permit any synthetic analysis. Contemporaries recognized that Grangers were a force of some importance in constitutional revision, but the full significance of the Patrons of Husbandry's participation in that effort was not appreciated by most Texans until the convention began.^6

The problem of insufficient data goes far beyond the Grangers to affect virtually every aspect of the pre-convention period. Newspapers provide virtually the only extant source of information about this period. Besides the limitations endemic to the press of the mid-1870s, the papers still in existence are not representative of the full range of editorial opinion that existed in the mid-1870s. Two factors, however, help to compensate for this lack of balance in jour-
nalistic coverage. First, newspapers of this era frequently printed
brief excerpts or summaries of the comments published in other papers
from around the state, and second, these journals often presented their
own editorial opinion as replies to arguments made by opposing news-
papers. 7

Available information newspapers published about constitu-
tional revision issues, however, reveals that Democrats disagreed about
major questions affecting the state constitution's structure and
functioning. Contending liberal and restrictive constitutional con-
cepts went to the very core of what a constitution should be. More-
over, opposing opinions concerning the need for controls on the par-
ticipation of the public in the political system touched upon an issue
so emotional that it had the power to shape attitudes about the entire
constitution. But even though the press reported the types of argu-
ments being made, it failed to perceive that the dissimilarity in con-
stitutional interpretations was a matter of substance rather than of
detail.

At least two important factors led newspapers to make this
crucial error. First, both liberal and restrictive constitutional
arguments tended to be couched in a common rhetoric which paid homage
to the state's constitutional heritage, and this tended to obscure the
differences in those arguments. Second, Texans had shared a common
constitutional philosophy for so long that Democrats of all constitu-
tional persuasions assumed that they were still a part of this heri-
tage. Even those who sought to propound a new system of constitutional
thought believed they were reformers rather than revolutionaries.
Those who genuinely wished to maintain constitutional continuity tended to stress liberal constitutional doctrine and to play down the post-war active government corollary to that doctrine. Since liberal constitutionalism was the common denominator shared by all of Texas' constitutions from 1836 to 1874, it had a legitimacy that long, continuous, and successful usage provides. Because of the historic dominance of the liberal constitutional perspective, its advocates responded to restrictive constitutional arguments with the perplexity of those who meet a substantive opposition they cannot explain because they conceive of themselves as part of an unquestioned consensus. In one of the better restatements of liberal constitutionalism in the pre-convention period, the Austin Statesman was almost incredulous that it needed to reiterate what the writer assumed everyone knew and agreed to;

> It is strange that newspapers still prate about injecting all sorts of acts of legislation into the Constitution. Laws are one thing; a Constitution is quite another, since it is the basis for laws. A Constitution creates the State; the Legislature makes the state's laws. Those creating a Constitution have achieved their mission when they have framed a government; law givers come after them to restrict and regulate society and individuals. Leave the Legislature plenary powers. Its members will be as wise as they who frame the Constitution. They have the advantage too, of learning each successive day and year new facts and new necessities, and should be restricted in nothing save that they must provide that a pure Republic be maintained.

Rarely did discussion of active government appear in the press during the pre-convention period. At a time of growing agitation for "retrenchment and reform" the expression of such ideas was potentially a political liability. Moreover, the deteriorating economic circumstances of the state government placed renewed pressure on even
those who favored active government to cut back on such constitutional measures in order to preserve the state's fiscal health. The relatively large degree of active government provisions in the 1874 constitution did not necessarily represent the thinking even of its proponents a year later. But despite the enhanced need for economy in government, support for such controversial government activities as state aid to railroads, and the state bureau of immigration continued to exist.9

The problem of insufficient information about the pre-convention period places particular restraints on the discussion of restrictive constitutional thought. Virtually all recoverable contemporary newspapers supported liberal constitutionalism. But the attention given restrictive constitutional ideas in these papers allows for a fairly wide sampling of the types of arguments made during the nomination and election of delegates. Moreover, since the most extensive statements of restrictive constitutional ideas usually were associated with a liberal constitutional critique of those ideas, the articles making such criticisms help to illustrate both sides.10

As the state began to gear up for the nomination and election of delegates in early April 1875 the Austin Statesman and the Galveston News aired both the liberal and restrictive constitutional positions. The Statesman made a particularly lengthy exposition of its position when it summarized a campaign speech by John Johnson of Collin County, who was seeking to become a delegate to the constitutional convention. Since Johnson not only proved successful in his effort to become a delegate, and also became a leader of the restrictive con-
stitutional forces in the convention, his speech and the Statesman's response to that speech were unusually important. According to the Statesman, the major constitutional changes advocated by Johnson were provisions: for a definition of usury, for salaries of state officials to be lowered to the amounts provided in 1861, for all fees and perquisites of officials to be given to the treasury, for a maximum sixty days per legislative session, for controls on railroad fares, for mandatory popular referendums to approve public debt, for restricting the sale of public land to actual settlers, and for the reduction of the number of district judges from forty to ten. The Statesman's reaction to Johnson's proposals illustrated the distance between the liberal and restrictive constitutional viewpoints:

All this [i.e., Johnson's catalog] is very well, but much of it would be excellent legislation that may be very bad constitutional law. Men surely never read a proper State constitution who would make it a STATUTORY CODE as well as the solid framework of a republican government... Either have no legislature, or leave it free to dispose of facts and necessities affecting the changeful fortunes of our progressive communities.

Left unmentioned by the Statesmen, and most likely unknown at the time, was the fact that Johnson was a Granger. Although the significance of Granger participation in constitutional revision was not well understood during the selection of delegates, actions by Grangers and their leaders, including John Johnson, on behalf of restrictive constitutional objectives caused the Statesman to turn against these agrarians.

The Galveston News published three long articles that focused on constitutional questions. Two articles give the restrictive constitutional viewpoint while the third made a liberal constitutional rejoinder to one of the other two. The article to which the News
made an editorial reply was a speech delivered before a local Grange in Williamson County and sent by that Grange with its formal endorsement and a request that the speech be published. The Galveston journal printed the entire text of the speech and placed its criticisms of the speech in a separate article.  

The Williamson County Grangers sought to place tight restrictions on state taxation and spending. Like John Johnson, the Williamson County Grangers argued that the re-adoption of the Constitution of 1845 would satisfy the state's need for "retrenchment and reform." About the 1845 document these Grangers explained: "Under it we lived once, and were a prosperous and happy people. Corruption in official position was seldom heard of, and repressive taxation was unknown...." This was a romantic view of the Constitution of 1845, and its underlying assumption was that the state could return to the levels of expenditure and taxation that had existed under Texas' first state constitution. That document, however, did not limit expenditures or mention tax rates at all. The Williamson County Grangers did not explain in detail their solution to the apparent contradiction between the Constitution of 1845 and their expectations for using it, but a comment made by these Grangers concerning salaries indicated the type of action they wished to take. "That [1845] Constitution generally fixed," the Williamson County Grangers explained, "only the minimum of the salaries. Ought not the maximum to be fixed also by the constitution." In short, these Grangers approved of the Constitution of 1845 only because of its antiquated financial provisions. They wished to transform that document from a liberal to a restric-
tive constitution by imposing explicit limits on the state's spending. A further indication of the degree to which the Williamson County Grangers were confused about the 1845 document appeared in their proposal to alter the timing of legislative sessions:

We then [i.e., under the Constitution of 1845] had sessions of the legislature one in two years, now we have one every year. If the old constitution should be changed at all, would it not be well to make some alterations on this subject.... Would not a session every four or six years be far preferable....

The Galveston News responded to the arguments made by the Williamson County Grange in a more conciliatory fashion than the Austin Statesman had to John Johnson. The News stressed that it concurred with the idea of re-adopting the Constitution. Depicting the 1845 document and the antebellum period of which it was a part in nostalgic terms, the News gave the impression that its differences with the Williamson County Grangers were far less important than their mutual admiration of the 1845 constitution. Ignoring the more controversial aspects of what those Grangers had to say, the News simply reaffirmed its commitment to the liberal constitutional principle of legislative discretion. But though affirming Texas' constitutional tradition, the Galveston journal offered a small concession to the Williamson County Grangers by suggesting that the wages of state officials be reduced: "The salaries specified by the constitution may be too high, but those received under the Constitution of 1845 would be too low for the present day, when the cost of living has greatly increased." The amount of money paid state officials, however, was but the tip of a restrictive constitutional iceberg that the News and other liberal, active government newspaper editors had
yet to recognize. 14

Perhaps the most wide-ranging expression of the restrictive constitutional viewpoint made in the pre-convention period came in the article to which the Galveston News did not respond. This article made one of the most comprehensive presentations of the restrictive constitutional position made prior to the constitutional convention. Entitled "Interview with a Representative man of Eastern Texas," this article summarized ideas espoused by William L. Crawford of Marion County, who ultimately served as a delegate to the constitutional convention.

A lawyer, Crawford placed particular emphasis on the state's judiciary. His most novel suggestion for reforming the court system was not directly associated with the restrictive constitutional position, but it presaged the most controversial and radical change made in the judiciary article by the constitutional convention. Crawford wanted two separate supreme courts. One was to have civil jurisdiction and the other criminal. Other proposals he made concerning the judiciary that were more typical of restrictive constitutional views included: lowering the salaries of all judges with such stipends stated as constitutional maximums, reducing the number of district courts to twenty-five, eliminating the criminal courts except the one serving Galveston and Houston, having district attorneys, county judges, and justices of the peace paid by their fees of office rather than by a predetermined salary.

Crawford saw retrenchment in the judiciary as part of a larger program of economy in government. He also advocated: lower
salaries for all state officials, a ceiling of one-fourth per cent on
state taxes, prohibition of all state debt except in extreme emergency,
creation of local debt only with the approval of a majority of the
landowning residents, a requirement that all state and local taxes be
collected solely in money, and a limit of two year terms for all state
executive officials.15

Like issues arising from liberal and restrictive constitu-
tional interpretations, questions stemming from efforts to limit po-
litical rights lacked adequate discussion and after the constitutional
convention began its deliberations, political rights questions also
created dissension and division among Democratic delegates. Interest
in restricting the public's involvement in politics grew out of the
desire of diehard white supremacists to eliminate, or at least curb,
blacks' political participation. Most white Texans, including an in-
determinate number of Republicans, believed in white supremacy. If
the state could have returned to its previous constitutional practice
of openly excluding blacks from the political process, most whites
would have done so. But the federal Reconstruction Amendments had for-
bidden open racism. Only by indirect means more closely associated
with class distinctions of wealth and education could white supremacists
achieve their goal of exclusion of the Negro. Such class-oriented
political control also affected the poor without regard to race. Thus,
it was the fate of poor whites that made plans to block black political
activity controversial.16

Advocates of political restraints proposed two categories of
control -- suffrage limitations and appointive rather than elective
judges. Among the franchise restrictions discussed were: retention of voter registration, literacy, and payment of the poll tax as the poll, the property tax, or even all taxes levied. Moreover, concern existed about how the Reconstruction Amendments would affect state-wide suffrage controls. Extreme white supremacists were interested in judges because judges could affect the lives of individual citizens more than other state officials. Strident white supremacists wanted appointive rather than popularly elected ones in order to circumvent the electoral strength possessed by Republicans in a few areas of the state. The Austin Statesman, one of the most vociferous advocates of controls on the political system, bluntly acknowledged the connection between such controls and whites' access to the ballot box:

The white man is unwilling to be governed directly or indirectly by the black. The feeling should be fostered rather than repressed, and to escape the injection of negro genius for tasks of government into the courts of the country, the white race may be more willing to forgo the pleasure of voting, and entrust the selection of judges to the governor and Legislature.  

The Statesman's confidence in white acquiescence to limitations on political rights was later disproved when the constitutional convention rejected restrictions on the political system specifically because of their effect on whites.  

Little information remains about those who opposed restraints on political participation. Republicans were more likely than Democrats to object to such measures. But some prominent members of the minority party publicly approved of at least limited controls on voting. Democrats who continued to uphold the state's tra-
dition of Jacksonian Democracy also rejected changes counter to that tradition. But since no known Democratic newspaper either opposed political restrictions or devoted much attention to those who did, information is scanty on arguments used against restraints on the political system.19

During the selection of delegates, one issue drew more interest and generated more debate than all the substantive questions about constitutional revision combined. This was a proclamation made on April 10, 1875 by Democratic state chairman John Ireland. Acting on behalf of the Democratic state central committee, Ireland recommended that local party organizations hold nominating conventions to prepare for the election of delegates to the constitutional convention. If these local party entities acted in accordance with Ireland's request, the result, in effect, would be two types of nominating conventions. First, counties would hold conventions to choose representatives to the state senatorial district nominating conventions, and then those district conventions would select the Democratic nominees for delegates to the constitutional convention.20

Most of the state's Democratic press disapproved Ireland's proclamation. These papers, like the Grangers, believed that the writing of the constitution should be a nonpartisan affair. Since Republicans were a minority incapable of threatening Democratic control of the state, the term nonpartisan meant open competition within the dominant party. "One might reasonably suppose," the Galveston News asserted, "that the people of Texas, Democratic by upwards of fifty-thousand majority, could be safely left to choose, spontaneously and
directly, from among their fellow citizens, delegates who would represent as far as proper and judicious the prevailing Democratic sentiment for the State in framing a new constitution." The danger that the News saw in nominating conventions was that they might aggravate Democratic factionalism: "It is premature to think of driving support from the [Democratic] party by arbitrary tests of party fealty." Further exacerbating the tensions produced by Ireland's call for nominating conventions was the belief that his proclamation was an intervention of the state party into local party affairs.  

Ireland counterattacked in a harsh message. Using the rhetoric of reaction against Reconstruction, the state chairman accused his critics of being in hearty accord with every Radical in Texas. Newspapers opposing Ireland responded to his characterization of them with personal attacks on him. The Dallas Herald went from a relatively neutral position to open hostility: "Mr. Ireland's manifesto was received by the people and press of the state as such self-conceited and uncalled for document should have been--with derision and contempt." The Austin Statesman threatened Ireland: "The Judge [Ireland] must toe the mark better or we will be placed under the painful necessity of reading him out of the party." The warfare between Ireland and his journalistic foes became so rancorous that Governor Coke had to intervene on behalf of the state chairman. After Coke gave his explicit approval to nominating conventions the attack on Ireland subsided.  

Despite the controversy over the Democratic state chairman's proclamation, the local party organizations had to decide for them-
selves whether to call nominating conventions. Feelings about such conventions were often mixed. The Dallas Herald gave its qualified approval of nominating conventions. It believed that such conventions were beneficial in areas possessing enough Republicans to take advantage of a Democratic vote divided among a multiplicity of candidates seeking to become delegates to the constitutional convention. But the Herald objected to a nominating convention in its own district or any area firmly under the control of the dominant party. The Herald's view of nominating conventions coincided with that of the Democratic leaders of Dallas County for they resisted the call to attend their state senatorial district convention. The other two counties, Tarrant and Ellis, in the twentieth district attended that district's nominating convention and selected two of the district's three delegate nominees. But in Dallas County Democrats chose the twentieth district's third delegate to the constitutional convention in the August general election.23

The decision concerning the holding of nominating conventions was not necessarily easy. The Sulphur Springs Gazette pointed out a potential danger in the convening of such conventions:

Should a nominating convention be called and the people do as they have heretofore done, they will not be represented, and we may look for a number of independent candidates who will carry the vote of all the discordant elements. We therefore hope the Chairman of the District will act with prudence.24

In at least one county, Panola, the local Democratic chairman acted imprudently. Panola had employed a nominating convention in the 1873 general election. In that election the county's Democrats differed on the advisability of using a convention. Only by the nar-
rowest of margins had the Democrats named a unified slate of local candidates. The Panola Watchman had justified the nominating convention by saying: "We support conventions not because we believe them always to be fair, but because they insure the perpetuation of a white man's government, they are absolutely a necessary evil." Critics of the nominating convention saw it in a different light as they felt it interfered in the fair competition among Democratic aspirants to office.25

In part because of the 1873 controversy, a nominating convention was not in contention in Panola County two years later. But the issue of the intervention of the local Democratic leader in selecting the party's candidates remained. The Democratic chairman of the state senatorial district of which Panola County was a part recommended that the counties of his district use primaries to select their choice for delegate to the constitutional convention and their representatives to the district nominating conventions. On the same day, May 5, 1875, that the district chairman's proposal for primary elections appeared in the Panola Watchman, the Panola County Democratic chairman ordered an election. But in addition to the primary, the county chairman also stipulated that he would appoint a three-man returning board to count the primary votes and certify the winners of that election.26

Since Panola County had a large minority of Republicans, the local Democratic rank and file generally approved of a primary election. But the returning board was another matter. Protests began to appear in the Panola Watchman against that board, and those expressing displeasure with the board usually identified themselves as farm-
ers. Moreover, the Watchman reported that the county Grange was taking sides on behalf of their fellow farmers: "It is whispered around, that at the Grange Council in this county...on the 3rd inst., a resolution was introduced in that body pledging the members there to vote for no man in this county except a farmer." The Watchman warned the Patrons of Husbandry against becoming involved in politics as an organization, but the dissident element of the local Democratic party continued to identify themselves as farmers without reference to membership in the Grange. 27

The ferment about the process for selecting Panola County's Democratic nominees appeared to move in the direction of an open schism when the farmers of the "fifth beat" [precinct] convened to call a countywide "Convention of farmers" to meet before the primary election in order to challenge the returning board. The fifth beat convention emphatically stated its position: "We deny the propriety of having a Returning Board, holding discretionary powers taking away the vested rights of the people..." The Watchman saw the proposed county convention as an attempt to "split the party." As a result it threatened to "fight to the bitter end...any attempt to disorganize the Democratic party..." When the Panola County farmers' convention met it proved to be a meeting of reconciliation rather than of disunity. The county Democratic chairman presided over the convention, and that body set policy for the upcoming primary election. The farmers' convention defused the issue of the returning board. It did so, first, by providing for each of the county's five precincts to elect two of Panola's representatives to the district convention. The convention's
second tactic was to have Panola's representatives to the district convention pledge their support to the man receiving the most votes in the Panola Democratic primary for the position of delegate to the constitutional convention.\textsuperscript{28}

As would happen in many parts of the state, the nonestablishment candidate won in Panola County. Thomas G. Allison secured the county's endorsement for the Democratic nomination as delegate to the constitutional convention. Allison had emerged as the "farmer's candidate" in early May. Since he was a Granger, his selection in the county primary helps to indicate the significance of the farmer's revolt against the Democratic leadership in Panola County.\textsuperscript{29}

The type of indirect role played by Grangers in the Panola County nominating convention was apparently typical of the Grangers throughout the state. Because the Grangers stayed in the background during the selection of delegates, newspapers gave them only limited attention. Yet during the controversy over Ireland's intemperate characterization of his Democratic critics as pro-Republicans, the Austin \textit{Statesman} had credited the Grangers with being one of the groups that had provoked the state chairman's wrath:

\begin{quote}
We are greatly afraid that our friend Judge Ireland will absolutely forget his dignity, and have all the blessed Grangers, and \textit{Examiner} [the official newspaper of the Patrons of Husbandry, published in Waco] and other Patrons, with that excellent gentleman [William] Lang, the high priest of the organization, all chucked entirely out of the Democratic party.\textsuperscript{20}
\end{quote}

By the time the election of delegates was over, the Patrons of Husbandry had received sufficient public criticism for political activity that Grand Master William Lang felt obliged to reaffirm the nonpartisan
image of his organization:

We are not, though, as an order, a political partizan [sic] organization...Being a patron does not mean that we should be any less a citizen, nor does it in the slightest degree control the course of our freedom of conscience, thought or action; but on the contrary our zeal, our energy and our consciousness should be used thereby. During the recent canvass for a constitutional convention, I have heard much of 'Grange candidates,' and the Grangers doing into politics. I have made diligent inquiry to ascertain if any Grange had proposed the name of any person or discussed the merits or qualifications of candidates to the convention and I have to report that not one scintilla of evidence has been furnished me to substantiate the charge that any Grange has done so.31

Grangers may well have acted only as concerned citizens. But fear of independent actions by large numbers of individuals inspired state chairman Ireland to make his controversial effort on behalf of nominating conventions. The dissatisfaction within the dominant party was greater than the state chairman had expected. As a result, even nominating conventions could not guarantee the Democratic leadership control of the delegate selection process.

Information is too scanty to justify more than a few details about these conventions. What happened to Ireland does suggest how dissatisfied rank and file Democrats defied their party's establishment even in the nominating convention. The state chairman sought nomination as a delegate in his district convention, but failed to receive his convention's approval after a fight that lasted eleven ballots. In a few districts discontent continued to plague Democrats even in the election of delegates. In early returns for the nineteenth district in northwest Texas, the Galveston News listed George B. Erath, an independent Democratic candidate, as being ahead of the dominant party's nominee, Andrew Graves, but Graves ultimately won. In the
thirtieth district encompassing south and far west Texas, independents Louis Cardis and John S. Ford won while party nominee Santos Benavides lost to J. B. Murphy, despite having been cited as ahead in early election returns. 32

The fact that Democrats openly expressed their internal disagreements and allowed independent candidates to challenge the party's nominees was a sign of their confidence in winning the election. Republicans had a majority in only four of the state's thirty state senatorial districts, although they had sufficiently large minorities in several other districts to worry the Democrats. Both parties recognized that Democratic control of the state made a constitutional convention inevitable, but Republicans continued to oppose a convention and to uphold the Constitution of 1869. Republicans said they feared a "partisan" constitution without specifying what partisan meant. Although Republicans had special concerns about what they feared Democrats might do to reduce the state's efforts on behalf of education, their objection to the convention was, for the most part, an expression of their distrust of Democrats in general. Fred Miner, a prominent north Texas Republican, observed: "While I believe the convention will be called, I am not prepared to admit that it is needed or will benefit the State...We have no good reason for supposing that the dominant party, if it controls the convention, will frame one better suited to our present condition." Republican newspaperman Anthony B. Norton continued to insist that any needed changes could be made by amending the existing constitution. The hopelessness of their party's cause led the
Republican state nominating convention to take the pragmatic position of advising the party's membership to vote against the constitutional convention in the referendum part of the election and in favor of Republican candidates in the election of delegates.  

Republicans hoped to make the best of a losing situation. They saw faint hope in the divisions of the Democratic party and sought to make what political gain they could out of it. When the Grange executive committee recommended in late April 1875 that its membership participate in the selection of delegates, it unmistakably criticized the current Democratic state administration. While the Grange executive committee placed much of the blame for the state's problems on the "defective" Constitution of 1869, it condemned the existing condition of the state government:

Partial legislation has well nigh ruined the country; a profligate waste of the people's money has well nigh bankrupted the State. A spirit of wasteful extravagance pervades the mind of all our people. The administration of the State has been heretofore in the hands of men who have proven themselves unable to appreciate the wants of the people, or have been unmindful of their real interests. They have held long and profligate sessions of the Legislature, in granting special privileges and peculiar rights to moneyed rings and railroad companies, not then content, but with the same reckless indifference, they have amused themselves, by creating and manufacturing an unnecessarily expensive judiciary by an almost merciless taxation wrung from an unwilling people... Notwithstanding the accumulated burdens we now bear, an attempt was made to fix a burden of millions upon you as a tribute to railroad corporations, establishing a dangerous precedent subversive of the private rights of the citizen.

The Houston Telegraph, long a foe of the Patrons of Husbandry, challenged the Grange to come completely into the open with its attack: "Who does the Worthy Master Land and his associate Committee mean when they say, 'They have held long and profligate sessions of the
Legislature...?" etc., etc. Who are 'they...?" Sensing a chance to exacerbate tension within the Democratic party, the Dallas Republican newspaper, Norton's Intelligencer, gleefully supplied the Telegraph with its answer:

The Executive Grange Committee draws a perfectly clear picture of the Democratic party of this State...Within two years the State debt has been increased one hundred per cent, doubled, by the Democratic party, and the people groan under heavy taxation imposed by the same party, and of this the Grangers rightfully complain.

Republicans wanted to collaborate with the dissident Democrats. At the May Republican state nominating convention, former governor Edmund J. Davis offered an olive branch to disgruntled Democrats when he invited "conservative citizens to cooperate with us [Republicans]...in making a nonpartisan convention." This offer of mutual aid presaged the fusion of Republicans and such agrarian protesters as Greenbackers and populists in the 1880s and 1890s. But despite the fears of the Democratic leadership about Granger intentions, the Patrons of Husbandry did not accept Davis's offer. Farmers had not yet reached the level of dissatisfaction which later led them into third-party challenges to the Democrats. Moreover, Grangers wanted extensive constitutional changes and had less in common with Republicans than did the Democratic leadership, who by and large favored the constitutional status quo.

As the state approached the last month before the election of delegates, one Republican, former attorney general William Alexander, used what amounted to a humorous Trojan Horse to confuse Democrats by exposing their internal conflicts. Acting anonymously, in late
June 1875 Alexander sent out what purported to be a secret circular issued by the "select committee" of the "inner circles" of the Democratic party. Adopting the pose of giving advice to local Democratic leaders, Alexander used his bogus circular to expose a variety of fears and weaknesses exhibited by Democrats. The most important of these fears were those posed by Granger involvement in politics and the bad condition of state finances under the Coke administration. Alexander's circular quickly caused the various contending elements of the Democratic party to blame one another for its authorship. By the middle of July, Democrats finally learned that they were the victim of a joke, but the quality of the jest was such that the former attorney general gained the respect rather than the enmity of those he lampooned. The Austin Statesman felt somewhat flattered that authorship of the circular had been attributed to it, and the Galveston News openly acknowledged the validity of the circular's political commentary:

> It is signed by no one, and if intended as a forged paper, to be regarded as the work of Democratic hands, is very weak, as well as infamous, but if intended as a satire on certain Democratic politicians, and on the tricks of wire-working political managers in all parties, is not without ingenuity and force...Taken simply as a burlesque on self-constituted political leaders and their "hocus-pocus juggling arts to cheat the crowd," it has a trenchant edge, and may be read by the candid and discriminating with appreciation and perhaps profit.

The election of delegates held on August 2, 1875 confirmed the Democratic establishment's worst fears. Democrats won the election overwhelmingly as expected, but the party's picked nominees lost. The Democrats received almost 60,000 out of the 90,000 votes cast, and swept seventy-five of the ninety delegate positions. But few incumbents above the local level or other persons of stature within
the state Democratic party became delegates. Moreover, thirty-seven Grangers plus many farmers not directly associated with the Patrons of Husbandry won election and gave the convention a strong nonestablishment representation. ³⁹

The Democratic leadership had tried to avoid calling a constitutional convention because it feared losing control of the revision process. Once a convention became inevitable, state chairman John Ireland, the Democratic state central committee, and Governor Coke attempted to increase the party leadership's control of the nominating procedure in order to forestall an internal revolt. Dissatisfaction in the party proved too strong to contain. The time bomb of rank and file discontent exploded with the election of many nonestablishment Democrats to the convention. But most of the state did not appreciate what happened in the election until later. Not until the convention began its deliberations did most Democrats finally discover, usually to their surprise and dismay, the great disharmony that existed in the constitutional thought of their party.
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Chapter VII The Constitutional Convention of 1875

The Constitutional Convention of 1875, having put aside the rancors of the election campaign, convened in Austin on September 6 with a harmony bred of a shared desire to create a good constitution. But the sense of fellowship with which the delegates came together was only a thin facade that hid a great division of opinion about the type of constitution the state should have. Although conflict occurred over early procedural questions, the differences of opinion among the delegates were slow to emerge on the convention's floor. The first two articles, legislative and executive, reported from committee caused little dissension in the convention as a whole despite taking a clear-cut restrictive constitutional stand. But the latent tensions among the delegates rose to the surface when the third article, suffrage, came out of committee. A majority of the delegates who believed that preserving white votes was more important than eliminating Negro votes turned a deaf ear to pleas by committed white supremacists for "relief" of the black belt and wrote a suffrage article that continued to allow full manhood suffrage. Much of the state's press turned from being skeptical about the convention because of the restrictive legislative and executive articles to being hostile because of the democratic suffrage article. Although no causal link can be established between the convention's internal controversy over the suffrage article and its subsequent deliberations, many of the articles that came after that of suffrage were hotly disputed. But despite the conflicts they experienced, the delegates persevered in their preference for a restrictive consti-
tution with only the judiciary article as a major exception. Thus, once the convention completed the Constitution of 1876, the state faced a choice of approving this restrictive document or rejecting it at the price of continuing to live under the reviled Constitution of 1869. Advocates of a liberal constitution split, with Governor Coke leading the group that decided to support the new constitution on the pragmatic ground that it was relatively easy to amend. But since the 1876 constitution clearly provided for the "retrenchment and reform" so long demanded, its victory was a foregone conclusion that the people confirmed in a landslide vote.¹

The delegates of the 1875 convention, despite the absence of such leading Democrats as John Ireland, James Throckmorton, and Ashbel Smith, who had unsuccessfully sought to come to the convention, included a solid core of men with legislative and other governmental experience. In fact, the overall quality of the delegates was such that they received not only the approbation of most their contemporaries but of most modern scholars as well. Certainly, the delegates collectively had sufficient expertise to do the job for which the people elected them. The only question was what type of constitution did a majority of the convention want.²

As the voting in the convention ultimately revealed both the delegates' occupations and their membership in the Grange had a strong bearing on the constitutional perspective of the delegates, but the information on the convention's membership is too sketchy and incomplete to make a definitive determination about the precise numbers of delegates in each job category or who belonged to the Grange. No one source
of information, contemporary or modern, nor all extant sources combined provide a completely flawless profile of the convention's membership. But one compilation of information does provide a data base for making an effective analysis of the delegate's voting in terms of their employment and membership in the Grange. Nat Q. Henderson, a secretary for the state senate and an unpaid helper of the convention, published a collection of facts about the delegates gained from interviewing them, and while his information was not complete, it reflected the way the delegates wished the public to know them. According to Henderson, seventy-nine of the ninety members of the convention had one, and eleven had two or more occupations. Delegates, when those with multiple employment are classified only by the first occupation listed by Henderson, consisted of thirty-eight farmers, thirty-three lawyers, and nineteen in various other occupations. Thirty-seven delegates identified themselves as Grangers, and thirty of these were solely or primarily farmers.

Grangers, both in reputation and in fact, dominated the convention, and among the occupational groups those who listed themselves as farmers paralleled the Grangers in their voting behavior. The large majority of Grangers and farmers supported the creation of a restrictive constitution, while laywers and those in the other nonfarming occupations tended to divide more or less evenly between liberal and restrictive constitutional proposals considered by the convention. But according to one contemporary observer, the convention had a distinct Granger-lawyer split. The delegates' voting patterns did not reflect this except in one respect. Even though lawyers as a group did not
show any clear constitutional preference, those lawyers who did vote for liberal constitutional provisions generally formed a large plurality favoring such measures.⁵

For much of September, committees worked on the constitution, and the convention as a whole dealt mainly with procedural matters. Two procedural issues in particular helped set the tone of much of the convention's deliberations on the constitution itself. The first of these procedural questions was the pay of the delegates. The committee appointed to confer on delegate salaries recognized that this issue had a significance that went beyond the amount of money given to the convention's membership. The entire committee agreed that the convention's stipend had to be less than that given the legislature, but this consensus of opinion did not extend to the amount of be cut. For example, the committee on delegate pay sent the convention a majority report, signed by all but three members of the committee, recommending a $3.00 reduction to $5.00 per day plus $5.00 for every 25 miles (i.e., 20 ¢ per mile) traveled, while the minority report recommended a $4.00 reduction to $4.00 per day and 15 ¢ per mile traveled.⁶

Two factors caused the committee to divide. First, the majority and minority of the committee had different interpretations as to just how much retrenchment the people expected. As one member of the minority explained to the convention: "The difference [within the committee] was not so much between them as their understanding of the opinions of the people they represented...." Second, the entire committee felt strongly about a one dollar a day difference in pay because
it saw the amount given to the delegates as a precedent for the salary that the constitution would allow legislators. While defending the position of the committee's minority to the whole convention, John Johnson of Collin County lampooned those members of the convention who feared that a low salary for delegates might adversely affect the salaries of legislators, and in his comments Johnson revealed the depth of hostility that many advocates of strong "retrenchment and reform" felt towards government: (paraphrased)

    With reference to the rate of pay at which gentlemen could afford to serve the people, as good men as he was could be hired in his neighborhood at $1 a day and board themselves. (Laughter.) His constituency did not propose to send men of the highest talent to represent them, because the people had had too much of talent. They were in favor of lower salaries and a lower order of talent. The officers did not get mileage. Besides the members were willing to work and expected to do so at lower pay.'

Johnson's sally against supporters of the majority report elicited a jocular rebuttal from a Republican delegate, Stillwell Russell. Attacking not just the minority report but the whole concept of low salaries, Russell used the ploy of reductio ad absurdum to chide Johnson: (paraphrased)

    The gentleman from Collin had said that good men could be obtained for $1 a day. It might turn out that compensation at $1, $2, or $3 a day might be very dear to the people. He thought the gentleman from Titus was pandering to popular clamor. He did not think that the people expected that the only compensation delegates were to receive was their board bills and their actual mileage. If that was the idea of retrenchment and reform they might as well resolve to serve the people gratuitously for the sake of patriotism. He felt that it should be the idea of the Convention to limit legislation and the cost of it. He did not think the services of a legislator for making laws under a Constitution were entitled to a higher compensation than that paid to the delegates who framed the Constitution itself. In conclusion he proposed as a substitute for the whole question 'that the delegates of this Convention do serve in this Convention without per diem pay or mileage.'
The convention resolved the delegate pay issue in a way that later became typical of conflicts between one measure that was well within restrictive constitutional standards and another proposal that was more extreme in its effect on government. The vote on the delegate salary issue was not recorded, but the stipend given in the majority report was lower than that currently given legislators. Moreover, the majority of the committee on delegate pay included Grangers strongly committed to a restrictive constitution, while only three diehard restrictive constitutional Grangers supported the minority report. In any event, the majority report passed, and the delegates received $5.00 per day for their service in the convention.9

The second procedural question that reflected attitudes prevalent among the delegates dealt with the question of the type and cost of the printing needed by the convention. The printing committee took a much freer approach to spending the convention's money than had the majority of the committee on delegate pay, and as a result the convention disapproved two important recommendations made by the printing committee. The first such rejection came in response to a preliminary report that the printing committee submitted to the convention. The preliminary report suggested that the convention order multiple copies of a newspaper that gave a stenographic report of the convention's daily proceedings for all the delegates. The convention gave the preliminary report a cold reception, and as one of the leading proponents of a restrictive constitution explained: (paraphrased) "He feared his colleagues [on the printing committee] would lead them back to the old rut they were trying to get out of." Apparently many delegates be-
lieved that buying newspapers was too costly because the convention rejected the preliminary report in a nonrecord vote.10

The printing committee sent a comprehensive report proposing four types of printing to the convention on September 13, three days after the delegates had considered and rejected the preliminary report. The categories of printing suggested in the comprehensive report included: the journal, the daily debates, miscellaneous working materials, and the finished constitution. The convention accepted all the above except the daily debates without controversy, but the plan for spending money to hire a stenographer to record the debates and then to print those commentaries provoked much opposition among the delegates.11

The convention's initial reaction to the plan for recording the debates was to reject it summarily, and the delegates did just that in a nonrecord vote. But recording the debates was an issue that would not die so easily. The Constitutional Convention of 1845 had set a precedent by publishing its debates, and the lawyers among those serving in the 1875 convention reminded their colleagues of how valuable the 1845 debates were to the courts in deciding constitutional law. Also proponents of recording the debates believed that the people had a basic right to know about the convention's proceedings and that to deny them this information amounted to "extreme retrenchment." Speaking on economy in government, Nicholas Darnell, the only member of the 1875 convention to have served in that of 1845, explained that (paraphrased) "he had come to Austin determined to do all in his power to bring retrenchment and reform into the Government and into the Convention."
But Darnell argued that the failure to hire a stenographer would be unfair to the convention's constituents. "Was it the intention of the Convention," he asked rhetorically (paraphrased), "not only to muzzle the press, but also to muzzle their own action and to deprive their constituents of a knowledge of their proceedings?" The only argument made by those who did not want the debates published was that they "opposed it on the ground of expense." 12

Many delegates found it difficult to make the choice of whether or not to publish the convention's debates. The day after the delegates defeated that measure, in a nonrecord vote, they reversed that decision, and approved a motion to hire a stenographer to record the debates. But another day later, September 16, the convention once again changed direction and agreed to reconsider the employment of a stenographer. At this point the conflict over publishing the debates became sufficiently intense that the convention began to record its decisions in roll call votes. By the narrow margins of one and two votes the convention defeated a compromise resolution on hiring a stenographer and a motion "to indefinitely postpone the whole subject matter." Finally, the delegates voted on the original proposal to employ a stenographer and publish the debates, and they defeated it by a large margin. The last three votes on the issue of publishing the debates fit the general pattern of restrictive constitutional issues except in one regard: a substantial majority of lawyers consistently supported the publication of the debates. Otherwise, a majority of Grangers and farmers favored the antipublication position, with those two groups achieving their greatest cohesion to provide the final large vote to
give the debate question its ultimate defeat.\textsuperscript{13}

The issue of publishing the debates brought the convention its first criticism from newspapers. Not all the state's press commented on this question, but those that did editorialize on it objected to what they viewed as the convention's excessive parsimony. The Dallas \textit{Herald} was a particularly vociferous critic of the convention's failure to record its deliberations, and in stating its complaints the \textit{Herald} stressed that it viewed the convention's action on the debate matter as a worrisome indication of excessive economizing:

\begin{quote}
The debate on the election of a stenographer in the convention indicates pretty clearly the animus of that body. The extreme 're-trenchment and reform' sometimes lead gentlemen, who are very sensible on all other subjects, into positions which in their lucid intervals they are heartily ashamed of..."

The extreme timidity of politicians, particularly of those who belong to the class of new men, when out of sight of their constituents is proverbial.... What they [the people] do desire is to know, in the clearest and most satisfactory manner, just what the Convention is doing, and the people are willing to pay for the information.\textsuperscript{14}
\end{quote}

Among the attacks that the \textit{Herald} made on the convention for defeating the plan to publish its debates was a reprint of an unfavorable editorial that had appeared in the Shreveport, Louisiana, \textit{Times}. The editor of the \textit{Times} had attended the convention in Austin and gave a prejudicial assessment (one that would reappear in other papers as the convention progressed) of the opposing groups of delegates on the publication of the debates. According to the \textit{Times} editor the split in the convention was between "the best men," who favored publishing the debates, and the "retrenchers," who opposed that measure. The judgment the Shreveport editor passed on the "retrenchers" was particularly harsh; he said they were "men of good intentions, but who
have absolutely no comprehension of the work entrusted to their wisdom."15

As the convention began to switch attention from procedural questions to the various articles of the constitution, it appeared to move beyond the controversies that had previously marred its deliberations. In its work on the first two articles to come out of committee (the legislative and the executive), the convention displayed a degree of agreement and harmony in marked contrast to the procedural issues that had come before and the other articles that would come later. But even though the legislative and executive articles were not typical in their relatively easy passage through the convention, their content was a harbinger of the constitution that was to come. Both these articles were distinctly restrictive in character, and by approving the legislative and executive articles the convention gave notice that Texas was joining the national drive for restrictive state constitutions.

The convention's deliberations on the legislative, executive, and all the constitution's other articles is best understood in terms of these articles as completed. Only by first comparing the various articles of the Constitution of 1876 with the articles of earlier Texas constitutions can the alternatives considered by the 1875 convention be put into perspective. As would be the case for all the articles in the 1876 document that had appeared in the state's earlier constitutions, the legislative article blended the old with the new in a way that kept much of the letter of the same article in earlier constitutions while abridging their liberal constitutional spirit. About
two-thirds of the sections in the legislative article had antecedents in at least one previous Texas constitution, and of these sections most were either partial or complete copies of sections in the 1845 legislative article. But in those sections that were expanded or otherwise revised by the convention, the change often constituted a dramatic reduction of the legislature's powers. Further enhancing the legislative articles' restrictiveness were most of the eighteen sections added to that article in 1875. Moreover, the influence of the restrictive constitutions recently ratified in other states was underscored by the fact that eleven of the new sections in the legislative article were taken, either wholly or in large part, as verbatim copies of sections in the Missouri Constitution of 1875.16

Historically, in Texas and the nation as a whole the legislative article had always posed a different set of problems for those writing state constitutions than had any other part of the organic law, and these differences also affected the measures taken in 1875 to make the legislative article restrictive. Unlike the other branches of government that had only those powers specifically granted to them, the legislature had plenary powers to which the constitution gave shape and definition by placing controls on how and what the legislature could do. As the noted jurist and legal scholar Thomas M. Cooley explained in his A Treatise of the Constitutional Limitations which rest upon the Legislative Power of the States of the American Union: "except where the constitution has imposed limits upon the legislative power, it must be considered as practically absolute...." But the type of limitations embodied in previous legislative articles were directive controls.
Such directive controls affected the legislature by defining procedures for it to use and by mandating actions for it to implement. Thus, the restraints in a liberal legislative article influenced the legislature mainly in terms of how and what decisions it made but only rarely in terms of whether it could make decisions.  

A restrictive legislative article differed from a liberal one both in terms of how many limitations it contained, and more importantly, in terms of the different types of restraints it imposed. A restrictive legislative article had directive controls in greater numbers and with wording that was narrower and more constrictive, but however debilitating such changes were, directive controls did not affect the legislature’s capacity to make decisions. The revisions in the legislative article that impacted on the legislature’s ability to reach decisions were proscriptive controls. These proscriptive controls were the heart of what made a legislative article restrictive. This was the case because proscriptive controls set maximums on, or even prohibited altogether, specified types of legislative behavior. Moreover, the most important of the activities affected by proscriptive controls in making an article restrictive were those affecting the state’s financial functioning. Finally, a third type of alteration common to, but not always present in, restrictive legislative articles was structural change.

The legislative article in the Constitution of 1876 contained all three of the above categories of revision, but in the case of structure, the changes were merely a return to the prewar status quo. The legislative article eliminated those active government fea-
tures that had been added to the 1866 and 1869 legislative articles, and by doing so it restored the same basic structure that had existed in the 1845 legislative article. In its major characteristics, this structure consisted of biennial sessions of the legislature, two and four terms for the house and senate, respectively, and a lieutenant governor, who had a two year term of office and served as the presiding officer of the senate.\(^{18}\)

The changes made in the descriptive controls of the 1876 legislative article were largely restrictive. Both through the addition of new descriptive controls and through the expansion of existing ones, the legislative article gained much of the length and detail that was typical of restrictive state constitutions. This expansion in the descriptive controls consisted of ten new sections and fifteen amended sections. While a few of these alterations enhanced rather than restrained government's discretionary authority, the vast majority of them were restrictive. But as was characteristic of descriptive controls, their growth in numbers and complexity did not substantially alter the capacity of the legislature to make decisions. Some of the new descriptive controls were trivial, but even the long lists of subjects prohibited as special legislation only affected the means by which the legislature could take action.\(^{19}\)

The proscriptive controls of the 1876 legislative article were fewer in number than the descriptive ones, but they constrained the legislature's power to make decisions either by setting maximum limits or by prohibiting specified activities altogether. The legislative article had nine proscriptive controls, eight of which were new,
and all these controls dealt with the legislature's authority over the state's fiscal affairs. The one proscriptive control that was not new to the 1876 legislative article placed a ceiling on state debt. While the 1845, 1866, and 1874 legislative articles had each had such a measure, the 1876 debt limit was slightly less stringent in restraining the legislature than at least two of the earlier debt limits had been. The 1876 debt limit was $200,000, while those of 1845 and 1866 were $100,000 (and that of 1874 was $1,000,000). Furthermore, the 1876 debt limit had allowed the legislature to create financial obligations by only a simply majority, while those of 1845, 1866, and 1874 had required a two-thirds majority.20

Of the new proscriptive controls, one was a revision of a preexisting descriptive control. All prior legislative articles had stipulated the salary for the legislature, but without affecting the legislature's ability to change its pay. The 1876 legislative article stated the legislative stipend as a constitutional maximum and lowered the $8 per day allowed in 1866, 1869, and 1874 to $5 per day for the initial sixty days of a legislative session and $2 per day thereafter.21

The other seven proscriptive controls new to the 1876 legislative article were all taken from the Missouri Constitution of 1875. The most important of these controls was one that denied the legislature "the right to levy taxes or impose burdens upon the people" except for eight categories of government activity. Three of these proscriptive controls dealt with the legislature's power to authorize the lending of credit and money by government on any level. These three controls prohibited the state from giving such aid to pri-
vate individuals and corporations and to local governments as well. In addition, local governments were also barred from providing such assistance to private individuals and corporations. Another restriction placed on local government paralleled a restraint that had long affected state government, it proscribed the legislature from granting "any extra compensation...to a public officer, agent, servant, or contractor after service had been rendered or a contract has been entered into in whole or in part...." The last two proscriptive controls denied the legislature the right to "release or alienate any lien held by the State upon any railroad" or any debt owed by any private individual or corporation to any governmental entity.²²

As completed, the legislative article did not differ greatly from its committee version. Indeed, the legislative article went from committee to final approval with a harmony that belied the fundamental differences which existed among the delegates. It was as if the delegates had forged a virtual consensus not to challenge the legislative article as passed in committee. With one major exception, all the revisions to the legislative article considered by the convention were only modifications that did not fundamentally change that article. The one challenge to a substantive feature of the legislative article that received more than a few votes was a motion to eliminate the office of lieutenant governor, and it lost by a margin of seven votes.²³

The convention's deliberations on the legislative article, aside from not involving substantive features of that article, fit no pattern in terms of what it passed or defeated. But a large proportion of the revisions it considered were proscriptive controls, and these
form the focus of the discussion that follows. The convention showed no preference in the changes it made in the legislative articles based on whether those alterations strengthened or lessened that article's controls on the legislature. For example, the convention considered three different revisions of the section setting the salary of legislators, with two of the proposed amendments raising and one lowering the amount paid, and all three of these proposals failed.²⁴

The convention approved two revisions in the section that limited the legislature's power to spend to eight types of activities, with one being less and the other being more restrictive. The change that made the spending section less restrictive dealt with that position of the section that authorized the legislature to provide for "the support of the public schools." The words "public schools" left the legislature with no authority to fund colleges and universities, and if passed as proposed in committee, the spending section threatened Texas A. and M. College, which was partially constructed, as well as all future institutions of higher learning. When presented with an amendment to allow the legislature to aid "colleges and universities under the control of the state," the convention rejected that change in the spending section in a nonrecord vote. Several days after this initial defeat the convention agreed to reconsider the issue of funding colleges and universities after an impassioned plea by the sponsor of that measure. Striking at the heart of the convention's doubts, this delegate sought to reassure his colleagues that state aid to higher education did not contravene restrictive constitutional principles:

We can effect retrenchment and reform but we should act the part
of statesmanship in doing it. We should seek reform in those subjects which in themselves are calculated to produce fraud and corruption in legislation. There are many sources of corruption, and we see these sources of corruption in private corporations, railroad charters, monopolies of every kind, and a hundred different subjects. And I will strike hands with any gentleman on this floor in striking out such sources of corruption.... [but] what is there on the subject of education calculated to corrupt the future Legislatures? Where are the parties who are to bribe legislators to establish schools and colleges? No, sir, let us not tie the hands of our future legislatures, but leave them untrammeled, to establish without restraint, in this empire state of ours, an educational system that will keep pace with the systems of other states. 25

The logic of this argument apparently convinced the majority of delegates, for when the convention resumed its deliberations on the colleges and universities issue, it first rejected a compromise motion to fund only Texas A. and M. and then adopted the proposal to support all state colleges and universities.

The revision that made the spending section more restrictive came as a result of a direct attack on the legislature's capacity properly to oversee the state's eleemosynary institutions. As reported from committee the spending section authorized the legislature to provide for "the support of the eleemosynary institutions of the state." Some delegates found the term "eleemosynary" too broad and wanted to limit the legislature's authority to three such institutions, the Blind, the Deaf and Dumb, and the Insane Asylums, currently operated by the state. Those opposed to denying the legislature this power protested that the elimination of the word eleemosynary (paraphrased) "might exclude other charitable institutions." To this, the author of the proposed amendment to the spending section replied (paraphrased) "that was the very object he had in view." Elaborating on his ob-
jection, this foe further explained that "eleemosynary was a big word and capable of being misinterpreted [by the legislature]." This appeal to the fear of the legislature worked, and the convention passed the proposed amendment to the spending section in a nonrecord vote.25

Finally, the convention's work on the section limiting state debt revealed the cautious tactics used by proponents of a liberal constitution to reduce the stringency of the constitution's controls on the legislature. As passed in committee, the debt section went far beyond the debt sections in earlier Texas documents or those recently adopted in other states. The committee version of the debt section prohibited the creation of any state financial obligations under ordinary circumstances and allowed the state to borrow a maximum of $500,000 "in cases of insurrection or invasion." But by a margin of two to one, the convention voted to substitute a verbatim copy of the 1845 debt section for that of the legislative committee. As soon as the convention approved this change in the debt section, John Reagan, a long-time officeholder and a leader of those favoring a liberal constitution, proposed a second alternative section. Reagan's debt section was an imaginative attempt to increase the legislature's authority over debt matters. Drawing on the prestige of the Pennsylvania Constitution of 1873 as a restrictive document, Reagan explained that his debt section (paraphrased) "was a liberal copy from the Constitution of Pennsylvania, except as to the amount, which was [in the Pennsylvania document] $1,000,000." Reagan raised the debt limit, for normal conditions from the $100,000 allowed in the 1845 debt section to $200,000 and completely eliminated the requirement of a two-thirds majority for the
legislature to create financial obligations. The convention passed Reagan's substitute debt section.27

The convention worked with so little friction over the legislative article that the delegates did not establish a clear pattern in its voting. In many instances, the delegates did not experience sufficient dissension to bother taking the roll call on votes, and even when the votes were recorded, they were often so lopsided that they failed to reveal much about the differences among delegates. One vote, however, did follow the pattern that was soon to emerge. Although it lost, the motion to eliminate the office of lieutenant governor still found favor among the majority of Grangers and farmers. By a larger majority than was to be common for them, lawyers provided the largest group of votes against ending that office, and all other occupations split almost evenly on that issue. All but one Republican voted to preserve the lieutenant-governorship.28

Since the executive branch had only those powers that the constitution gave it, and it administered rather than formulated the state's economic policy, the executive article required fewer changes in order to become restrictive than did the legislative articles. Most of the twenty-six sections in the executive articles had at least some small change in them, but only two were entirely new. The alterations made in the executive were largely, but not totally restrictive. In all, the two new sections plus twelve other sections that had substantial revision enhanced the controls on government, while five sections had changes that lessened control on government. But in quality as well as quantity, the changes in the executive article that made it
more restrictive had a far greater impact than those that made it less restrictive.  

The executive article had a number of structural alterations, but these changes were more a repudiation of the active government structures added to the postwar Constitutions of 1866, 1869, and 1874 that a shift to a new restrictive constitutional structure. In 1876 the executive branch consisted of the governor, lieutenant governor, attorney general, comptroller of public accounts, treasurer, commissioner of general land office, and secretary of state. All these officials returned to the pre-1866 status quo of serving two years terms and of being, except for the secretary of state, popularly elected. Another repudiation of postwar active government was the elimination of the superintendent of public instruction. One structural change, however, broke with all prior constitutions and with restrictive constitutional theory as well: the 1876 executive article placed no limitation on the governor's capacity to succeed himself.  

Descriptive controls played an unusually significant role in making the executive article restrictive. The most important controls in this regard were those that expanded the power of one element of the executive branch in order to restrain another part of government or even private corporations. These revisions illustrated the fact that the goal of those seeking a restrictive constitution was reducing the cost and growth of government and the illicit practices of big business rather than an indiscriminate attack on government's authority. At a time when Republican excesses had purportedly discredited the governor as well as government in general, the 1876 executive article
kept the item veto on appropriations and enhanced the chief executive's overall veto authority. The governor gained for the first time the right to delay announcing his veto for ten instead of the usual five days and the right to disapprove bills after the legislature had adjourned. In addition to having his authority over the legislature expanded, the governor also had his capacity to control the other executive officers increased. Although he did not obtain direct command of these officials, the governor had his usual prerogative of requiring "information in writing from officers of the Executive Department" enlarged in 1876. This added authority allowed the governor to demand a written report "upon any subject relating to the duties, condition, management and expenses" of the other executive offices and "to inspect their [i.e., the other offices] books, accounts, vouchers and public funds...." 31

The governor was not the sole beneficiary of the changes in power that occurred in the executive article and nor was he always the beneficiary of these revisions. For example, just as the governor gained purview over the other executive officers, so too did he have to report on the functioning of his office in greater detail to the legislature. Moreover, the attorney general also had his constitutionally mandated authority increased. For the first time, the executive article required the attorney general to intervene in certain specified illicit business practices by private corporations in addition to his statutory duties. 32

Proscriptive controls played a less important role in the executive article than they had in the legislative article. Most of
the proscriptive controls in the executive article consisted of stating the salaries of executive officers as constitutional maximums. Besides this change, the pay allowed was in all cases lower than in earlier postwar constitutions. Another proscriptive control was a more rigorous version of a section that had originated in 1845. Previously, the state's constitutions had forbidden the governor from holding any other government position, but the 1876 document enlarged this structure to prohibit the chief executive from holding any nongovernment job or receiving any external compensation.33

The executive article, in its final version, was more restrictive than that originally written in committee. The executive committee wrote an article containing an inconsistent mixture of constitutional features ranging from restrictive to active government. Among the more important of the active government elements of the executive article the committee approved and the convention removed were: the superintendent of public instruction, a $5,000 maximum salary for the governor, the attorney general being able to keep all fees paid to him, and a four-year term of office for the comptroller of public accounts, treasurer, and commissioner of the general land office. Conversely, one restrictive feature of the committee version of the executive article deleted by the convention was a limit on the governor's capacity to succeed himself.34

Initially the convention took a contradictory approach to the executive article that paralleled the work done in committee on that article. On the first day, October 4, that it debated the suffrage article, the convention showed a willingness to consider, and
even to approve, measures that were far different from the article that was finally approved. Moreover, despite the fact that the executive article provoked less dissension than most of the other articles, it still stirred more controversy than had the legislative article. On the morning of October 4, the convention approved two changes in the executive article. One revision was active government in character, and it expanded the governor's term of office to four years, while the other was restrictive in nature and eliminated the office of superintendent of public instruction. That same morning the convention also rejected two restrictive constitutional measures. The defeated proposals sought to make the office of secretary of state elective and, for the second time, to end the office of lieutenant governor. Further compounding the delegates' indecisiveness was their inability to stick to the decision they made. Each of the four measures on which the convention voted in the morning of October 4 were reconsidered at least one more time during the debate of the executive article.35

The convention devoted the afternoon of October 4 almost exclusively to the governor's pay. The delegates did not challenge having the chief executive's salary set as a maximum, but they fought over what the limit should be. Since the $5,000 allowed to the governor was the same amount paid under the earlier postwar constitutions, the advocates of a restrictive constitution challenged that figure as a repudiation of the promises made to the people in the previous summer's elections to reduce the salaries of state officials. In all, six different proposals cutting the governor's stipend came before the convention, and the last three of these suggested amendments inspired roll
call votes of relatively narrow outcome as the moderate and extreme proponents of a restrictive constitution fought over how much to reduce the governor's salary. With a large minority of twenty-eight delegates voting against all three of these hotly contested pay cuts, the moderate and extreme restrictive constitutional delegates blocked each others' salary measures of $4,000 and $3,500, respectively, before coalescing to pass a second motion to give $4,000 to the governor. As usual for restrictive constitutional propositions, a large majority of Grangers and farmers favored lowering the amount paid the chief executive, but the lawyers displayed a far larger than usual degree of cohesion in opposing the salary cuts by a large majority. 36

After the first day's work on the executive article, the advocates of a restrictive constitution began to assert themselves, and the convention responded by systematically removing the active government measures in the executive article. But in doing this, the convention also stood firm in opposing efforts to make the restrictive sections in that article harsher.

The convention's deliberations on the other executive officers stood in marked contrast to the contradictory debates on the governor's powers and pay. For example, the delegates refused to raise or lower the salary given the attorney general by the executive committee but they did alter the fees allowed the attorney general from an unlimited amount to a maximum of $2,000. Two other decisions affected the attorney general in opposite ways. In an action that brought the vote granting the governor a four year term of office into question, the convention defeated a bid to expand the attorney general's power by
also allowing him to serve four years. When a proponent of an active
government argued in favor of equalizing the attorney general's term
of office with that of the chief executive one foe of that proposal
warned that (paraphrased) "the increase of the governor's tenure had
not passed from control of the House, and he hoped some one would move
a reconsideration of the vote increasing it to four years, and put the
term down to two years, where it ought to be." In contrast to its
rejection of a longer incumbency for the attorney general, the con-
vention expanded that officer's constitutionally mandated authority
by approving a measure that required the attorney general to intervene
against various improper business activities by private corporations.37

The warning given about the governor's four year term of
office when the convention rejected a similar tenure for the attorney
general came true before the day was out. First, the convention reduced
the tenure of the comptroller, treasurer, and the commissioner of the
general land office from the four years allowed by the executive com-
mittee to two years, and then it returned the chief executive to a two
year incumbency as well. Associated with the question of how long the
governor should serve was the issue of whether he could succeed himself.
Although the convention's Journal has no record of the elimination of
the rule on succession, the convention treated that rule as though it
had been cut earlier when it prepared the executive article for its
final passage, and thus the limitation on gubernatorial succession did
not become a part of the 1876 executive article.38

Finally, the convention took much the same action on the
salaries of the comptroller, treasurer, commissioner of the general
land office, and secretary of state as it had with the attorney general. As with the state's chief lawyer, the executive committee had lowered the pay of these four officials from that allowed under the earlier postwar constitutions, and the convention defended the committee's salary figures from all efforts to raise or lower them. But one new issue was introduced during the deliberations over the remuneration of all these offices except the secretary of state. For the first time, the convention encountered an effort to eliminate the provision setting the pay of these officials as a constitutional maximum. Moreover, just before the convention gave final passage to the executive article, a similar attempt was made concerning the governor's salary. The convention defeated both these proposed changes, but it was a hint of future disagreements.39

The low salaries and other measures of strong retrenchment elicited protests from some of the newspapers that advocated a liberal constitution. A warning that appeared in the Galveston News in the middle of September presaged the complaints voiced after the convention had passed the legislative and executive articles:

Government without expense is the ideal economy to which the heroic retrenchers aspire. Their faith in it is really touching. We know of nothing comparable to it in simplicity and pathos.... Such retrenchment is not economy. It is essentially the worst kind of wastefulness.40

Although not as numerous as the critics of the convention and located almost exclusively in small towns, papers that advocated strict re- trenched and reform defended the convention's actions on behalf of a restrictive constitution, and they, like the delegates working to make the new constitution restrictive, justified their position by
claiming it was the public's will. "Our people," the Lampasas Dispatch argued, "have been clamorous for these curtailments."\(^{41}\)

Suffrage was the third article considered by the convention, and the controversy it provoked led to an open split among the delegates and to many newspapers becoming highly critical of and even opposed to the convention. Although it received more attention from being a separate article, suffrage was but one of a cluster of constitutional provisions affecting the people's access to their political system. The convention and the state as a whole were divided over whether to maintain Texas' Jacksonian tradition of full manhood suffrage or to abridge that tradition by imposing controls on the political system that affected men who were otherwise qualified to vote. The suffrage article reflected these contending points of view at different stages during the convention's deliberations over it. As reported from committee, that article contained a variety of franchise limitations, but as finally passed by the convention, it excluded the two key statewide suffrage restrictions provided by the committee. In addition to franchise restraints, the convention also rejected other types of controls on the political process that did not conform to the precepts of Jacksonian Democracy. Among these were plans to use multimember districts for the house of representatives and the district courts and to gerrymander legislative and judicial districts in ways that abridged population standards set for those districts by the legislative article.\(^{42}\)

The first skirmish in the convention's struggle over popular participation had occurred during the deliberations over the
legislative article. The extreme white supremacists had attempted to negate the power of local black minorities by having state representatives elected at large in state senatorial districts. In support of this measure, John Reagan made a forceful appeal on behalf of Democrats in counties with Negro majorities (paraphrased):

He said those poor downtrodden people were turning with anxious eyes to the Convention for relief. He appealed to the delegates to save them and give them representative government. Judge Reagan said that it was very distasteful to him to have to discuss the subject, but that it must be evident to all the delegates that a large portion of their countrymen were incapable of self-government. On general principles he favored local option, but the situation in the eastern counties of Texas was peculiar. There were twenty or more counties in the same condition as that described by Mr. McCormick, who had borne and suffered for Democratic principle. If the Convention did not help the people of those counties they would be compelled to remove with their families, or be tempted to coalesce with the Radicals. For the sake of humanity and the right of self-government he hoped the substitute would be adopted.

The convention turned a deaf ear to Reagan and those who agreed with him, and it kept single-member districts for state representatives.

But it was in considering the suffrage article that the convention fought its major battle about the public's access to the political system. Since it was devoted solely to the issue of popular political participation, the suffrage article allowed the delegates to focus on this question more extensively than at any other time during the deliberations. The position of extreme white supremacists on behalf of suffrage restriction and other forms of political controls on the electorate had long received wide public exposure through a press that was largely in favor of such measures. But what made the debate on the suffrage article different was that it led to an airing of the arguments against limiting the franchise. Although Republicans tended
to reaffirm their commitment to the Reconstruction goal of political rights for blacks, white Democrats who advocated a more open political system did so because they believed such an open system would advance the interest of their own party and race. The Reconstruction Amendments to the United States Constitution had left white supremacists with two basic choices: they could strike against blacks through indirect forms of political discrimination or they could accept black political participation as the price for preserving Jacksonian Democracy for whites. The arguments made by those delegates who favored full manhood suffrage left no doubt that they had taken the latter of the two options dictated by the Reconstruction Amendments. 44

Perhaps as a result of lingering fears of federal intervention, the topic of discrimination against Negroes about which the newspapers wrote in such graphic terms and John Reagan had mentioned, albeit reluctantly, in connection with legislative districts, went undiscussed by proponents of suffrage restriction. Rather than stress this sensitive issue that the delegates already know was the prime reason for limiting popular political participation, advocates of such political controls spoke about what this change would mean to whites and to the principle of American democracy. Delegates who favored suffrage restrictions made a variety of arguments that generally followed five major assertions: the poll tax was too cheap for it to hurt even poor people; it affected all equally without regard to wealth or race; all people should help support their government, and those who failed to contribute did not deserve to vote; suffrage was not a natural right but one based upon (paraphrased) "a compact between the State
and the citizen;" and a number of states, North and South, had poll taxes or other franchise restraints. One further assertion made by proponents of franchise limitations indirectly raised the specter of black participation in politics by speaking euphemistically of (paraphrased) "floating irresponsible population that controlled at elections...." 45

Democratic opponents of suffrage restriction refuted the claims made by its proponents. These foes of political controls saw franchise restraints as (paraphrased) "departure from the old landmarks of democracy...[that] would be a stepping stone toward aristocracy and imperialism," the poor would suffer from measures that drew "a monied circle around the ballot box" and this would result in the convention being defeated at the polls and unfettered franchise was a natural right that could not be abridged, and it did not matter if other states had suffrage restrictions for Texas would not "throttle free government." Those attacking franchise restraints openly discussed the subject of black voting that advocates of suffrage restrictions mentioned only indirectly, and rejected as irrelevant the contention that political controls "might deprive the colored man of the right of suffrage." The preservation of white votes rather than of white supremacy was the goal of those who favored full manhood suffrage.46

The suffrage article that came out of committee was an unqualified victory for those favoring franchise limitations. That article devoted all or part of three, out of a total of five, sections to franchise restraints. The suffrage article's second section stipulated that all voters had to pay their state and county poll taxes.
The third section placed additional controls on urban voters: in ordinary municipal elections the voter "had to have paid all taxes due said town or city that have accrued against him since the adoption of this constitution," and in elections to create debt he could cast a ballot only if they were a "freeholder." The fourth section took a more indirect approach to suffrage controls by granting the legislature the right to regulate elections without naming any specific mode for doing so. While this allowed for future inventiveness for legislative action against black voters, the most immediate result of such discretionary authority was to leave the state's laws on voter registration in force.47

The convention quickly demonstrated that the suffrage committee represented the minority of delegates. In the period of two brief, sharply contested days that began on October 6, the convention stripped most of the franchise limitations from the suffrage article. Refusing to compromise on the subject of suffrage restrictions the convention rejected all efforts to amend section two before passing a substitute for that section that contained no mention of a poll tax, and once having approved this substitute section, the delegates repulsed all efforts to reintroduce the poll tax in the second section two of the suffrage article or in any other section of the constitution. The convention approved a substitute for section three without any preliminary efforts at amendment, and this replacement section made no mention of tax paying or property owning requirements for urban voters. But despite the sweeping affirmation of democratic suffrage for the states' municipalities, there remained considerable fear of the urban
proletariat that Texas did not yet have but that did exist in other parts of the nation. Although no attempts were made to impose franchise restraints on city voters in general elections, the convention first considered amendments to the substitute section that involved debt elections in incorporated areas, and then passed a second replacement for section three that made tax paying a prerequisite for city elections "to determine the expenditure of money or the assumption of debt." Finally, the convention approved a substitute for section four that prohibited voter registration while otherwise leaving the legislature free to "preserve the purity of the ballot box...." 48

The convention's defeat of the restrictive provisions of the suffrage article produced a cry of disappointment and even of outrage from a large portion of the state's press. Newspapers that disagreed with the final version of the suffrage article generally experienced a marked lowering of their opinion of the convention, and some of these journals became flatly opposed both to that body and the constitution it was writing. At least one critic of the suffrage article believed that it alone was sufficient to defeat the constitution, but as the Gonzales Inquirer pointed out, most of the press saw the suffrage article as one element in a larger pattern of disappointments:

With a unanimity almost complete the Democratic press of the state condemned the action of the Convention in refusing to restrict suffrage to those who pay a poll tax. With equal unanimity, the press also condemns the course of the Convention in regard to public schools, railroads, the abolition of the Immigration Bureau, etc. In these condemnations, we believe nine-tenths of the Democrats of the State agree. 49

The few Democratic newspapers that approved the suffrage article were rarely quoted in the extant journals taking the opposing position. The
Cuero Star, a rare exception to this tendency, had given only a lukewarm endorsement of the suffrage article, but it unreservedly condemned the state's press for attacking the convention and stifling what it called "the voice of the people":

> The manner of habitually condemning the action of the present Constitutional Convention, a course, we regret to say, adopted by many of the papers, reflects a decided personal weakness rather than popular weight. The people who called the Convention will not so easily condemn a thing of their own making. They will ultimately endorse the action of the Convention.\(^5\)

Despite attacks on the suffrage article by the press, the convention remained committed to placing the interests of white voters over excluding blacks from the political system. Just as the convention had defeated a proposal to have representatives elected at large in state senate districts, so too did it reject a plan to divide the state into supreme court districts in which to choose district court judges. Although the extreme white supremacists had hoped and Republicans had feared otherwise, the convention further aided the individual voter by not gerrymandering the state in order to negate all local Republican majorities in legislative and judicial districts. Thus, even though it did not attempt to apportion the state according to what would be called "one man, one vote" in the twentieth century, the convention refused to subvert all sense of equity in its apportionment of legislative and judicial districts to the needs of white supremacy. Race did affect to some degree how the convention drew the boundaries of these districts, but in those relatively few instances that Republican majorities in the black belt were too large to be easily gerrymandered for the benefit of white Democrats, the convention established
districts for those majorities.\textsuperscript{57}

By the time the convention had passed the suffrage article on its second reading, the once amorphous term "retrenchment and reform" had taken on a definite meaning. A phrase that enjoyed almost universal support at the start of the convention, "retrenchment and reform" had become closely associated with the values of the delegates who advocated a restrictive constitution and a more democratic political system. The successes of these delegates in shaping the legislative, executive, and suffrage articles according to their values had imprinted their more stringent concept of "retrenchment and reform" on the convention, and once this dominance was established, it was virtually unshakable.

The convention, after having fashioned the legislative, executive, and suffrage articles, proceeded almost inexorably to produce a restrictive constitution, but this continued close adherence to restrictive constitutional principles caused greater conflict among the delegates. This dissension appeared most in the three articles that, with the three already drafted, formed the core of the constitution. The education, tax and revenue, and judiciary articles all produced controversy and discord in their respective committees as well as in the convention itself. But of these three articles, and of all the articles in the entire constitution, only that of the judiciary resulted in a significant departure from restrictive constitutional principles, and even the judiciary article produced only a partial deviation from those principles.

The education article was one of the hardest for the con-
vention to write as it involved not only the passions associated with restrictive constitutional issues but also those associated with the provision of free public education. Although some delegates took more extreme positions, the major debate in the convention was between those who wanted free public schools to be a low priority goal, as defined by governmental spending, to be accomplished at some later date, and those who believed that such schools were a responsibility that could not be postponed and required a constitution that allowed sufficient funding to maintain the existing system of education. Despite the obvious economies that would result from making free public schools a low priority item, the plan to retain the school system in use did not have to conflict with restrictive constitutional principles if the education article set a maximum on the funding allowed those schools.52

The convention considered six variants of the education articles, more than for any other article that came before it, and these six versions of the article covered virtually the full spectrum of opinion about public schools in the convention. Initially, the education committee issued a majority report that made free public schools a low priority goal and a minority report that made education free only for paupers. In addition to these reports, three other versions of the education articles were introduced from the floor of the convention. But the delegates rejected all five of the contending versions of the education article and created a select committee to write what proved to be the final preliminary draft of that article. The select committee provided that the current funding of free public schools of one-fourth of the state's total property tax should be a con-
stitutional maximum, and this became the basis for the completed education article. The vote passing the education article on its second reading demonstrated that it won the support of all delegates except those who took extreme positions for and against public free schools and in favor of strict economy in government. Large majorities of Grangers, farmers, and lawyers voted to approve the education articles, while all nonfarmers and lawyers split almost evenly on that subject. Republicans, who wished to maintain Reconstruction era guarantees of minimum funding for free public schools, voted overwhelmingly against the education articles.\(^{53}\)

Though not sparking as wide a range of opinion as had the education article, the taxation and revenue article did provoke differences among the delegates that took two weeks of intermittent debate to resolve. The tax and revenue committee sent both majority and minority reports to the convention, and neither of them closely resembled the tax article that was finally passed. The two reports of the tax committee agreed that the property tax, the state's more important source of revenue, should be set at a maximum rate equal to the current statutory rate of one-half of one percent. Otherwise, the final tax article was a mixture concocted on the floor of the convention that drew from the tax committee's two reports while adding much that was new as well. From the minority report, used by the convention as the basis for its deliberations on the tax article, the delegates took: a mixed system of property and occupation taxes; a requirement for all taxes to be levied and collected according to general laws; a prohibition on the legislature's surrendering the power
to tax corporations; a ban against landowners paying taxes on property located outside their county of residence; and a mandate for the forced sale of lands to collect overdue taxes. Significant elements of the majority report placed in the tax article included: a ceiling on the property taxes of local government; a rule that railroads pay property taxes in each county in which they owned land; and a mandate for the election of tax assessors. Although the convention made changes in the various provisions it drew from the tax committee's reports, several entirely new sections were added as well. Among these new sections were: a grant of power to cities to assess and collect taxes on railroads, a two-year limit on state appropriations, and prohibition on the legislature's borrowing or diverting special funds held by the state treasury. Once completed, the tax article was far more restrictive than either of the tax committee's two reports. The vote passing the tax article on its second reading followed the usual pattern of restrictive measures, with Grangers and farmers giving large majorities for the the article and lawyers providing a large majority against it. Republicans voted unanimously against the tax article.  

The convention departed from its systematically restrictive approach to writing the constitution only in the judiciary article, and even in this article, the results were mixed rather than a wholesale repudiation of restrictive constitutional principles. Texas had long suffered from an overburdened judicial system, and this problem consumed much of the energies that the convention put into the drafting of the judiciary article. But in matters closely associated with "retrenchment and reform," the convention deviated from its usual
commitment to restrictive constitutional values. The judiciary committee sent the convention a majority report and two minority reports, while a fourth variant of the judiciary article was introduced on the floor of the convention. Of these contending versions of the judiciary article, only that introduced on the convention's floor conformed to restrictive constitutional precepts, and it was rejected.55

The convention used the judiciary committee's majority report as the basis for their work on the judiciary article, but that majority report underwent extensive change before being finally passed. Four aspects of the judiciary article had particular importance for advocates of a restrictive constitution: salaries, the length of tenure for judges, the use of criminal district courts, and the number of district courts. The convention lowered the pay of all judges, but more significantly in terms of the judiciary article's deviating from restrictive constitutional theory, only the salaries given the supreme court judges were stated as maximums. The majority report had shortened the term of office for judges from that allowed in 1866 and 1869, but the convention reduced the tenure of judges even further. The convention imposed a stricter limit on the creation of criminal district courts than did the majority report. That report prohibited criminal district courts unless "the district included a city containing at least fifteen thousand inhabitants...," while the convention raised the minimum population to thirty thousand. In the matter of district courts, the majority report had left it to the convention to decide how many district courts the state should have, but in doing so, that report had given the legislature authority to alter the number of
district courts established by the constitution. The convention significantly reduced the number of district courts from those currently in service, but it retained the legislature's discretion in creating new district courts.  

The judiciary article passed its second reading by a large majority, but the vote was anomalous in one important respect. Although the judiciary was the only article to deviate from restrictive constitutional principles, the delegates voted in a way that was typical of restrictive constitutional measures. With a unanimity rarely achieved in the convention, all Democrats who were Grangers or farmers, with one exception, approved the judiciary article. This meant that lawyers, who voted with their usual but not overwhelming majority, and Republicans, who voted unanimously, approved the article. Apparently, the features of the judiciary article that conformed with restrictive constitutional principles were more important to the convention than those aspects that conflicted with those values. Moreover, the comment made by one delegate who voted for the article suggests that at least some members of the convention viewed the article by a different standard than they did the rest of the constitution (paraphrased):

He was in favor of a reduction of salaries in all departments of government except the judiciary.... But as the judiciary were [sic] charged with high and holy duties, and as their labors are so arduous, they should have liberal salaries.

The convention brought its work to a close on November 24, 1875, sixty-eight days after it had begun, and passed the new constitution by an overwhelming margin. But while the completion of the document was the realization of a long-standing Democratic goal, it was
not the end of the dominant party's inner conflict over constitutional reform. Democrats who opposed the type of restrictive document drafted by the convention faced a dilemma. They had to decide whether to ratify that document despite their objections or to defeat it and continue to live under the much disparaged Constitution of 1869.58

The large majority by which the convention approved the constitution was in part a sign that many who opposed a restrictive document had decided to accept the 1876 constitution as the lesser of two evils. "There are," explained the Rockdale Messenger, "a great many people in the State who are displeased with the unprogressive spirited manifest by the convention, but who will still vote for the new constitution as the only means of getting rid of the present one."

Critics of the new constitution found particular comfort in its relatively easy amendment procedure. Even before the convention ended, Governor Coke, for example, began to see amendment as a way to resolve his doubts about the constitution. In a letter to Chief Justice of the Texas Supreme Court Oran M. Roberts, Coke discussed his feelings about the constitution and its amendment article:

The constitution in many respects will be a great improvement on the old one, but will fit two [sic] tight for comfort, will have too much legislation in it and I fear will not make the Govt. sufficiently vigorous[.]. The provision for Amendment however makes it easily accessible for the purpose[,] 2/3 of the Legislature can propose amendments, and if necessary have them voted on at a Special election, and it is not necessary that they [be] ratified by the succeeding Legislature.59

After the convention adjourned, the constitution's potential for amendment became one of the major arguments made in favor of ratification by Coke and other leading Democrats who had doubts about that document.
The expectation that amendments would provide major changes in the constitution within a few years of its ratification proved largely unfounded. The voters were slow to approve amendments that made substantive revisions in the 1876 document. Ironically, however, amendments ultimately became the chief means by which Texas adapted their restrictive nineteenth century constitution to rapidly changing twentieth-century conditions.60

Democrats who could not accept the constitution posed a potentially wrenching problem for their party. As the moving force behind the writing of the constitution, the dominant party normally might have been expected to make that document a test of party loyalty, and even before the convention adjourned, some members of the party began to express fears that this might happen. The Democratic leadership, in sharp contrast to their insistence on party discipline during the nomination of delegates, quickly moved to reassure those dissenting on the constitution that the party would not formally endorse that document.61

Foes of the constitution remained much the same afterwards as they were before the convention ended. Low salaries, short terms of office, controls on legislative discretion, and other restrictive constitution features of the new organic law offended those who remained committed to the state's liberal constitutional tradition. Moreover, the relatively democratic political system provided by the constitution also continued to offend many people, but during the campaign to secure ratification of the constitution, extreme white supremacists expressed their fears of black political participation in a particularly inflam-
matory way. They charged that the new constitution would lead to the creation of "Senegambia" in the black belt, and by this they meant a Negro-rulled area that would cause the ruin of the whites that lived within it. 62

Republicans took a unified stand on the constitution that contrasted sharply with dissension of the Democrats; the minority party strongly opposed the document. The platform of the Republican state convention that met in January, 1876, expressly "denouce[d] the Constitution...as unfit to become the organic law of the state." On the surface at least, Republicans seemed natural allies of dissident Democrats, and in one county, opponents of the constitution in both parties held a special joint convention to protest that document. 63

Not all Democratic foes of the constitution, however, believed that Republican protests aided the fight against ratification. Before the minority party passed its platform, a correspondent of Chief Justice Roberts wrote expressing the opinion that if Republicans came out against the constitution, it would hinder rather than help the antiratification effort:

I am looking with some degree of anxiety for the result of the Radical Convention now in session -- If they oppose the instrument openly, as a party measure, it will give it strength before the people -- The opposition to be feared, must arise in the Democratic party and the nucleus of concentration of the opposition must be entirely Democratic -- And in that event, the constitution must be defeated -- In fact, I am not sure if it were defeated, if the result would not be for ultimate good, as a rebuke to that un-statesman-like pandering to popular error, which characterized that body of men, or rather a majority of them, that framed the instrument.

After the Republican party put its anticonvention plank in its platform, some Democratic newspapers that opposed the constitution accused
the minority party of being deceitful. Apparently fearing the situation described by Roberts' correspondent, these journals attacked the Republican platform as a trick to get Democrats to support the constitution.65

The Constitution of 1876 won ratification by a landslide margin of 136,000 votes to 56,652, and by this vote, the people of Texas gave their approval to a fundamental change in the state's constitutional experience. The new constitution not only eliminated such active government features of postwar constitutions as longer terms of office, higher salaries, and enhanced government powers; it broke with the liberal constitutional tradition of an organic law as a set of principles to guide the development of government. In making this shift in Texas' constitutional practice, the 1876 document joined a new restrictive trend in American state constitutions of an organic law as a device to define the limits of government's discretion and growth.66
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Chapter VIII Epilogue

Southern state constitutions of the 1870s show that greater diversity existed in these documents and the politics of making them than C. Van Woodward recognizes. Rather than the uniformly restrictive documents that Woodward argues they were, post-Reconstruction organic laws in the South spanned the constitutional spectrum from liberal to restrictive. Even in the southern states that had restrictive constitutions in the 1870s, the politics of creating those documents did not fit the mold that Woodward attributes to southern politics as a whole for the period. Instead of "loyalty and discipline" inspired by reaction against Reconstruction, white Democrats displayed disunity and disharmony. This was because constitution-making by necessity entailed the "issues of economics and self-interest" that Woodward postulates would have threatened Democratic solidarity. In each of the three states (Alabama, Louisiana, and Texas) examined in this study, the specific conditions of their constitution-making varied. The degree of conflict within each state depended on the willingness of its Democratic leadership to compromise on the making of a restrictive constitution. But in all three of these states it was not "Redeemers ... invoking the past to avert the future" that prevented outright schism in the Democratic party. Rather party unity was preserved because the Democratic leadership acquiesced to their need to preserve the states' credit (in the case of Alabama and Louisiana) and to the desire of the party's rank and file for a restrictive constitution.

In arguing that 1870s southern state constitutions were
restrictive Woodward makes an impressionistic assessment of the eight southern state constitutions written in the immediate post-Reconstruction era. Woodward bases his assessment of 1870s southern state constitutions on the constitutions' lengths and their controls of the legislature, but when these criteria are systematized and all eleven southern state constitutions in force in 1879 are analyzed, the result is far different from that claimed by Woodward. Only five (all written in the 1870s) post-Reconstruction southern state constitutions were restrictive. Six (three written in the 1870s and three written in the 1860s but used by the Democrats in the 1870s) were liberal. The restrictive constitutions were longer in number of articles, total sections, and sections in the legislative article.

The dissimilarities in length of the restrictive and liberal southern state constitutions paralleled differences in those documents that were more fundamental. The restrictive constitutions had, on average, almost double the number of directive controls on the legislature than did liberal documents. And in the crucial area of proscriptive controls on the legislature, the restrictive constitutions contained a wide array of such controls that affected both state and local decision-making processes. These proscriptive controls included: taxes stated as maximums, limitations placed on public debt, prohibitions on aid to private enterprise, restrictions on the use of tax revenue, and ceilings on salaries. The liberal constitutions, in contrast, contained few, if any, proscriptive controls.

Even though only five southern states wrote restrictive constitutions, it does not necessarily invalidate Woodward's explana-
tion of what caused those restrictive constitutions. Woodward saw constitution-making as but one facet of the overall political environment of the post-Reconstruction era. According to Woodward, reaction against Reconstruction was both a genuine response by southerners to Republican rule and a manipulative political tool that the Democratic leadership in the South used to keep its party united. However, an analysis based on the general political situation cannot be assumed, as Woodward does, to be applicable to the specialized political conditions associated with the writing of a constitution. Since people generally considered a constitution to be a less partisan matter than most political activities, and since constitutions were usually written by a convention that met only one time, the politics of constitution-making were specialized. This specialization served to accentuate the quality that differentiated the politics of constitution-making from more ordinary politics. The creation of a constitution by necessity entailed economic and other substantive issues, and the election of delegates to the convention and the deliberations of the convention made it virtually impossible to divert the voters' attention from these substantive issues.

Woodward theorized that if southern politics operated on "issues of economics and self-interest" it would threaten the unity of white Democrats. The politics of constitution-making in Alabama, Louisiana, and Texas did just that. The Democratic leadership of these three states averted an open rupture in their parties only by setting aside their own liberal constitutional preferences and making extensive concessions to the restrictive constitutional demands of their party's
rank and file. Dependent in large measure on the threat that the state's debt posed to its credit, the conditions under which concessions were made to demands for a restrictive constitution differed in each of the three states studied. The greater the threat to the state's credit, the more willing the Democratic leadership was to compromise on the writing of a restrictive constitution. A restrictive constitution offered several benefits to a leadership contending with an overburdensome debt. First, such a constitution was a means to reduce other governmental spending and increase funds to pay the debt. Second, a restrictive constitution eased public pressure to reduce or even to repudiate the debt as a way to solve the state's financial problems. Finally, a restrictive constitution was a political _quid pro quo_ to the party's rank and file to reward them for allowing the leadership to retain control of the state debt.

Alabama's debt was so large that the state government had no other choice than to reduce its financial obligations. In order to protect the state's credit, the Democratic leadership of Alabama wanted to make the smallest reduction in the state debt possible, but much popular sentiment existed in favor of a more substantial cut in that debt. To secure its objective of preserving the state's credit the dominant party's leadership devised a two pronged strategy. An appointed commission would adjust the state debt, and an elected convention would write a constitution. The commission was necessary because the Democratic establishment feared that it could not control a convention on the question of debt. But the convention was also needed for only a new constitution could make the cuts in government spending
that would free the funds to pay the adjusted debt. One major stumbling block stood in the way of a constitutional convention. The Democratic rank and file feared that a new organic law might eliminate the democratic reforms made in the Constitution of 1868. To quiet these concerns and unify the party behind a constitutional convention, the dominant party's establishment assured its followers that the reforms instituted in 1868 would be incorporated in the new constitution.

The Alabama Constitutional Convention of 1874 lived up to the promises made by the Democratic establishment. The convention wrote a restrictive document that maintained the democratic reforms of 1868. But the convention kept the pledges of the dominant party's leadership grudgingly and only with the imposition of strict discipline on Democratic delegates by the party's caucus. The 1874 constitution reflected what Democratic delegates believed had to be more than what they wanted. In matters not directly associated with preconvention promises, the convention frequently passed liberal and antidemocratic measures. But the desire for a different constitution than the one being written was true of restrictive as well as liberal constitutional advocates, and in the crucial issue of debt reduction those favoring a restrictive constitution came close to scoring a major victory. They got the convention to approve a significant reduction in the state's property tax rate, only to have the convention change its mind and restore the tax rate it had originally approved. If allowed to stand this property tax rate would have denied the debt commission the money it needed to fund the adjusted debt. In addition to securing a constitution that provided the means for the debt commission to
protect the state's credit, the Democratic leadership also benefited from the 1874 constitution in another way. Although the 1874 document provided for a relatively democratic political system, it nonetheless left a loophole for discrimination against the black belt. The constitution affirmed the general assembly's authority to make local governments in the black belt appointive.

Unlike Alabama, Louisiana did not face serious problems with its debt in 1878 when Democrats began to wrestle with the question of constitutional revision after regaining control of the state government. Fearing that a constitutional convention might scale down the debt and write a restrictive organic law, the Democratic leadership of Louisiana attempted to forestall a convention by having the general assembly prepare amendments to the Constitution of 1869. The assembly passed amendments that made only a limited revision in the 1869 constitution and those changes left many Democrats dissatisfied. Since the amendments made, with one exception, only token efforts at economy in government, Democrats who wanted a restrictive constitution considered them to be unacceptable. And since the amendments took no action against black political participation and integrated schools, Democrats who were extreme white supremacists also objected to them. When the people rejected all but one of the amendments a constitutional convention became inevitable, and the governor called a special session of the general assembly to provide for a convention.

In the shortest meeting of the assembly up to that time, the 1879 session of the general assembly quickly called a constitutional convention. But as the assembly deliberated on a convention,
Louisiana experienced a financial crisis that altered the Democratic leadership's attitude towards constitutional revision. That crisis was the state's failure to pay the interest on its debt, and this default on the January 1879 interest payment put the state's credit into jeopardy. Wanting to preserve the state's credit, the Democratic leadership began to see a new constitution as a means to cut government spending and free revenue to pay the debt.

The Louisiana Constitutional Convention of 1879 produced a document that was restrictive and relatively democratic, but the 1879 constitution contained many inconsistencies that were indicative of the diverse influences that affected the convention. The single most hotly debated issue in the constitutional convention was the debt. The Democratic establishment and holders of Louisiana bonds expected that the rate of interest of the bonds would be lowered, but they staunchly opposed any reduction in the debt's principal. The convention almost scaled down the principal of the bonds, but in the end it merely cut the interest rate. In matters of political rights, the convention continued democratic suffrage, but it also left the door open to gubernatorial appointment of local officials. In addition, the convention also gave constitutional recognition to the hated Louisiana Lottery.

Texas had a relatively small debt, and as a result its Democratic leadership never had the motivation to compromise on a restrictive constitution as did the party leadership of Alabama and Louisiana. Because of this intransigence on the part of the dominant party's hierarchy, Texas had a protracted struggle over constitutional revision. Although reaction against Reconstruction helped forge a
consensus among Texas Democrats in favor of a new constitution, it
did not create unity in the dominant party over what that document
should contain. The first effort to provide for a new constitution
came in 1873. With the Republicans possessing both control of the
executive branch and a large minority in the senate, Democratic
legislators had to maintain strict unity if they were to secure a new
constitution. This these legislators did not do, and when four Demo-
crats voted with their Republican colleagues in the senate, a joint
resolution providing for a constitutional convention died.

In 1874 the conditions for creating a new constitution
were much improved over the previous year. In their 1873 party con-
vention, Democrats had placed a plank in their platform supporting a
constitutional convention. And when the dominant party won control of
the executive branch and of a large majority in both houses in the fall
general election, the path to a new constitution seemed open. Governor
Richard Coke reinforced this perception in his January 1874 message to
the legislature when he made the writing of a constitution a major
goal of his administration. But just as soon as the legislature began
deliberating on changing the constitution, Democrats started dividing
over how to revise the organic law. The senate and house committees on
constitutioal amendments sent conflicting proposals to their respec-
tive bodies concerning the mode for revising the constitution. The
methods for altering the constitution suggested by the committees were
an elected convention and an appointed commission. The senate acted
on constitutional revision first, and as a result of the superior par-
liamentary tactics of those opposed to a convention, it defeated that
measure. Due to a provision in the constitution, the senate's vote defeating the convention resolution killed that measure for the rest of the legislature's 1874 session. But despite this constitutional prohibition, the house refused to accept the senate's action and passed its own resolution calling a constitutional convention. This futile action accomplished nothing and when the legislature also rejected revision by commission, the question of writing a new constitution reached an impasse.

Governor Coke broke the legislative logjam he had helped create by recommending that the legislature appoint a committee to write a new constitution. Although he had claimed to be objective, this was the way Coke had wanted the constitution revised in the first place, and in the absence of an alternative, lawmakers agreed. The legislature gave the job to a special joint committee that was composed of the house and senate committees on constitutional amendments. The Constitution of 1874 emerged from the special joint committee as a liberal document that contained both active government measures and controls on political participation. The senate passed the 1874 document, but the house rejected it, and in doing so made a constitutional convention inevitable.

Faced with a great popular outcry on behalf of a constitutional convention, Governor Coke and the leading anticonvention legislators switched their position from opposition to pragmatic support of a convention. Coke called a special session of the legislature for January 1875 to provide for a constitutional convention. Once the legislature convened the senate quickly passed a joint resolution calling
a convention. But when events in Arkansas gave convention foes an excuse to act, they caused the house to postpone approval of the convention resolution for a month. This delay was but one manifestation of the futile hope that anticonvention legislators continued to harbor of preventing the call of a constitutional convention.

The fight over whether to call a constitutional convention occurred in the context of a larger pattern of institutional activity by the state government. Governor Coke's administration had played a large role in dividing the Democratic party. By maintaining a policy of deficit spending that was quite similar to that of his Republican predecessor, Edmund J. Davis, Coke had done much to create dissension in his party. The continuity in administration between Davis and Coke existed even in the area of government activity in which there was the greatest difference in spending. Faced with a complex problem of public protection that ranged from law enforcement to frontier protection, both Davis and Coke believed the state treasury could not afford all the public protection services the people wanted. Davis funded law enforcement to the detriment of frontier protection, and Coke did the opposite. But this temporizing on public protection for economy's sake resulted in much public dissatisfaction with both governors.

Popular discontent with the Coke administration and the Democratic leadership in general began to play a direct role in the constitutional revision process after the legislature called the constitutional convention. The nomination and election of convention
delegates placed the revision process in the public arena for the first time. The Democratic establishment had long feared the popular involvement in constitution-making that a convention would entail. Enhancing the people's input into the creation of a constitution by giving voice and leadership to public opinion was the Grange, an agrarian organization that was reaching the peak of its popularity in 1875. Long before newspapers recognized the threat posed by the Grange, the Democratic state central committee attempted to inhibit the influences of members of that organization in the nomination of delegates to the constitutional convention. This strategy by the state central committee backfired because it threatened the autonomy of local party organizations and because Grangers were too numerous in many localities to be pushed aside. The state central committee's concern was validated, however, when Grangers emerged from the election of delegates with the largest single group in the constitutional convention.

The Constitutional Convention of 1875 proved uncontrollable just as the Democratic leadership had feared. With Grangers taking the lead, the convention wrote a restrictive document that systematically rejected the liberal constitutional values of the Democratic establishment. The convention evidenced its preference for rigid retrenchment throughout its deliberations, and only in the judiciary article did it partially deviate from its strict adherence to restrictive constitutional values. The convention also rejected virtually all efforts to limit the political rights of the people and in doing so preserved the state's commitment to Jacksonian Democracy. The completed constitution
met the expectations of much of the dominant party's rank and file, but the party's establishment was left with a quandary. Either it could ratify the new constitution with which it disagreed, or it could continue to live under a constitution it despised. While some prominent Democrats fought to defeat the new organic law, others followed the lead of Governor Coke and supported that document because it was relatively easy to amend. The people ratified the Constitution of 1876 by an overwhelming margin, and in the nineteenth century at least, that document proved harder to amend than Coke and other advocates of a liberal constitution had hoped.
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